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E.DITORIAL 
First and foremost, we thank you, Bob, Car a and Peter, 
very much for editing the September issue of the 
Journal. We have developed procedures over the years 
which were hard to come by and difficult to convey to 
others, so we know of the problems you experienced and 
overcame. A good job and well done! 

Let me be the first to react to Bob Platt's immediate 
departure from the Washington area to Amarillo, Texas. 
Congratulations on your new job. I'm sure you will do 
well with Mesa. Their gain is our loss, however. The 
Pi is losing a tireless, truly dedicated volunteer who 
has added immensely to the quality and value of the 

"- organization. Almost immediately upon jOining, Bob 
started attending Board meetings and participating in 
activities ranging from redrafting the Bylaws through 
giving monthly tutorials and preparing new disketeria 
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and editing a 
Adios, hasta 

This issue covers, in addition to the usual SIG 
reports, Q & A, and other regular columns, three 
sections dealing with information on the Mac, business 
and word processing, and Pascal and Forth. We also 
have several articles which should be of interest and 
value to computer newcomers or aspirants. For those 
of you who have not yet purchased a system, George
Sall provides a methodology which he used in choOSing 
a Ilc. Merle Block suggests ways to make money with 
your new purchase. Mark Daniels whimsically offers 
ways to rationalize your purchase, and Stan Viet of 
Computer Shopper gives you the facts pro and con on 
buyi ng by rna i 1. And more... tt 
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BEGINS THE FALL. Once again, a restful summer makes 
way for a busy and active fall. Rumor has it that 
Apple plans to announce a new product, the Apple Ilx. 
We are making inquiries to learn if there is such a 
product and what it has to offer us. 

THANKS TO THE SUMMER EDITORS. We wish to express
thanks to Bob Platt, Peter Combes and Cara Cira for 
their successful effort to put together the September 
issue of the Journal. A job well done, folks! Each 
summer a special team is needed to assemble the issue 
while our Editor and co-Editor, Gena and Bernie, enjoy 
a month in Martha's Vineyard. (While we have their 
phone number, we try not to invade their peace and 
quiet.) 

MEMBERSHIP DIRECTORY. Dana Schwartz is just about 
ready for a press run on the new membership directory.
This, the WAP's third edition, will be the thickest 
yet. It has taken considerable effort to assemble and 
Dana is to be congratulated on the result. In the 
past, we have sent the directory to all members who 
expressed a desire to be in it. Because of the large 
numbers involved this year, we are discussing the need 
for collecting a small fee or requesting a modest 
donation to cover the printing costs. A figure of one 
or two dollars would no doubt be adequate. Would you
be willing to contribute a modest amount for a copy? 

ONE FREE TUTORIAL. To better serve our newest members 
and to acquaint everyone with the services of our 
office, we are thinking of offering every new member 
one free tutorial evening out of our four evening 
series. Such an offer seems to meet our primary
objective of being an educational organization. What 
do you think? 

GROUP PURCHASE. There is a healthy discussion under
way about the nature and content of our group purchase 
program. Until the release of the Macintosh and Ilc, 
we had only brought in non-CPU items to our members, 
since just about every member already had a computer. 
The Mac group purchase took a tremendous amount of 
effort to coordinate; although, the club received not 
one penny from the effort. Because the only benefit 
accrued to those who have made a purchase, the club 
should consider whether such activities should con
tinue and, if so, in what form. The Board perceives a 
division among the members. It is thought that some 
feel the focus should be on the review and recommenda
tion of hardware and software while others are pleased 
to be able to make a purchase of items when an attrac
tive price can be negotiated. Some members have 
expressed the view that all purchases should be made 
from local dealers only while others feel that the 
very best price available should be sought, regardless 
of the source (so long as we do not deal in stolen 
goods ••• ) What do you want from the WAP group pur
chase program? 

PASCAL BOOK. Bob Platt has sent to TAB books a col
lection of Pascal articles to be published under our 
name. We will receive a sizable number of copies to 
sell to our members as a fund-raising event. We want 
to thank Bob and the many contributing authors who are 
trying to bring the word about Pascal to the Apple 
user community. You have all helped us greatly. 

BOARD MEETINGS. The Executive Board usually meets on 
the second Wednesday of each month, but occasionally
it is necessary to change the date, sometimes with not 

enough time to notify members through the regular 
channels. If you .are an occasional attendee at the 
meetings and would like to be notified by phone when 
the date is changed, please call the office and put
yourself on a list. 

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED. We are in need of a few volun
teers. For some time we have been looking for someone 
to help index art icles of the Journal. This is a 
non-technical task. It might take a dozen hours to 
complete. You could benefit by getting free copies of 
missing back issues. If you would be willing to help 
out, let's hear from you. 

We need some help in the support of SIG activities. 
You would work with Bob Platt, our Vice President in 
charge of assisting SIGs. If you have two or three 
hours a month to help in this capacity, call Bob. 

If you are knowledgeable about the Apple and like to 
teach, we can use your help. Our able Tuesday night
instructors need some back-up. If you would be 
willing to do a 2-hour course, one Tuesday per month, 
every other month, please call Bruce Field. If you
did this three times this year, it would be a big 
help! The topics are very introductory. An outline 
of each session can be found in the S~ptember issue. 

Due to a temporary condition, Cara Cira will be unable 
to co-ordinate the monthly program during the next few 
months. Can you help? You need only contact the 
speaker and insure that the required audio visual aids 
are arranged through Jim Taylor. If you can help out,.~ 
call our office and leave your name. 

APPLE /Ic, A PORTABLE? Apple's widely displayed ad 
for the Ilc suggests that it is a 7 1/2 pound portable
microcompter. A recent editorial in InfoWorld chal
lenged that contention. We must agree with InfoWorld. 
The 7 1/2 pound figure includes neither the power
supply nor the monitor (as noted in a fine print foot
note in the ad). Since the light weight LCD screen 
shown in the ad is not even available at this time, it 
seems that Apple is doing itself a disservice by
failing to "tell it like it is·. 

Several months ago, we mentioned the possibility of a 
serial interface timing problem. More recently, I 
have been faced with a known defect. The /lc I use 
does not correctly communicate with a printer. Having
tried two printers and two cables, it appears to me 
that the problem is in the printer interface hardware. 
Since the computer is sealed, there is no option but 
to take it in for repair, a disappointing situation. 
I have always been able to fix my trusty ][+ since I 
could get at its innards. 

THE SPEEDEMON cont. Two months ago we discussed a 
possible quantit~ purchase of the Speedemon speed up
card for the )[+ or /Ie,. Unfortunately, the McT 
company is experiencing a problem making the card 
compatible with the 16K of RAM from 0000 up. Until 
this problem is resolved, we will not arrange a group 
buy. We hope they are successful since the card, a 
low price peripheral which uses the Apple's own 
memory, more than triples the speed of your computer.~ 
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AUGUST GENERAL MEETING 


Washington Apple Pi, Ltd. met at the USUHS on August
25, 1984 at 10:00 AM, with Bob Platt presiding.
September Journal errata: page 35, Dave Harvey
authored the report from Telecomrn SIG. Volunteers are 
needed for SIG officers in the September elections. 
Members are reminded that the Tuesday evening tutori
als start in September. Group Purchase announced 
future group buys'- information is available at the 
WAP office. Paula Benson asked members to please
volunteer to host Apple Teas. MacTea leaders are 
needed. Ed Myerson presented and explained the 
budget. The vote will be at the September meeting.
There was a round of appreciation to Ed and Priscilla 
Meyerson. A special recognition was given to the 
member who traveled from Belview, Washington for the 
meeting. Dave Harvey and Ted Meyer volunteered to 
assist with the NewSIG meeting and the Thursday Help
presentation at the WAP office. 

SUMMARY OF SEPTEMBER EXECUTIVE BOARD MEETING 

The Executive Board of Washington Apple Pi, Ltd. met 
on September 10, 1984 at the WAP office. The new 
Membership Directory is being prepared for distri
bution in October. The idea of offering a free 
tutorial to new members was discussed. Printing costs 
are being reviewed. The Frederick Apple Users Group
has requested to be an associate of WAP. ~ 

JOB mART 
HELP WANTED 

TEACHERS: West Laurel Recreation Council, Laurel, MD 
needs teachers for classes in Logo and Apple Writer on 
Apple lie. Apple Writer class: Monday 7:00 - 9:00 PM, 
4 weeks beginning October 1. Logo for Parent and 
Child: Tuesday 6:30 - 8:30 PM, six weeks beginning
October 2. Call Mary Lou, 725-3257 or call 445-4500 
and ask that your name and phone number be given to 
Mary Claire Madera. 

FIRST AlDERS: West Laurel Recreation Council, Laurel, 
MD needs a high school or college student to ~ssist in 
Logo, BASIC and Apple Writer classes. These are three 
separate classes and applicant would need to know the 
subject matter for that class, as well as basic 
operating procedures for the lie. Classes begin the 
week of October 1. Classes are held Mon, Tues, Thurs, 
Fri afternoons; and Mon, Tues, Thurs evenings. Call 
Mary Lou, 725-3257, or call 445-4500 and ask that your 
name and phone number be given to Mary Claire Madera. 

APPLE lie, Ilc and MAC TUTORS wanted in the Fair Oaks, 
McLean and upper Montgomery Co. areas. Good pay,
flexible hours. Call (301) 596-0707, Computer Tutor. 

POSITION WANTED 

Position wanted to (a) determine client needs for 
microcomputers, (b) select product options for client,
(c) write report for client, and (d) provide client 
after-purchase support. Job finder fee available. 
Have MBA (Marketing), MS (Food Technology) and no 
private sector or paid computer experience. Know 

'-' COBOL, FORTRAN, BASIC. Very sharp learning curve. 
Academic work in DBMS. Write E.L. Bouwkamp, P.O. Box 
19142, Washington DC or call (w) 202-475-4945 or (h) 
703-765-4303 before 9 PM. ~ 

APPLE III SIG meets on the second Thursday of the 
month at 7:30 PM. The next meeting will be on October 
11 at Universal Computers, 1710 Fern Street, Alexan
dria, VA. 

APPLESEEDS is the special interest group for our 
younger members. They meet during the regular WAP
meeting. 

DISABLEDSIG - See the DisabledSIG column elsewhere in 
this issue. Call Jay Thal for details. 

EDSIG - the education special interest group - see 
the EDSIG Page elsewhere in this issue. 

FORTHSIG will hold its next meeting on Saturday,
October 20 at 1:00 PM in the WAP office. 

LOGOSIG meets monthly at 12:45 after the regular WAP 
meeting at the Barrie School, 13500 Layhill Road, 
Silver Spring, MD. 

NEWSIG will meet just after the regular Washington
Apple Pi meeting and conducts a "drop-in" for new 
Apple owners on Thursday evenings from 7:30-9:00 PM in 
the office. They will answer questions and try to 
help new owners get their systems up and running. 

PIG, the Pascal Interest Group, meets on the third 
Thursday of each month at 7:30 PM at the Club Office. 

PI SIG (formerly ASMSIG) meets on the second Monday of 
each monts at 8:00 PM in the WAP office. For further 
details, call Ray Hobbs at 490-7484. 

SigMac meets on the 1st Thursday of each month at 7:30 
PM and on the 2nd Saturday from 9:00 AM to 12:30 PM at 
USUHS, in the auditorium. 

STOCKSIG meetings are on the second Thursday at 8:00 
PM at the WAP office. See StockSIG News elsewhere in 
this issue. For further details call Robert Wood 
(703) 893-9591. ' 

Telecomrn 
meeting. 

SIG usually meets after the regular WAP 
~ 

QU~U~ 

Washington Apple Pi meets on the 4th Saturday (usual
ly) of each month at the Uniformed Services University 
of the Health Sciences (USUHS>, Building B, 4301 Jones 
Bridge Road, Bethesda, MD, on the campus of the 
National Naval Medical Center. Library transactions, 
journal pickup, memberships, etc. are from 8:45 
10:00 AM. From 9:00 to 10:00 AM there is an informal 
"Help" session in the auditorium. The main meeting 
starts promptly at 10:00, at which time all sales and 
services close so that volunteers can attend the meet
ing. A sign interpreter and reserved seating are 
provided for the hearing impaired. 

Following are dates and topics for upcoming months: 

October 27 - Graphics Packages
November 
December " 15 -- Swap Meet 

The Executive Board of Washington Apple Pi meets on 
the second Wednesday of each month at 7:30 PM at the 
office. All members are welcome to attend. (Some
times an alternate date is selected. Call the office 
during the first week of the month for any late 
changes.) ~ 
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APPLE lIe WANTED by Hospital-based Adult Day Treat JCl~ Tho L 
ment Program for therapeutic purposes. Willing to 
sign for tax exemption if donated for this worthy 
cause. Please call Mrs. Mary Cress at 530-3030 
between 8:30 AM and 5:00 PM, Monday-Friday. ~G
FOR SALE: AJ 832 Keyboard Printer Terminal and Apple * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Super Serial Card for Apple ][+. $525 total. Kip 
Hine, 431-6323 eves. DISABLEDSIG OCTOBER MEETING 
FOR SALE: Basis-108, "The German Apple" (manufactured SPEAKER: Bob McKayby Basis Microcomputer, GMBH, Muenster, West G~rmany). SUBJECT: Adaptive Devices for the HandicappedCPIM, CP/M+ and Apple ][ compatible. Bankswitched THURSDAY, October 4, 1984, 7:00 P.M.128K Ram, 2K monitor ROM (total room for 10K user Chevy Chase Community CenterROM), selectable 40/80 col x 24 line display, separate Connecticut Ave. & McKinley st., NW, D.C.NTSC composite color video, composite B&W video, and 
RGB video outputs, cassette 1/0, RS-232-C serial 1/0, * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * Centronics parallel 1/0, and 6 Apple ][ compatible
slots all on motherboard. Two internal Micro-Sci A2 Bob McKay will describe the process that Wisconsin'sdrives w/controller. Detached keyboard, ull case, Trace Center goes through to prescribe adaptivenumeric keypad, cursor control block and 15 program devices for persons with handicaps, and he will demonmable special function keys. Diagnostic application, strate several such devices. c.tand CP/M+ (3.0) software, genuine Applesoft ROM set, 
parallel printer cable, Kraft 2-button joystick, 12" 
green 80-co1. monitor, and Novation App1ecat II 300 ,.::::. .... /,.::::. 1"---1 T c::5P~C I r~L .~_ v '-- V 
utility software, and all manuals. All items in ·like 
new· condition. Package price $1550. Call Richard A. 

baud modem with firmware ROM, Novation communicationl 

ACADEMY ON COMPUTERS 
Stalls, work (202) 535-1000 or home (202) 543-l347, 
MCI Mail: R. Stalls 209-9606. Maryland Public Television is offering an innovative 

12-week course specifically designed for the busy 
FOR SALE: Apple ][+ with Microsoft 16K card, lower professional who wishes to become computer-literate. 
case chip and REPEATERRRR keyboard accessory. Excel The "Academy on Computers" is an easy, convenient and 
lent condition, clean. In original box with documen personalized introduction to the world of computer 
tation including brand new Apple ][ Reference Manual technology, concentrating on application rather than 
(now out of print). $500 including UPS. Stephen theory. Beginning Saturday, November 10, at 4:30 PM 
Bach, Rt. 2 Box 89, scottsville, VA 24590, (804) 286 and repeating Sundays at 9:30 AM, "Academy on Com- (\ 
3466. puters" will air on TV 22, 28, 31, 36, 62 and 67. 

The "Academy on Computers", through its hand s-on,WANTED: Apple Writer lIe with manuals in good condi
audience-participative approach, can help you becometion. Stephen Bach, Rt. 2 Box 89, scottsville, VA 

24590, (804) 286-3466. familiar with the workings of a microcomputer, under
stand basic computer technology, evaluate and select 
personal computers and software, and develop a simple FOR SALE: Epson MX 80F/T printer. Includes Graftrax+ 
computer program.Proms, tractor feed, manual and ribbons. Excellent 

condition, $320. Tymac PPC-100 parallel printer card 
with cable; MXP1us manual print contra1 commands (for The price of the course is $70, including the 12 ha1f
Epson MX printer); Super-Text 40/80 (Apple ][, ][+) hour shOWS, resource materials and specific software 

for any of seven popular microcomputers, periodicand documentation (used 2 weeks). Best offer. Call 
Claud DuVer1ie, 0(301) 242-8450 eves. quizzes and eval uations, and a speci a1 hot1 ine for 

one-on-one consultation with a local professor of 
computer science. For an additional $55, individualFOR SALE: RS-232 Serial cards $75. Works with any 
ized instruction and access to a college computerserial device up to 9600 baud. Any Apple ][+, lIe or 
laboratory are available through Loyola College,clone. DOS, CP/M or Pascal. Great manual explains 
Prince George's Community College and Northern VARS-232 for beginners. Pat McGee, 3916 Decatur Ave, 
Community College. For more information call (30llKensington, MD 20895, (30ll 933-7097 eves. c.t 
337-4034 or write to: "Academy on Computers", Mary
land Public Television, Owings Mills, MD 21117. 
·Academy on Computers" is underwritten by a general 
support grant from Frederick Computer Products, Fred
erick, MD.CCJrnrnE..I~C I AL 

SYMPOSIUM OF OPERATIONS RESEARCH/~ANAGEMENT SCIENCEIf I EJ).5 
The Washington Operations Research/Management Science 

WANTED: Washington Software Developers Group Inc. is Council will sponsor its Fall Symposium on Tuesday,
looking for persons who own either an Apple ][ series, October 16, at George Mason University's Student Union 

IBM PC, or the various Tandy and TRS models, and use 
 II in Fairfax, VA. The symposium will feature ses
Multiplan, VisiCa1c or SuperCa1c. The group wishes sions on Soviet Operations Research, Telecommunica
access to the machines for 8 to 10 hours to implement tions Modeling, Operations Research Software, 000 
developed spreadsheet templates on these systems. Mobilization Support, Non-linear Programming, Risk~ 
Reimbursement will be 2.5% of the net revenues Assessment, Strategic Planning, Artificial Intelli
realized from the sale of these templates. Interested gence & Robotics, Reliability & Availability, and 
persons should call Don Kornreich at 472-5840 work, or Policy & Operations Research. For further information 
292-9225 home. c.t contact Pete Malpass (703) 385-4300 or Alan Gleit 

(703) 642-6764. c.t 
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EDSIG Calendar 

Tuesday, October Z, at 7.30 p.m. 

"Educational software". Demonstrations and discussions 
by EDSIG members. 

Nominations for chairman and columnist should be sent 
to Bob Platt at the WAP office, by October Z. 

All EDSIG meetings are held in the Auditorium, 
Building B, of the Uniformed Services University of 
the Health Sciences, on the campus of the National 
Naval Medical Center, 4301 Jones Bridge Road, 
Bethesda, MD. 

Meeting Report 

Tuesday, September 4, at 7.30 p.m. 

"Videodiscs Transform Education" by Michelle Conyne. 

Michelle Conyne, of the International Institute for 
Applied Technology (IIAT), gave a fascinating demon
stration of the ability of an Apple lIe to control a 
videodisc player. 

The parameters are by now well known; a regular video
disc is the equivalent of 54,000 slides, or of 30 
minutes of motion pictures, or any desired combination 
of these two modes. It offers slow motion, reverse, 
and step by step frame display. Above all, the 
videodisc is a device that offers rapid random access. 
The freeze frame facility has unlimited duration with
out damage to the disc surface. Indeed, it is diffi
cult to damage the disc surface in any way. 

IIAT has for a long time been sold on the features of 
the videodisc, and the potential for using it with a 
microcomputer. The Apple was an early choice; it had 
sufficient memory, good serviceability, and Apple
Computer was very helpful in providing notes for the 
making of an appropriate interface. However, IIAT 
found that the public, particularly in point of sale 
and point of information applications, had a phobia
against the use of keyboards. 

IIAT uses a touch sensitive screen display, the sig
nals being provided by an infrared bezel mounted on 
the video monitor. This works with fingers, styluses,
and all kinds of pOinters. Resolution is 80 pOints by
50. A program on a 5 1/4" floppy disc controls the 
system. Michelle showed programs made for the Naval 
Training Center that use this system. 

She also described the graphics overlay capability
which could combine computer generated graphics with 
the video from the disc, in a single frame. Since 
floppy discs can be updated much more quickly and 
cheaply than a videodisc, this is a useful facility. 

Also presented were descriptions of projects being
done for the Army, including a project done for the 
City of Milwaukee, in which an interact ive disc 
enabled the user to find and view information on 
various aspects of that city. This videodisc is used 
at "point of information" outlets, and .research shows 
that users on average spend half an hour at a time at 
the units. 

One member of the audience remarked that a critical 

worry of any radiology department is ·where to put the 
films·, and any such department soon finds itself 
renting warehouses and other space to cope with the 
vast number of records that have to be kept. Transfer 
to videodisc is now being offered as a solution to 
this problem. 

Michelle went into some detail on the issue of author
ing languages and systems for running the micro
computer/videodisc combination. Pilot Plus has proved 
very satisfactory - some users have learned it in 
three days - and extended versions of Super Pilot, 
Applesoft, and Pascal are also available. C has also 
been used. 

Future developments include a voice controlled author
ing system, ·Sound over Still", and the development of 
Artificial Intelligence and expert systems. 

Interesting applications to education include "dry
labs· in which the interactive videodisc offers a 
simulation of, for example, the dissection of a frog,
without the necessity to make the prime materials 
available to each pupil. G& 

(.Paragon Technologies, Inc. 

offers classes in our IBM PC laboratory 
and Apple lie laboratory in McLean: 

· Getting Started With The Micro 
Computer 

· VISICALC, LOTUS 1, 2, 3 

· d Base II 

· WordStar 

· Programming in BASIC 

· Computer assisted SAT preparation 

All classes are hands-on with one person 
per computer. 

Call 
556-9659 

or write to us: 

P.O. Box 6128 


McLean. Virginia 22106 
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* October 1984 * 

WAP 

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 
-----------,-----------,-----------,-----------,-----------,-----------,----------

, 1 \ 2 Begin.' 3 , 4 Sig Mac' 5 , b 
, 'Tutorial HI' ,7:30 PM, , 
, H : 30PM-Of f., ,USUHS·, , 
, ,EDSIG-USUHS, ,DisabiedSIG, , 
, '7:30 PM, ,7 PM ecce , , 

-----------,-----------,-----------,-----------,-----------,-----------,----------7 	 , 8 , 9 , 10 Exec. , 11 , 12 , 13 
'PI SIG 'Beginning ,Board-Off. ,StockSIG , ,Mac SIG 
'8:00 PM ,Tutorial H2,7:30 PM; 'Apple III , ,9:00 AM 
'Office ,7:30 PM 'Deadline - , , ,USUHS 
, 'Office \Jrnl Art. , , , 

-----------,-----------,-----------,-----------,-----------,-----------,----------14 	 , 15 , 16 , 17 , 18 , 19 , 20 
, 'Beginning , 'Pascal SIG , ,Forth SIG 
, 'Tutorial H3, ,7:30 PM, '1:00 PM 
, ,7:30 PM, 'Office" ,Office 
, 'Office' , , , 

-----------,-----------,-----------,-----------,-----------,-----------,----------
21 	 , 22 , 23 , 24 , 25**NEWSIG' 26 , 27 

, 'Beginning , '''Help''**, ,WAP Meeting 
, ,Tutorial H4, 'Every Thurs' ,9 AM-USUHS 
, ,7:30 PM, ,7:30-9:0UPM' 'Graphics 
, 'Office' ,Office' 'Packages

-----------,-----------,-----------,-----------,-----------,-----------,----------28 	 , 29 , 30 , 31The gob-' , , 
, , Uins will , , , 
, , 'get you if , , , 
, , ,you don't , , , 
, , 'watch out! , , , 

* November 1984 * 
WAP 

SUNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDAY 
-----------,-----------,-----------,-----------,-----------,-----------,----------, , , , 1 Sig Mac~ 2 , 3 

, , , '7 : 3U PM ~ , 
, , , , USUHS . ~ , 
, , , ,DisabiedSIG, , 
, , , , 7 PM eccc , , 

-----------,-----------,-----------,-----------,-----------~-----------,-----------4 	 , 5 , 6 Begin.' 7 , 8 ~ 9 , 10 
,Deadline 'Tutorial HI, ,StockSIG ~ ,Mac SIG 
'for Journal,7:30PM-Off;, 'Apple III , ,9:UO AM 
'Articles ,EDSIG-USUHS, , , \USUHS 
, ,7:30 PM, , , , 

-----------,-----------,-----------,-----------,-----------,-----------,----------11 	 , 12 , 13 , 14 , 15 , 16 , 17 
'PI SIG 'Beginning ,Executive 'Pascal SIG , ,Forth SIG 
'8:00 PM 'Tutorial H2,Board ,7:30 PM' '1:00 PM 
'Office ,7:30 PM ,7:30 PM 'Office' 'Office 
, 'Office 'Office, , , 

-----------,-----------,-----------,-----------,-----------,-----------,----------18 	 , 19 , 20 , 21 , 22 , 23 , 24 
, 'Beginning , 'Happy' ,WAP Meeting 
, ,Tutorial H3, 'Thanks-' ,9:00 AM 
, ,7:30 PM, , giving!' ,USUHS 
, 'Office' , , ,

-----------,-----------\-----------\-----------,-----------\-----------,----------
25 	 , 26 , 27 , 28 , 29**NEWSIG' 30 \ 

, 'Beginning , '''Help''**' , 
, 'Tutorial #4, 'Every Thurs' , 
, ,7:30 PM, ,7:30-9:UOPM' , 
, 'Office' 'Office' , 
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I have discovered a couple of useful things about the 
CPIM PIP.COM utility and Word Star that don't seem to 
be in any documentation, and on the chance that other 
people don't know about them either, I'd like to share 
them. I have a lie with the APPLICARD with CPIM 2.0, 
two 128K RAM extenders and PCPl's 2.0 utilities. 

First, about Word Star. Even though the WS.COM & . OVR 
files ordinarily run only on the A: drive, WS can be 
fooled into working just fine on my big PCPI RAM.DISK 
if I stay logged to the RAM drive and keep all of the 
files being worked with on RAM.Disk. The speed with 
which WS works in RAM more than makes up for the time 
spent PIPping the .COM, .OVR and data files there. 

While moving data files into and out of the RAM.DISK I 
learned something new (to me) about PIP. I write a 
lot of proposals, and generally use a separate disk 
for each one, keeping individual sections of the 
proposal in its own file. For these files, I don't 
generally bother to assign any "file-type", just call 
them XXXXX. With the standard PIP *.* command, it is 
easy to PIP a disk into the RAM drive, but it was time 
consuming to isolate files with different, or no 
file-types back to the floppy after editing, until I 
discovered an ideosyncrasy of PIP.COM that is not 
documented in any of my manuals. If you type: 

*A:=B:*.<return> 

instead of PIP*.*, or the other variations, all files 
with no file-type will be copied from B: to A:, and 
files with a file-type will not be copied.

'-' 
Experienced users probably already know these things.
However, enough people have helped me overcome my
initial lack .of knowledge about computers, on the road 
to becoming a true "end-user", that I like to pass on 
whatever small things I find out on my own. ~ 

G~(l~l~r~l_ 

I (lr UI~rnr~T I Ur-l 
Apple user groups may reprint without prior permission 
any portion of the contents herein, provided proper
author, title and publication credits are given. 

Membership dues for Washington Apple Pi are $25.00 for 
the first year and 18.00 per year thereafter, begin
ning in the month joined. If you would like to join,
please call the club office or write to the office 
address. Amembership application will be mailed to 
you. Subscriptions to the Washington Apple Pi Journal 
are not available. The Journal is distributed as a 
benefit of membership. 

Current Office hours are: 

Monday - Friday - 10 AM to 2:30 PM 
'-' Tues. & Thurs. - 7 to 9: 30 PM 

Saturday - 9:30 AM to 12:30 PM (except meeting 
Sat) 

- 12:00 to 3:30 PM (meeting Sat only) 

S$$ DISCOUNT PRICES SSS 


Monitors 

Amdek Color 1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . $292 
Amdek RGB Color II . .. .. .. . . $420 
Amdek 300A . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5155 
NEC 1260 (Green) ........... 5120 
NEC Color (Composlle) ....... $275 

Modems 

D.C. Hayes 
Micromodem lie. . . . . .. . . . . . $245 

D.C. Hayes 
300 Baud Smartmodem ....... $215 

D.C. Hayes 
1200 Baud Smartmodem ...... $490 

Printers 

Toshiba PI350 ............ 51500 
Toshiba PI351 ............ $1565 

NEC 3510 Spinwriter . . . . . . . . 51250 
Okidatl Micro 82 A.......... $310 
Okldata Micro 83 A . . . . . . . . .. S565 

Okidata Micro 92.. . .. . . .. . . . $440 
Okidata Micro 93. . . .. . . .. . . . 5700 
Prowriter 8510 A . . . . . . • . . . .. $390 
Epson FX80 .. .. . .. . .. .. . .. $485 

Epson FXl00 .............. $670 
Epsen RX.8Q FfT ............ $375 
Epson RX-l00 .............. $535 

Diablo 620 .. .. .. .. .. . . . . .. 5795 

OumeSpnnt 1140 .......... $1300 

$AFT Standby Po~ 
(2OOW) . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . $395 

DB Master ................ CALL 
Grappler Printer card 

(Specify Printer) ...... . . . . 5115 
BuHered Grappler Plus. . . . . . . . 5165 
Z-80 card ................. 5130 

Softcard Premium 
System lie •.............. S340 

Wordstar. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $300 
Wordstar With Applicard . . . . . . . $325 
Saturn Accelerator II ......... CALL 
Videx Videoterm ............ $215 
Stock Opllen Analysis Program 

(H & H Sclenhlic) ......... $250 

Stock Opllen Scanner 
(H & H Scienillic) . . . . . .. . . S350 

d Base II. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. $440 

Dow Jones Analyzer.. . . . .. . . . ~ 
Dow Jones Manager .. .. .. ... 5250 
UK Letter Peffect ........... 5105 
Visicalc ................... 5185 
Microsoft Multiplan .......... 5180 
General Manager ............ 5150 

Screenwriler II .............. 5100 
SenSible Speller ............ $100 

Titan 128K Ram card .....•.. $350 
Wildcard Plus .............. $125 
TK Solver!. .............•.• $210 
PFS: File .................. $95 
PFS: Report ................ 595 

PFS: Write ................. $95 

Koala Pad ................. $100 

VISA/Me (Add 3%). money order. certified check. 

Prices subject to change. Shipping/handling 55. 


MD residents add 5% tax. Mail order only. 


CALL FOR ITEMS NOT LISTED 

GOV'T PURCHASE ORDERS ACCEPTED 


RAMADA COMPUTER PRODUCTS 
A Division of H & H Scientific 


13507 Pendleton St. 

Ft. Washington, MD 20744 


Tel. (301) 292-2958 
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Please folks, don't send me a disk with your latest 
50,000 line program and ask why it doesn't work. 
Seriously, I realize that many readers have problems
and no where else to turn, but I get many more 
questions a month than I have space or time to answer. 
This is an apology of sorts to those people whose 
questions don't get answered or take a long time to 
get answered. I try to answer questions that are 
likely to be of interest to as many people as 
possible. Questions on product availability are 
especially tough as I get my information the same way
everybody else does, by reading magazines and talking 
to other people. So much for the soapbox, on to the 
questions and a few letters. 

Dave pyne of Kalamazoo Michigan wrote in response to a 
question of using double HI-RES with an Apple][ or 
)[+. 

"There is a hardware mod available which gives 
your APPLE ][(+) the ability to do double HI-RES 
graphics, and it is one of the real bargains in 
this world. 

The reference for this system is BYTE, November, 
1983, and the article is "Double the APPLE ]['s
color choices' by Robert H. Sturges Jr., on 
pages 449-463. Mr. Sturges also offers a disk 
of demonstration programs for $14.95 and a kit 
for the hardware mod at $25.00 (November 1983 
prices). 

The resolution is not great, a bit grainy 
perhaps, but you can expand the colors on your
APPLE with the modification, and it seems to 
work in similar ways to the lIe HI-RES 
graphics.' 

Patricia Gowland wrote to correct an answer I made 
regarding multi-function cards for the Apple. A dual 
function interface card is available from Videx, PSIO, 
which she is using to drive two printers. The Videx 
card works with CPIM and Wordstar. 

A number of months ago I published a little routine to 
allow C. Itoh printer users to have anything typed on 
the keyboard printed immediately on the printer. I am 
still not sure of the usefulness of this as the 
printhead does not necessarily remain at the last 
character printed but instead apparently moves to the 
margin. However there seems to be a lot of interest 
in this, I've had requests for a program for other 
printers. If anybody knows how to do the same thing
with an IDS 560 printer I'll pass it along. Paul 
Pagel of Enfield, CT says that Apple Writer lIe can 
also be used as an ET (electronic typewriter). 

"Apple Writer lIe provides a means (via the 
Additional Functions Menu, selection I) to 
connect the Apple lIe keyboard to the printer.
This option is described (incompletely) on p. 
138 of the Apple Writer lIe manual. What is not 
mentioned is that, if you have an "intelligent"
printer-interface card, you must turn off the 
screen echo or you'll get a jumble of letters on 
the screen, and eventually wind up with nothing 
but unintelligible junk on the display. Some 
time ago, John Morand of Apple Computer clued me 
in on this. After selecting option I from the 
Additional Functions Menu, type CONTROL-I 0 (you 
can use the TAB key to generate the CONTROL-I 

code). The screen now will behave itself." 

Paul's CONTROL-I 0 code is specific to the interface 
card he is using. Yours may be different, for example
Grappler uses CONTROL-I 80N, check your printer inter
face card manual to be sure. 

Q. 	 I have a lIe. When the Koala Pad is plugged into 
the internal game 1/0 port, the joystick plugged
into the back does not function properly. How can 
I use both without removing one or the other? 

A. 	 The two game 1/0 sockets on the lIe are wired in 
parallel. That is, the joystick connections are 
electrically wired together so that plugging in two 
devices will cause them to interfere with one 
another. What you need is some kind of switch that 
will let you select which device you want to use. 
TG Products makes such a switch, called Select-A
Port, that lets you plug in up to about 4 devices 
and select which one is connected to the computer. 
One problem with this is that the connecters on the 
switch are all similar to the connector inside the 
lIe, i.e. a 16-pin DIP connector, so that your
joystick with a DB-9 connecter will have to be 
modified to work with this switch. 

A simple adapter can be made to convert the 0B-9 
connector to a 16-pin DIP. Radio Shack sells a 
female DB-9 connector that you can plug your joy
stick into (part no. 276-1538), and a 16-pin DIP,-..., 
Header (part no. 276-1980) that will plug into the 
Select-A-Port. You will need to solder 9 wires (to 
make sure you have all the functions) between dif
ferent pins on the two connectors. The pin numbers 
are listed on page 168 of the Apple lIe Reference 
Manual and I will repeat them here. 

DB-9 
pin I 

16-pin
pin I 

2 1 
7 2 
1 3 
6 4 
5 6 
8 10 
4 7 
9 11 
3 8 

Q. 	 From the Monitor program (in my Apple ][ +) I can 
activate my language card with two references to 
memory location $C083. This is accomplished by
typing the address, a carriage return, typing it 
again, and hitting carriage return again. I am 
unable to do this after booting with ProDOS, 
entering Basic and CALLing -151 from there. 
suspect it has something to do with the stack. 
What's wrong? 

A. 	 The problem is that turning on the language card 
causes the memory on the card to replace the ROM 
memory that contains the Monitor program and the ~ 
Applesoft interpreter. If you have not previously
loaded a copy of the Monitor program into the 
language card the Monitor program will cease to 
operate and the computer will hang or do other 
strange things. When you boot the Apple with 

contd. 
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There's onlyone place to buy apples. 

AT FREDERICK COMPUTER PRODUCTS I!! 


As an Authorized Apple Dealer we offer a full selection of 
both Apple Hardware and Software at low, low prices. 

Also, as an Authorized Service Center we provide fast and 
efficient service on all Apple products • 

.. . .... \. 

'~~i4-~<,,~~~, ~,Il.'l~.• 
< ~J. W .u ~~ '";:, i; ~. l,t f~ :." ~~ jl\~ 

~~~ :(>;~: #-..:.:ffi t:",,,,",;.:~ ~ .Y.'-~: I 

.t..' # :~ ....... \tA\q#'........."'·}. U ~ ~ 

FREDERICK COMPUTER PRODUCTS, INC. 
Microcomputer Systems And Per~pherals 


5726 INDUSTRY LANE-FREDERICK, MD.- (301)694-8884 


pplC! computc!r
®Authorized Dealer 
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ProDOS, most of ProDOS loads into the language card 
and there is no copy of the Monitor program. It is 
possible to write a machine language program that 
turns the card on, manipulates the memory, turns 
the card off, and returns to the Monitor. This may
of course destroy ProDOS will cause the Apple to do 
strange things when the machine language program 
returns to the Monitor. The bottom line is that 
ProDOS uses the language card, and in general you
should leave it alone. 

each record; some records can have more than 
others. And, we don't have to completely fill the 
record, since the total number of characters in 
each record can be less than the record length.
Here's an example to show how this works. 

100 0$ = CHR$(4) ~ 

110 PRINT 0$; ·OPEN FILENAME,L100· 

1Z0 PRINT 0$; ·WRITE FILENAHE,R1" 

130 FOR 1=1 TO 3 

140 PRINT "RECORD 1 - FIELD ";1 


The same problem can occur even when using DOS 3.3. 
Booting DOS 3.3 from the System Master diskette 
also loads Integer Basic and the Monitor program
into the language card. Then you can switch back 
and forth between the card and main ROM memory and 
whichever copy of the Monitor program is turned on 
will be used. If you do not boot from the System
Master diskette or otherwise copy the Monitor 
program to the language card, you will not be able 
to access the card from the Monitor. A quick way 
to coPY the Monitor program to the card (from the 
Monitor) is as follows. 

COS1 <cr> 

COS1 <cr> 

FSOO<FSOO.FFFFM <cr> 


The two COS1 addresses turn the card on so that it 
can be written to, but still allow the ROM memory 
to be read. This is unusual; you are reading from 
and writing to two physically different memories at 
the same address. The last line reads the Monitor 
ROM starting at $FSOO and copies it to the language
card at $FSOO. After this you may want to write 
protect the language card; typing COSO <cr> will 
allow you to read the RAM memory on the card but 
not write to it. Typing COS3 <cr> will allow you 
to read and write to the RAM memory on the card. 

Q. 	 As you are probably aware, several other computer 
systems write out multiple fields per record, and 
in free field format, a blank is used to separate
each field. DOS 3.3 or Applesoft can't read this 
type of file, unless an elaborate looping program
using GET is used to branch after reading a blank. 
This method is real slow. Is there a way to change
Applesoft so that a blank can be used as a string 
or numeric delimiter? 

A. 	 I don't know of any simple way to use a blank as a 
delimiter as this is tied in with routines in ROM 
as· well as ~OS. It is possible to write a short 
program (preferably in machine language for speed) 
to break a string with blanks into a series of 
smaller strings once it has been read in from disk. 
But it is possible, and even easier, to use DOS 3.3 
and Applesoft to create the equivalent of multiple
fields per record. First we need to remember how 
sequential text files are stored with DOS 3.3. 
Whenever we write a string to disk it is saved with 
a carriage return following the characters, and 
then the next string saved starts immediately after 
the first string. This works fine until we want to 
make the first string longer, then we have to 
rewrite all the strings in the file. 

Suppose instead that we use a random-access text 
file. In this case when the file is created we 
have to specify a record length. Each record 
starts the specified number of bytes after the last 
one. Now we are free to save several strings
(fields) in each record as long as the total number 
of characters for the strings doesn't exceed the 
record length. If we want to change anyone of the 
strings in a record we will only need to rewrite 
all the strings in that individual record. We are 
not limited to a particular number of strings for 

150 NEXT I 

160 PRINT 0$; "WRITE FILENAME,RZ" 

170 FOR 1=1 TO 4 

ISO PRINT "RECORD Z - FIELD ";1 

190 NEXT I 

ZOO PRINT 0$; "CLOSE FILENAHEA 


Line 110 opens a random-access text file with a 
length of 100 bytes per record. Line 1Z0 prepares
the system to write in record number 1. Lines 130 
through 150 write three strings into record number 
1 with the strings separated by carriage returns. 
Line 160 prepares the system to write in record 
number Z and lines 170 through 190 write four 
strings in record number Z. Line ZOO finishes by
closing the file. To read the data back from disk 
the following program can be used. 

300 0$ = CHR$(4)
310 PRINT 0$; AOPEN FILENAME,LIOO· 

3Z0 PRINT 0$; "READ FILENAME,RZ" 

330 FOR 1=1 TO 4 

340 INPUT A$ : PRINT A$ 

350 NEXT I 

360 PRINT 0$; "READ FILENAME,R1" 

370 FOR 1=1 TO 3 

3S0 INPUT A$ : PRINT A$ 

390 NEXT I 

400 PRINT 0$; ·CLOSE FILENAME" 


This program works like the first one. Line 310 
~ 

opens the previously created data file. You must 
remember the record length specified when the file 
was created and use the same record length here. 
Line 3Z0 prepares the system to read record number 
Z first. I just did this to prove that the records 
are truly random access and can be read in any
order. Lines 330 to 350 read the four strings in 
record Z and print them out. Lines 360 to 390 read 
the three stings in record 1 and print them out. 
You must also remember exactly how many strings 
were stored in each record; if you try to read too 
many strings from the record you may get garbage or 
an END OF DATA error message. Normally this won't 
be a problem because you'll probably have the same 
number of strings in each record. If not, you
could have the first string in each record contain 
the number of strings in that record. 

We have the same limitations on using the Applesoft
INPUT statement with strings as we normally have, 
i.e. you can't have any punctuation in the strings.
If this is a problem replace the INPUT command with 
one of the ubiquitous input anything routines. 
(One can be found in Call -A.P.P.L.E. In Depth,
Number One, All About Applesoft.) 

Q. 	 What approach is required to modify the Apple lie 
KEYIN routine as described in AWrite-A.P.P.L.E.," 
-June 19S4 (p. 67, "Keyboard Compatibility" by John 
Russ)? You can't key it in using the MONITOR. As 
John describes, I'd like to have the DELETE key do 
just that. It's confusing to jump from Appl~
Writer to normal operation and find littl, . 
checkerboard cursor blocks on the screen when I use 
the DELETE key. 

contd. 
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EXPAND YOUR APPLE POWER!! 

ROBINS BRINGS THE SMALL USER SUPPLIES 
AND EQUIPMENT AT A REASONABLE COST. 

A. 	 For those who don't remember, John's routine was 
designed to trap the delete key in the KEVIN 
routine in the monitor and replace it with a 
backspace. A small problem is that John's routine 
is supposed to overlay the normal KEVIN routine in 
the Monitor, but this routine has been moved in the 
lIe to handle lower case input and output. Thus, 
if you copy the Monitor program to the language
card and then type in the routine from the Monitor 
you usually mistakenly get dumped back into 
Applesoft after the changes are made. Although 
parts of the Monitor program have been destroyed,
Applesoft sometimes works correctly in the 
40-column mode. But, if you try to enter the 
Monitor with CALL -151, the computer hangs. I 
don't see any simple way out of this, as the KEVIN 
routine has been moved to a bank switched ROM and 
cannot easily be used from the language card. 

I have played around with this routine a little bit 
without much success in creating a reliable routine 
for both 40 and 80 columns. Perhaps John Russ will 
write a sequel routine to correct this problem. 

On behalf of a member in Australia I would like to 
make a plea to the readership. This fellow is having
problems getting Vista 1200 6 MB. drives to work with 
CPIM or ProDOS. Vista Computers has informed him that 
they no longer support Apple products and are concen
trating only on IBM products. Doesn't sound like a 
very good policy to me to drop support for a product
because you're no longer interested in it. If anyone
has any experience with these drives and can help I'll 
put you in touch with him. (t 

MACDRIVE by Techmar. PANASONIC PRINTERS 
KXP 1090 (80 cps)
KXP 1091 (120 cps) Hard disk for MACINTOSH. KXP 1092 (180 cps) 10 	 megabyte fixed disk and 

5 megabyte removable disk 
for only $1675. 

MIrna:RIVE II fran IDS MAC 3.5" DISKS 4.25 ea. 

MAC DISK BOXES 3.50 ea.FCR N'PLE II 
single $219. 

MAC DISK FLIP FILES 21 95 eawl contro I I er $259. (holds 50) • •double $470. 
w/ controller $509. 

EPSON Ribbons for MX,RX,FX 80 
MICRODRIVE IIC by TDS. 3.95 ea. reloads 1.95 

For APPLE I I C. Cartridge Ribbon for APPLE 
800% Faster. IMAGEWRTTER 3.95 reloads 1.95 
100% Compatible.
140 kilobytes per disk. 9 1/2 x 11 Clean Edge Paper
Single unit only $252. 18 and 20# (2700/3000 sheets)

only 28.95 box. 

8304 Hilltop Road 
Fairfax, Virginia 22031 
(Merrifield Area) !!2l1~~N§11 
UPS Shipping 
FOB Fairfax, VAGREAT VOLUME DISCOUNTS! 

VIS4" 560-5900 

rml.IPID1r~W& ELECTRONIC 
rW~WHnWI!I 14\,lLlR

1(1)13 C«:J1.WlD 00fRIJD1If3~ lifLY' 
~£"I1 ~(DI ctlW 1111W lP13I1CCl1 

Just bring this ad or your club ID to qualify. 

OUR SHOWROOM IS LOCATED AT 
1042 ROCKVILLE PIKE ROCKVILLE, MD. 

~UTURE ~URNITURE 
The Complete Electronics Furniture Center 

Call 

B 

D 
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WAP I-iOTL I nE. 

Have a problem? The following club members have agreed to help. PLr .·E, keep in mind that the people listed 
are VOLUNTEERS. Respect all telephone restrictions, where lhtel1 .~ no calls after 10:00 PM except where 
indicated. Users of the Hotline are reminded that calls regard. , commercial software packages should be 
limited to those you have purchased. Please do not call about \-upied software for which you have no r-., 
documentation. If the person called has a telephone answering machine, and your call Is not returned, don't 
assume that he did not try to return your call - perhaps you were not home. Try again. 

General 	 John Day (301) 672-1721 Languages, contd. 
Dave Harvey (703) 527-2704 Forth Bruce Field (301) 340-7038 
Robert Martin (301) 498-6074 LOGO Ron Hurray (eve.) (202) 328-3553 

LISP 	 Fred Naef (703) 471-1479 
Accounting Packages 
Accountant(Oec.Sup.) Mark Pankln (703) 524-0937 Hathl O.R. Applns. Hark Pankln (703) 524-0937 
Home Accountant Leon Raesly * (301) 460-0754 

Honitor, RG8 Color John Day (301) 672-1721 
APPLE SSC Bernie Benson (301) 951- 5294 

Operating Systems
App Ie Tech Notes Lance Bell (703) 550-9064 Apple DOS Richard Langston (301) 258-9865 

Shirley Weaver (301) 761-2479 Richard Untied (703) 241-8678 
CPIH Robert Fretwell (703) 971-2621 

AppleWorks Carl Elsen (703) 354-4837 Ray Hobbs (301) 490-7484 
J.J. Finkelstein (301) 652-9375 ProDOS Richard Langston (301) 258-9865 
Jay Jones 	 (BaIt.) (301) 969-1990 

Paddles Tom Riley (eve.) (301) 340-9432 
Communications Packages and Modems-Telecom. 
Anchor Mark 12 George Klnal(7-10)(202) 546-7270 Printers 

Jeremy Parker (301) 229-2578 General Walt Francis (202) 966-5742 
Apple CAT II Ben Acton (301) 428-3605 Leon Raesly * (301) 460-0754 
ASCII Express Dave Harvey (703) 527-2704 Apple Color Plotter John Day (301) 672-1721 
BI ZCOMP Modem Jeremy Parker (301) 229-2578 Apple Daisy Wheel John Day (301) 672-1721 
General Tom Neblker (216) 867-7463 Apple Dot Matrix Joan B. Dunham * (301) 585-0989 

Tom Warrick (301) 656-4389 Dalsywrlter 2000 Bill Etue (703) 620-2103 
Hayes Smartmodem Bernie Benson (301) 951-5294 Henry Greene (202) 363-1797 
Omnlnet Tom Vier (1-6 PM) (703) 860-0083 IDS 460 Jeff Steteklul1 (703) 521- 4882 
VISITERM steve Wildstrom (301) 564-0039 Imagewrlter John Day (301) 672-1721 
XTALK CP/M Comm. Bernie Benson (301) 951-5294 Scott Rullman (703) 779-5714 

HX-80 Jeff Dillon (301) 434-0405 
Computers, Specific NEC 8023 Bill Hark (301) 779-8938 

Apple IIc John Day (301) 672-1721 Okldata Fred Feer (703) 978-7724 
Scot t Ru llman (301) 779-5714 Sc ot t Ru llman (301) 779-5714 


Apple lie Scott Rullman (301) 779-5714 Sl1entype Bruce Field (301) 340-7038 

Lisa John Day (301) 672-1721 


Don Kornreich (301) 292-9225 Spreadsheets Leon Raesly * (301) 460-0754 
Mac I ntosh Jay He 11 er (301) 948-7449 Walt Francis (202) 966-5742 

Scott Rullman (301) 779-5714 Lotus 1-2-3 Walt Franc Is (202) 966-5742 
Tom Warrick (301) 656-4389 Roy Rosfeld (301) 340-7962 
Donald Schmitt (717) 334-3265 Hultlplan Terry prudden (301) 933-3065 

Vis ICa1c Walt Francis (202) 966-5742 
Corvus Hard Disk Tom Vier (1-6 PH) (703) 860-0083 Leon Raes ly * (301) 460-0754 

Spreadsheet 2.0 Leon Raesly * (301) 460-0754 
Data Bases (HagICalc)
dBase II Paul Bublitz (J01) 261-4124 

John Staples (703) 759-3461 Statistical Packages Jim Carpenter (301) 371-5263 
DB Master Doug Daje (301) 868-5487 Hark Pankln (703) 524-0937 

Dave Einhorn (301) 593-8420 
Data Perfect Leon Raesly * (301) 460-0754 Stock Harket Robert Wood (703) 893- 9591 

Oata Fa'c tory Bob Schmidt (301) 736-4698 

General Hanager Normand Bernache (301) 935-5617 Tax Preparer-H.Soft Leon Raesly * (301) 460-0754 


Leon Raesly * (301) 460-0754 
InfoHaster Doug Daje (301) 868-5487 Time-Sharing Dave Harvey (703) 527 -2704 

List Handler Jon Vaupel (301) 977-3054 

PFS Bill Etue (703) 620-2103 Word Proces sors Walt Francis (202) 966-5742 


Ben Ryan (301) 469-6457 Apple Writer II Doug Daje (301) 868-5487 
Jenny Spevak (202) 362- 3887 Dianne Lorenz (301) 530-7881 

QulckFlle II J.J. Finkelstein (J01) 652-9375 Leon Raesly * (301) 460-0754 
Executive Secretary Louis Blggle (301) 967-3977 

Expediter Compiler Peter Rosden (301) 229-2288 Format II Henry Donahoe (202) 298-9107 
Gutenberg Nell Huncy (301) 251-9330 

Graphics Bill Schultheis (703) 538-4575 Letter Perfect Cara Clra (301) 468-6118 
Leon Raesly * (301) 460-0754 

Languages (A=Applesoft, Iglnteger, P=Pascal, H=Hachlne Haglc Window and II Joyce C. Little (301) 321-2989 
A Peter Combes (301) 251-6369 Peach Text Carl Elsen (703) 354-4837 
A,I Jeff Dillon (301) 422-6458 PIE Wrlter/Apple PIE Jim Graham (703) 643-1848 
A Richard Langston (301) 258-9865 ScreenWriter II Peter Combes (301) 251-6369 
A Hark Pankin (703) 524-0937 Super text II Doug Daje (301) 868-5487 
A Leon Raesly * (301) 460-0754 Peter Rosden (301) 229-2288 
A,I,P,H Bill Schultheis (703) 538-4575 Word Handler Jon Vaupel (301) 977-3054 
A,I,H Richard Untied (703) 241-8678 Christopher Romero(703) 471-1949 
A,I,H John Love (703) 569-2294 Work Juggler lIe Carl Elsen (703) 354-4837 
H Raymond Hobbs (301) 490-7484 Word Star Christopher Romero(703) 471-1949 

P Oottle Acton (301) 428-3605 

P Donn Hoffman * (412) 578-8905 *Calls up until midnight are ok. 
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Operant Systems 

HARDWARE -

PRINTERS--

Epson FX-80 (160 cps, tractorlsingle sheet, graphicsl .. 459 


FX-I00 (wide carriage version of the above I ..... 689 

RX-8OF/T (100 cps tractorlsingle sheet, graphicsl 329 

LQ-1500 (200 cps, fantastic letter-qualit~ Dodel 1125 


Okidata 92 (160 cps, graphics, BEST print for pricel ... 429 

93 (132 coluln version of abovel ............... 665 


Toshiba 1340 (144 cps draft, BEST letter-qual Datrixl .. 799 

Texas InstrUlents TI-855 (150 cps draft, 35 cps NLQI ... 795 

IDS Prisl-BO (200 cps, colorlsheet-feed options availl. 999 

GeDini lOX 1120 cps, tractorlsingle sheet, graphics) ... 289 


15X Iwide-carriage, sale features as Epson HXI .. 409 

C.Itoh F-10 Starwriter 140 cps daisywheel, best for $) 1049 


ArlO (18 cps version of the abovel ............. 559 

Silver-R~d 550 (18 cps daisywheel, best at this speedl 459 


500 (14 cps daisywheel, as abovel .......... 379 

NEC 7710 (55 cps daisywheel, built like a tankl ....... 1795 

Diablo 620 (25 cps daisywheel I......................... 839 

QUle Sprint 11/40 (40 cps daisywheell ................. 1295 


HODEMs-
Hayes Microlodel J[e (tone dialing/speakerlSlartcol 11.239 


SDartlOdel 1200 (1200 baud, RS-232 , auto-diall ... 475 

Saartlodel300 (300 baud, as abovel .............. 199 


Nava~ion Apple-Cat II (wI Co.ware; 1200 baud capablel .. 235 

Slart-Gat 300 (RS-232 , direct-connectl ........ 175 

Slart-Cat 300/1200 (as abovel ................. 389 


Hicrocol ERA 2 (300/1200 baud card with softwarel ...... 359 

Zooe Telephonics Networker (300 baud card w/softwarel .. 149 

US Robotics Password (300/1200 baud, auto-dial/answerl. 335 

Anchor Autoaation Hark 12 (300/1200 baud, RS-232I ...... 269 


Volkslodel (300 baud, RS-232I ........ 59 

DISK 	 DRIVES--


MicroSci A2 drive (1001 Apple-colpatible Shugart 3901 .. 229 

Rana Systels Elite One drive (40 track, 163KI .......... 259 


Elite Two (40 track, double side, 326KI ... 389 

Elite Three (80 track, double side, 652KI. 449 

10-MEG Winchester drive .................. 1195 


TEAC Thinline drive (40 track, 1001 Apple cOlpatiblel .. 259 

Davong, Corvus, and Corona Winchester drives ......... (calll 


CP/M &6502C SYSTEHs-

Applicard (6 Mhz Z-BO, 64K to 192K RAM, 70-col videol .. 249 

Microsoft Softcard J[e (Z-80, 80 col &64K on one cardl 325 


Softcard (includes CPIM 2.2 and HBASIC) ...... 22S 

OR Gold Card (6 Mhz, 80-col, 64-192K, CP/M 3.0, CBASICI 259 

ALS CP/M Plus Systel (6 Khz Z-BO, 64K RAM, CP/K 9.01 ... 275 

Titan systels Accelerator J[ (9.6 Khz 6502C processorl. 425 

Speed Delon 16502C high-speed coprocessorl ............. 239 


HONITDRS--

Aldek 300G 112" green anti-glare screen, 1811hzl ........ 125 


aOOA (12" uber anti-glare screen, IBt1hzl ........ 155 

NEC JB-1201/1205 (green/uber anti-glare screen, 20Khz I 159 


JB-1260 (12" green, 15Mhz, best value for laney I ... 109 

USI PI-2 (12" green anti-glare screen, 20 Khzl ......... 125 


PI-3 112" alber anti-glare screen, 20 Khzl ......... 125 

INTERFACES & BUFfERS & CLOCKS

Pkaso/U printer interface (superior graphics &lore !!I 129 

ShuffleBuffer (32K--l28K w/cut &paste/ser and parI .. (calll

Crappler+ printer interface (parallel wI graphicsl ..... 120 

Buffered Grappler+ (16K to 64K buffer plus graphics) ... 169 

CPS Hultifunction (serial, parallel, and clockl ........ 165 

Wizard IPI (graphics, text dUlp, page forlatting I ..... 69 

CCS 7711 Super Serial (for printers &lodelsl .......... 99 

Practical Peripherals ProClock (ProDos cOlpatiblel ..... 109 


VIDEO &KEYBOARD--
Videx Ultraterl (160 coluln/48 row display!!) ......... 259 


Videoterl (80-coluln wI softswitch &inversel .... 209 

Wespercorp Wizard-80 (softswitch &inverse built-in) ... 155 

ALs Slarterl II (80 colulns at a bargain price) ........ 129 

HicroSci 80-col card w/64K RAM for J[e ................. 125 

KeY'ronic KB-200 low-profile detached keyboard ......... 235 


HEHORY EXPANSION--

Wespercorp Wizard 16K RAM card (2-yr warranty) ......... 63 

Ti tan Sys telS 128K IW1 card.... . .. . .. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. ... 359 


-- SOFTWARE 
WORD 	 PROCESSII(;- . 


Wordstar 3.3 (including 6 Mhz Z-80 Applicard !I!I .. 299 

ScreenWriter II (70 col display, spooling, lore l ) .. 85 

Super-Text Professional.. ...... ..... I1S 

Bank Street Writer or Speller. ...... ..... . . 45 

ph: Write J[e.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85 

Pie Wri ter. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 99 

Word Handler + List Handler t Spell Handler. 109 

HOleWord (easy-to-use icon-based systel)... ...... 45 

Perfect Writer (edit/view lultiple files in CP/KI .. 175 

Incredible Jack (word processing, data base, calc). 119 

Sensible Speller IV (checks ANY file typel ......... 89 

The Word Plus (super spelling checker for CP/HI .... 109 


SPREADSHEETS & FORTUI£-TELLERs-

Multiplan (state-of-the-art spreadsheet) ........... 195 

FlashCalc (VisiCalc gets a faceliftl ............... 79 

SuperCalc 2 (powerful CP/K spreadsheetl ............ 179 


INFORtlATION HANAG91ENT
d8ASE II (wI ZIP screen generatorl ................. 299 

Quickcode (dBASE prograa generatorl ................ 199 

The General Hanager 2.0........... .. .. .. .. . .. .. .... 149 

Thinktank (electronic thought organizer I ........... 99 

ph: File, Report, or Graph ........................ 85 

Infostar (including 6 Hhz Z-80 Applicard !!!I ...... 299 

Data Perfect... . . .. . . . . . . .... . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . ... 99 

DB Haster 4.0 (latest versionl.. ...... ...... 229 


BUSINESS & ACro.M'INC
BPI Accounting (AR/AP/PAYROLL/INVENTORYI ea lodule: 249 

Peachtree Peachpak (GL/AR/API ........... all three: 229 

Dollars &Sense (accounting + graphicsl ......... 69 &79 

The Accountant (double-entry bookkeeping systell ... 99 

Hale Accountant. . . . . . . . . .. ........................ 55 


COHI1UNICATIONS
Ascii Express Professional (for OOS 9.91 ........... 95 

Z-terl Profe'.l5ional (for CP/MI.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 99 

Data-Capture J[e................ . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . .. 65 

pfs:Aocess (basic cOllunications for the J[el ...... 49 

COlpuserve Starter Kit (password &5 free hoursl ... 29 


LAHGUAGES-

Einstein Applesoft COlpiler ........................ 85 

sohech tx:SD p-5ystea. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 425 

Digital Research PascaI/HTt ........................ 249 

Kicrosoft Fortran-80... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 129 

BDS C cOlpiler. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 115 

Hicrolotion FORTH-e3 ............................... 79 

Terrapin Logo. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 7S 


ODDS 	 &ENDS-

Kensington SYltel Saver Fan (w/surge protectorl .... 66 

Kraft Joystick 1 TG Joystick I Hayes III ...... 35/95/~0 


Trace SoundTrap (silence your printer ... 1.......... 99 

Mockingboard Isound synthesis w/speech option) ... (calll

Wildcard Plus (hardware-based copy unprotectionl ... 129 

Lockslith 5.0 ( ... the best gets better!I ........... 85 

KoalaPad Graphics Tablet (with graphics softwarel .. 85 

Haxell, Dysan, lOK, Helorex, Wabash disks ...... frol20 


CAll. FOR PRICES (f' ImtS t«lT LISTED 

-- Please COlpare Our Prices -
If you find a lower price, give us a chance to beat it. 

Feel free to call for answers to technical questions. 

, TO ORDER: Call Jeff Dillon at (3011 434-0405 

or 


Write or visit: 


OPERANT SYSTEMS, 7676 Hew Halpshire Ave, Suite 912 

Langley Park, lid 20783 


Hd. sales add 51 taJ. UPS shipping is available. 
All iteas carry full lanufacturer's warranties. 
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S I G mAC nE.WS 
boY E..lle.n L. Bouwkamp 

QUESTION ANO ANSWER SESSION 

September's SigMac meeting at the USUHS Auditorium 
again attracted about 90 members. Programs available 
now (yes, NOW) for the Mac include: Microsoft Chart, 
Oollars & Sense, PFS: File and Report, FileVision, 
Microsoft Multiplan version 1.02, Mac FORTH levels 1 
and 2, Soft C compiler, Desk Accessory Mover and 
Calendar Desk Accessory, as well as the games: Daleks, 
Run for the Money, Frogger, Millionaire, and MacJack. 
Programs for which we are holding our combined breaths 
for include: HacTerminal, MacPascal, MacBASIC, Mac
Project, MacDraw, Lotus Mac Product, and all future 
releasesl 

Bernie Urban suggested that we try to document the 
questions and answers which take place from 9 to 10. 
You are encouraged to contact me (see the end of this 
article for how), Bernie (at the office), Steve Hunt 
(see the Wap Journal Hotline), or to mail in your
contribution to the WAP office. Because we are on the 
frontier of MacKnowledge, we need all the help we can 
get. 

If you are new to BASIC, a good resource is Learning
Microsoft BASIC for the Macintosh by David Lien. B. 
Dalton 1n lJeiiVentliar's right, Denver) had it for 
$19.95. It is part of the Compusoft Learning Series, 
Compusoft Publishing, San Diego, CA 92119. 

There will be a fifth SigMac disk coming out soon. It 
will contain assembly language based programs - so you
won't need BASIC to run them. 

Group buys continue to be popular. Again, you need to 
contact Kevin at the office to keep current. As of 
the meeting date, orders were being taken for FORTH, 
levelland update level 2, and FileVision. Call the 
office for information about the Macintosh buy. Mem
bers have been pleased with the service of, several 
mail order discount houses. Mentioned were: 800-MAC
LISA, 800-MAC-Only, Programs Plus, and East Coast 
Software (in Pennsylvania). 

Members had mixed reviews for Millionaire, the game
that simulates getting rich on the stock market. One 
player can play up to 15 levels, which took one member 
five hours. There is no variety; once you've played
the game through you've used up your real investment! 

The latest version of Multiplan, 1.02, still contains 
bugs. When one attempts to use the calculator and the 
Multiplan data is over 30K, a system error will occur. 
There is no known solution to this problem. 

Accessory called Desk Calendar, which downloaded 

There is sufficient interest 
I will report the status of 
bership in October. 

in a SigMac Directory and 
this idea to the member

SOFTWARE DEMONSTRATIONS 

The main meeting began with a demonstration of a Desk 
was 

from CompuServe. This utility presents a perpetual
calendar with about 25 lines for making notes to 
yoursel f for each day. It takes up about 20K of mem
o~y and can be loaded to the Apple menu of any disk or 
run as an application. This utility is written in 
assembly and will be on a future SigMac disk. An 
article about this is being prepared for the November 
Apple Pi Journal. 

A new Desk Accessory Mover utility allows you to 
relilOve unneeded Desk Accessories or to add new Desk 
Accessories as they are developed. You are cautioned 
not to remove all the accessories unless you have a 
thorough understanding of Mac's innards. 

Many programs and files are available through services 
such as CompuServe. Some of them are distributed free 
with the request that if you find them of value you 
pay the developers. As conscientious WAP members, we 
appreciate that you honor this request when the pro
grams are provided to you through a SigMac disk. 

FILEYISIDN REYIEW 

We all srunched around Steve Hunt's Mac to watch what 
was described as one of the most revolutionary pro
grams to be developed for the Mac. FileVision is a 
visually oriented data base management system which 
uses pictures (or icons) that are linked to more 
detailed information stored on the disk. The demon
stration disk shows a map of the 48 contiguous states. 
A user can then ask FileVision to show only those 
states which satsify certain criteria (e.g. population 
greater than 100 million, admitted to the Union after 
1900, etc.). FileVision makes creating a new data 
base, creating new fields, modifying ex1st1ng fields, 
deleting fields, and other cr1tical funct10ns, as easy 
as typing and/or clicking. The approach used sets a 
new standard for easy use. 

You can build your own 1cons, load data under 1cons, 
search on icons, and move 1cons. F11eVision will 
search on up to four fields using "and". There is no 
Boolean ·or". The search function can find records 
which match the selection words without regard to 
upper/lower case distinct10ns or can search for par
tial words. 

Each record (in the case of our demonstration, the 
picture of a state) 1s a unit unto itself. Therefore, 
you cannot use MacPaint to first draw the picture. We 
speculated that in the future one might be able to use 
MacDraw. 

FileVision"s specifications limits include: 999 
objects per file, 16 types, 30 fields per type, 15 
characters per data field name, and 2K for data. 
Documentation for this program is excellent. Overall, 
this program was extremely well received by the mem
bership. 

The games MacJack and Run for the Money were demon
strated by Tony Anderson. Judging by your reactions, 
games run high on the list of Mac owners' uses. Mac
Jack simulates a casino blackjack game; Run for the 
Money simulates an economy on an alien planet. Thanks 
to a young man in the front row, whose name is unknown 
to us, Tony was able to create ·sananas· for the first 
time (you had to be there). Run for the Money is com
plicated, but has a built-in tutorial. It costs 
$49.95. 

ODDS AND ENOS 

A recent issue of Byte maga~ine contained an announce
ment of a forthcomTrigproduct that is truly wildl The 
product, which will replace the head of your
Imagewriter, will allow you to place a document in the 
printer and have its digited data sent back to the 
Mac. Think of the possibilities, folks! 

contd. 
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There was considerable interest in Mac upgrades to 
512K. On Monday September 10 (two days after the 
meeting) Apple announced the policy. The upgrade will 
be available from your dealer (beginning in late Sep
tember) with a retail price of $995 (though at least 
one dealer in the area is dicounting to $795). Cur

~	 rent Mac owners buying the upgrade will receive free 
copies of Mac Draw and MacProject. 

Apple also announced that a new disk-based version of 
MacWrite will be available from dealers in November. 
The update will be free, as was the update in May. 

INSIDE MAC 

Mitchell Jaffee explained some of the utilites found
on the three disks that come with Inside Mac. SETFILE 
will create invisible files. HEXOuHP wil,-provide you
with a designated file in hexadecimal code sent either 
to the screen or to your printer. He illustrated the 
beauty of changing one small piece of code so that you 
can use MacWrite options to edit and expand on BASIC 
files. The code "MSBA", for Microsoft BASIC, must be 
changed, via a utility, to a code for MacWrfte 
documents, "MACA", Mac application. 

Mitch explained that Mac has its internal files set up 
as two "forks", a Data Fork and a Resource Fork. You 
can see these forks when you run HEXDUMP. Try using a 
simple document, e.g. 'a,b,c,d" in MacWrite and then 
look at this document in hex. When you know how, you 
can use the Resource Fork to change the fonts. You 
can also create your own fonts. If you wish further 
information, Inside Mac is at the WAP library, and you 
can look for ~ac-ruture meetings. 

ASSIST PLEASE 

I repeat last month's request for your experiences
with the Mac. I might add that I will al so accept 

~	comments and correction to this column. You may reach 
me by writing P.O. Box 19142, Washington, DC 20036, or 
by calling me at work (202) 475-4945, or at home (703)
765-4303 (before 9:00 PM). 

ELECTIONS 

Be prepared for SigMac's next election at our October 
meeting. Tom Warrick, who has served as our leader 
these past few months, has asked not to be considered 
for Chairman. Volunteer your time as a SigMac
officerl 

WAP 	 JOURNAL DEADLINE 

We strongly encourage members to write articles for 
the Journal. Please note the deadlines shown on the 
WAP Calendar for submitting articles. You should 
submit the articles to the office (typewritten or Mac 
disk) by the deadline. Articles received after the 
deadline will be included in the next month's JOurnal.~ 

~!i!t!?rjs~es#150 

COl-IFACT HALF HEIGHT 
HIGH QUALITY DIRECT DRIVE 
6 month warranty. Special 
purchase, quantities limited. 

*add $3 shipping; 4% VA tax as req. 
(703) 	 SYSTEMS SERVICES COMPANY 
435- 1125 Shannon Place 
3896 Herndon VA 22070 
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Ready-to-run Programs' by Frderick Holtz, Tab Books, 

BOOI< b~ 

Robe.rt C Platt 
("Using & Programming the Macintosh Including 

243 	 PP. $12.50) 

Macintosh books can be classified by generations. The 
first wave of books were written before the Mac was 
announced, largely by people with some form of inside 
contacts. These books fell victim to last minute 
product changes and the rapidly evolving scene for 
third party Mac software. The second generation,
which is just appearing in book stores has the benefit 
of the experiences immediately following the Mac's 
introduction. 

Holtz's book belongs to this second generation. In 
general, it is better researched and more current that 
a number of introductory books from the first wave. 
(Although he does fall for some of the "vaporware·
claims that surrounded the Mac's introduction. For 
example, his introduction claims, "There are already 
more than 500 software packages on the market for the 
Macintosh.") 

Holtz starts his book with separate chapters on 
MacPaint, MacWrite and the finder. The remaining 140 
pages are devoted to Microsoft Basic. Holtz does a 
good job of explaining the various windows available 
in MS-Basic and how to type in programs. The book 
assumes no prior knowledge of BASIC. Two BASIC 
chapters that are particularly useful cover disk files 
and graphics. The final chapter presents the 32 
programs. (Most of these programs are less than 10 
lines.) The programs offer several interesting
examples, including the use of the Mouse for input,
graphic output, animation, and POKEing into the screen 
memory buffer. 

EVALUATION 

Given the level of documentation and "guided tours· 
supplied from Apple, this book's primary audience will 
be people who are thinking about purchasing a Mac. 
(It may also appeal to persons with access to MS-Basic 
but not Microsoft's documentation.) The book does a 
good job of introducing MS-Basic to non-programmers.
For those who hate typing in listings, a disk with the 
sample programs is available from Tab for $20. 

The book does not pretend to be a complete and tech
nical description of Microsoft Basic. For example,
the rules for naming files are not covered. Nor are 
the ways to control the amount of RAH available for 
program storage. Single dimension arrays are covered 
without discussing higher dimension arrays. 

In 	 summary, this book offers a first glance at the 
Macintosh and HS-Basic. It is a good book for someone 
thinking about buying the Hac, but a serious user will 
probably want a text with greater detail. It 
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Before the start of summer, I promised readers an 
article on the innards of the Mac. Those of you who 
know me are well aware that I don't write about hard
ware (I can't tell a rectifier from a tea-biscuit),
and so you will realize that this article must, 
indeed, be about the 64K ROM inside the Mac. Actual
ly, I'm only going to address a third of it in' the 
present article. 

Perhaps you've wondered why so little has been written 
about programming the Mac. Several score articles on 
using MacWrite and MacPaint have appeared in various 
journals and periodicals, a few on MS-BASIC and a few 
more on how to interface with the Mac itself. Why 
not full-blown programming? Is the 68000 chip all 
that difficult? Well, no. The 68000, while quite a 
bit more to chew than the 6502, is not appreciably 
more difficult than, say, the 8088, other than offer
ing more indirect addressing. Certainly, there are 
enough assembly-language programmers adequate to the 
task who could forge ahead and break trails through
MacChips for the rest to follow. The programming
problems lie elsewhere, in the maze of development
languages, Apple Computer policy and system documenta
tion. Since our understanding of programming the Mac 
is greatly influenced by developments in these areas, 
we will look at those developments. I will refer to 
each area in turn as MacBabb1e, Mac Apple and MacDoc, 
and hopefully we will come to an understanding of the 
problems encountered by MacProgrammers in trying to 
bread MacTrai1s. Such an understanding is fundamental 
to dealing with the box itself. 

HACBABBLE. 

The Macintosh was planned and constructed as a users' 
machine. It was envisioned that the user would insert 
packaged applications into the Mac in order to accom
plish specific tasks for which the machine would be 
considered a helpful appliance. It was not intended 
that the end user would necessarily write his or her 
own programs, and what with ROM space being rather 
densely populated real estate as it was, a resident 
1anguage (read: BASI C) was deemed an unneces sary
luxury by Apple. Microsoft filled the void with MS
BASIC, which is, for reasons to be made abundantly
clear shortly, NOT a developer's language. So far,
Microsoft is one of only two entrants in the language 
contest, the other being the $150 - $2500 implementa
tion of FORTH by Creative Solutions, Inc. The bottom 
line is that to begin to access those features of ROM 
that make the Macintosh the exciting machine that it 
is, it takes an investment of $250 or so at a minimum, 
and that does not include the licensing necessary to 
market programs created using the language. For 
marketing purposes, the cost of the language would (at
present) be on the order of ten times that amount. 
Currently, programs written in BASIC are unsuitable 
for marketing because they suffer from two primary
ailments: 1) they are NOT faster than a speeding
abacus; and 2) they have extremely limited access to 
ROM routines provided by the Mac. In other words, 
most independent programmers have been sitting around 
since January sucking on ice cubes in four-four time. 

What about assembly language? Can't you gee-whiz 
programmers POKE in assembly language programs and 
BSAVE them like we all did on the Apple? The answer 
here is that yes, we can and yes, I have. However, 
the game has changed from the programmer-friendly
environment of Apple ][ days, and this leads us to the 
second area of concern. 

HACAPPLE. 

As I mentioned earlier, Apple Computer has viewed the 
Mac strictly as a user's appliance. To that end, all 
application programs which follow Apple Computer's
guide1 ines will interact with the user in the same 
way. That is, the Anorma1" Mac features will be 
accessed in the same way and with the same generic
results, no matter which application the user is in. 
Menus will pull down and look about the same across 
applications. The title bar will always be across the 
top of the Mac screen, the scroll bar down the right
side, the close box in the upper left-hand corner, 
etc. The tools for accomplishing this are available 
in the handy-dandy programmers' tool box (which is 
locked up in ROM). O.K., so what? Just access the 
tool box, right? Wrong. With the 512K Mac looming
large on the horizon, Apple Computer reserves the 
opt ion to re1 oca te ROM and RAM in memory. With 
relocated RAM and ROM, programs written for the 128K 
Mac would normally be unable to run on later, upgraded
Macs. However, utilizing the considerable capacity
of the 68000 chip for indirection, Apple has reserved 
an area of low RAM for what is, in effect, a large
jump table which contains the addresses of all ROM 
routines needed by the programmer. The Mac-OS Simply
loads up that table upon co1dboot, and all the hooks 
are tied up. In future upgrades, the new OS will do 
the same, so if any addresses change, the changes will 
take the form of a rewritten jump table. The jump
table will always load into the same address space.
Perform a CALL indirect, and off to the races you go.~ 
Now, it seems as if I have gone on to present the 
problem and its solution, so what's the troub1e?-
Where are those POKEd-in assembly language programs?
Enter the third area we talked about. 

HACDOC. 

There are probably 113 books on the Mac on the market 
by now. Of those (however many), all but one are 
over-written and under-informative tutorials on the 
basic operation of the Mac and a few currently avail
able applications. In these books, there is not one 
scrap of information (to my knowledge) of any real 
value to the programmer (assuming he has the Mac 
reference books which come free with the purchase of 
the machine). The one remaining book, however, is a 
gem entitled "Inside Macintosh", by Apple Computer,
and is available to certified developers for the 
modest price of $150. I doubt that any words I might 
conjure up could adequately describe the way it is 
written, but phrases like "the sound of one hand 
clapping" and "the course of milk through a tuba A come 
to mind. I also do not know how many people who have 
purchased the thing understand it. As it happens, I 
do understand it (I took 32 hours of foreign language 
in college), but I have been an assembly language 
programmer since the days of the 7094 and have made my 
way through IBM documentation for years. In any 
event, the two volumes of "Inside Macintosh" are 
pitched directly to PASCAL programmers (PASCAL is 
still not available for the Mac as of this writing,
despite the fact that it is touted to be on dealers' 
shelves), with a few crumbs tossed to assembly lan
guage programmers along the side. Unfortunately, irl,.-... 
all the pages of this masterwork, the one small bit of ' 
i nformat ion wh ich was omitted was the location of the' 
routine CALLs in the jump table. The bottom line is 
that even through heroics, access to the famous ROM 
routines in the toolbox is still a matter of trial and 

contd. 
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error, and the job is roughlI 16 times larger than 
that of accessing the Apple ]['s ROM routines without 
the benefit of documentation. 

A BRIGHTER DAWN IS BREAKING. 

Despite the gloomy picture I have painted above, pros
perity is just around the corner. Apple Computer 
inadvertently left enough information in the documen
tation to allow us to take a (small) peek inside the 
machine. Keep in mind that a lot of what I will 
explain is incomplete, particularly with respect to 
the location of the appropriate access locations, but 
that information will follow as soon as I have chipped
it out with pick and shovel. For now, there is plenty 
of material to cover, since the concepts behind pro
ramming the Mac are suff1cientlI different from those 
we are used to in the Apple ][ to warrant serious 
study prior to trying to access individual routines. 

The area that I will cover in this installment is the 
most popular, and also the area that will be used in 
one form or another no matter what the application is. 
It is also probably the one remaining thread that is 
keeping the initial excitement generated by the 
appearance of the Mac in the marketplace still alive. 
Of course, I am referring to Bill Atkinson's QuickDraw 
package. 

QUICKDRAW. 

A discussion of QuickDraw could begin in anyone of a 
hundred places, but I think that the best way to begin
is by making a few analogies. In order to best follow 
the discussion, I recommend that you turn on your Mac 
and insert a disk. Don't run a MacPaint or MacWrite 
(or Macblob or anything), just get to the basic Finder 
screen, and open up your disk. Now, move the disk 
info window around a little (if the window fills the 
entire screen, use the window size box at the lower 
right-hand corner to make it smaller). What you are 
seeing on the screen actually represents a minimum of 
five screens (in Mac parlance, -grafports-) of various 
sizes. If you have more than one folder in your disk, 
or if you have scattered icons in the disk without 
folders, add one grafport for each additional icon or 
folder. Now for the analogies: 

Imagine that you have a sheet of paper on Which you 
have drawn the blank (except for title bar) Finder 
screen. Now draw the disk icon onto transparent film 
and cut it to size. Next draw the disk window onto 
the transparent film. Since the window may vary in 
size, you had better cut the film larger than the 
screen size (yes, grafports can be larger than the 
screen). Similarly, cut transparent film drawings
for each icon in the disk. You also need a trans
parency for the cursor (never forget our little 
arrow). Now, except for resizing the disk window, you 
can duplicate the Macintosh screen. Each transparency 
you made would be similar to the Mac's grafports. The 
way objects show through the transparency is similar 
to the way they show through the Macintosh screen. 
Notice that the disk window completely obliterates the 
Finder screen. This means that when drawing the disk 
window, the background as well as the foreground cov
ers whatever 1s overlaid by the window. It 1s import
ant to remember that what is man1pulated is not the 
drawings themselves, but rather the grafports (in our 
analogy, the transparencies). 

If this 1s the case, then obv10usly the drawing itself 
must be strongly associated with the grafport, since 
the drawing is subject to some autonomous changes,
such as change of color (when selected, de-selected or 

~ inactive). In fact, the drawing may be considered to 
be a property of the grafport itself (or more proper
ly. several properties of the grafport result in the 
drawing on the screen). By manipulating objects on 

the screen. we can see that grafports must also have 
several other properties. Notice how the cursor can 
go anywhere except off the screen entirely. There
fore, the cursor must be associated with the Finder 
grafport. Notice also, how the w1ndow may be moved 
off the screen. If this were to be done on an Apple
][, the window would be subject to wrapping (1t would 
disappear off one side of the screen and reappear on 
the other side). This is not true on the Mac. That 
means that there must be some mechanism which associ
ates grafports to the visual screen in relative, 
rather than absolute terms. Selection and deselect ion 
of windows demonstrates that there is also a mechanism 
for determining how overlays are graphically repre
sented within grafports, and since we can add text to 
the screens within each grafport we must conclude that 
they have textual properties as well as graphic and 
pOSitional ones. Finally, the sizing capabilities of 
the windows indicates that such features are also 
properties of the grafports (since we already deter
mined that what we were manipulating were grafports
rather than images). 

Confused? Re-read the above paragraph, then play with 
the Mac screen, then re-read 1t aga1n. I read the 
manual five times in order to get this far. 

O.K. Now that we've gotten this far, we can begin to 
define some of the properties of grafports, and see 
how these properties result in screen mag1c. 

Grafports are defined as records of 25 f1elds. For 
our purposes, we can simply say that each grafport has 
25 properties. These propert1es tell us things about 
the grafport's size, shape, visual area, draw-enabled 
area, location in RAM, background and foreground pat
terns, what happens to the visual area during over
lays, features of text that appears within the graf
port and the current location of the pen (which is an 
invisible drawing cursor) and the type and size of the 
lines which the pen will draw. There isn't enough 
room in this column to go into these properties in 
great detail this month, but I will cover them 
thoroughly next month. For the present, I will touch 
on one or two of the more obtuse points. 

First, the grafport's shape is defined as a rectangle. 
The drawing within the grafport may be any shape at 
all, but the port itself will be a rectangle. This 
t1es in closely with the next two points. 

Second, the visual area refers to that area of the 
grafport which can be seen by the viewer. It mayor 
may not actually be seen, since the grafport need not 
be on the screen (it may reside totally within non
screen RAM). Also, the visual area may be all or part
of the grafport itself. That is, the visual area may
be congruent to the grafport, or a subset of it. 

Third, the draw-enabled area is that area of the graf
port Which may be accessed by pen operations. In 
other words, the image contained within the draw
enabled area (which is called the clipregion) is sub
ject to change. The image which is not within the 
clipregion is not subject to change. An example of 
this is the edges of the Finder window. While you may 
move icons around and type things in the window, the 
window borders will not accept graphic changes
(although menu windows may be pulled down from such 
areas - but this is just another grafport, isn't it?). 

One final point: One grafport may be congruent with 
another, or it may be a subset or intersect with 
another. This means that grafports may be placed any
where, just as you can move the transparencies we 
talked about earlier allover the paper. This is why
the grafport must also define overlay properties, and 
why background and foreground must be defined for each 
grafport. 

contd. 
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For those of you who MUST do some immedi ate screen ********iHHririf***·;;'·if ;0.;; .:1"; ·w·;;·;; .:1.:1. It-X·j; **.»********. 
drawing or go bat out of your minds, I have incl uded a * FREE SHIPPING * 
memory map of the Macintosh with this article. You: 
may use MS-BASIC to POKE in values directly to the * 
screen, if you wish. The pattern used by the Mac is * -:.*******************.
really straightforward: all eight bits are used, and *.... *" 
they read from left to right. Each byte can therefore: :: PRINTER CLEARANCE * 
set eight pixels on the screen. There are 64 bytes * :: FREE PRINTER I/F *** 
per line and 342 lines on the screen, with no ·lost * * 

addresses· in between lines. In other words, the * * * 

screen map is just what you always wanted the Apple J( : :: CARD WITH PURCHASE:: 
screen to be. One word of caut ion: If you do thi s *:: ::*from MS-BASIC, remember that the graphic screen is the * 
only screen - in other words, you will be writing over * 
the screen that MS- BASI Cis us i ng to interact with: 
you, so try not to bomb out your own interface! : 

Next month: Quickdraw Oetails. * 
* (Ed. Note: The opinions expressed in this art icle do: 

not necessarily represent the opinions of Washington * 
App 1e Pi, Ltd.) 

PROMETHEUS PRODUCTS 

Promodem 1200 Mac Pac wI Cable & Software.S495 

Promodem 1200 for Apple IIC wI Cable ...... S425 

Promodem 1200 Standalone ..•....•••........ S389 

Cable for Promodem 1200 .......•...••....•• S 29 

Promodem Alphanum Display .•......•.••.•••• S 89 

Promodem Options Processor .........•....•. S 89 


Password 
Password 
Auto link 
Autolink 
Microlink 

Minuteman 
Minuteman 

Business 

Softerm I 
Softerm II 
Softerm PC 

Storage 

Call 

U.S. ROBOTICS 
300 wI cable ••.••..•.••.•.•••...• S199 
300/1200 wI cable .•.•....•...•..• S395 
212A 300/1200 Modem ..........•... S495 
300 Modem .....•....•.••..•....•.. S229 

300 Modem .•••................... S199 


PARA SYSTEMS 
Backup Power Supply 250W .•..••.• $395 
Backup Power Supply 500W .•.....• $645· 

MORROW DESIGNS 
Computers ................•....... CALL 

SOFTRONICS 
Connect wI Informatlon Service •. S125 

Major Terminal Emulation ....... S185 
for the IBM PC ................• S285 

RULE ONE 
for 100 disks ••.................. S9.95 


for Other Software and Hardware 
RGGS Associates, Inc. 


105 Rowell Court 

Falls Church, VA 22046 


(703) 237-9505 
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MASTERCARD VISA:=:====================:=., *
5¥4"DISKETTES ~ 


Soft sectored, double sided, double density, with 
TYVEK envelopes, hub ring and write protect 
tabs. Lifetime Warranty. 

10 for $15.50 100 for $149.00 

H & S ASSOCIATES 
12710 Longleaf Lane, Herndon, VA 22070 

$2 for UPS-VA residents 4% tax-$2 for COD 
L..-___________________---I 
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= 
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: 
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* OF EPSON PRINTER 
********************* 

EPSON MX 80 F/T PRINTER 

EPSON FX 80 PRINTER 

MITAC DISK DRIVE (100% APPLE 
COMPATIBLE, SHUGART 390) 

MITAC DISK DRIVE 

16K RAM CARD 

Z-80A CARD 

CONTROLLER 


PROFESSIONAL JOYSTICK(AUTO 
CENTERING) FOR APPLE 

REGULAR JOYSTICK FOR APPLE 

SYNCO 12" AMBER MONITOR 
MHZ) 

VERBA TIM DA TALIFE SS/DD 

(18 


DISK 

(10 PACKS 

DIABLO 620 
SAMPLE) 

IN SOFT BOX) 


PRINTER (FLOOR 


MEMORY CHIPS FOR IBM (4164, 
200 NS, SET OF 9) 

MICRO STAR COMPANY
P.O. BOX 2307 
COLUMBIA, MD 21045 

(J01) 730-7172 
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5Y5TAT: A Re.VIe.W 

David morganste:. n 
SYSTAT is one of the most powerful micro-based 
statistical packages I have tested. It has char
acteristics of statistical systems found on main
frames. It runs on the Apple under the CP/M operating 
system. It is command driven and while it is easy to 
use, it provides a surprisingly powerful set of 
options. The accompanying 249 page manual presents
examples of output using all the commands. This 
thoughtful approach prevents the confusion that may 
result when generic commands are presented. 

SYSTAT is supplied on eight diskettes: DATA, for 
entering and manipulating data; STATS, for computing
descriptive statistics; GRAPH, for graphical output;
CDRR, for computing correlation matrices; TABLES, for 
conducting analyses of tabular data; FACTOR, for 
computation of factor analyses; MGLH, for the multi
variate general linear hypothesis; and MDS, for 
multidimensional scaling. 

In addition to all of the commonly used univariate 
statistics, SYSTAT provides a multivariate general
linear hypothesis module which includes multivariate 
analysis of variance, profile analysis of repeated 
measures, principal components analysis, and canonical 
correlation. It also provides for factor analysis
with rotation and scoring, and multidimensional 
scaling. The TABLES module permits four-way and 
larger contingency tables, with analysis of log-linear
models. 

User data may be either numeric or character. Stand
ard functions (algebraic, logical, transcendental) can 
be performed to transform data. SYSTAT provides com
mands to obtain ranks, sort data and standardize 
variables. More complex trartsformations of the data 
are possible using an internal "BASIC-like" language.
Most procedures will accommodate up to 50 variables 
and, since SYSTAT is disk-based, unlimited records. 

The GRAPH module provides for: two-way scatter plots, ~ 
histograms, stem and leaf plots, box plots and proba
bility plots. Unfortunately, none of these plots are 
in high resolution. Rather they are of the text 
variety. 

Since the program is written in Fortran, you may not 
be surprised by the speed with which. the programs 
execute their calculations. Double-precision vari
ables are used along with special algorithms to insure 
accuracy. A test of a well-known "trouble-some" data 
set, the Longley data, revealed the SYSTAT can be 
depended upon for high accuracy. 

A HELP command is provided to assist the user. This 
is quite useful in any command based program since the 
new user will not be familiar wi th all the many
options. A few statistical packages (not SYSTAT) use 
a menu or command language approach. This makes it 
even easier on the new user who can begin with the 
menus and move on to the command language as they 
mas ter it. 

SYSTAT comes with a well-written and thorough manual 
which includes both a table of contents and an index. 
It is chock full of references. The beginning of each 
chapter discusses the various commands available for 
that module. The system data files are described, 
thereby permitting the user to generate data from 
their own program for use with SYSTAT. 

SYSTAT's features will be valued by users in either 
professional research' or business environments. It 
should be given serious consideration by anyone look- f\ 
ing for a profeSSional statistical analysiS program.
Versions are available for other computers, as well. 

SYSTAT, INC., 1127 Asbury Ave, Evanston, Ill. 60202. 
(312) 869-7282. Price is about $500.00 ~ 

TE.LE.COmm 51G nE.UJ5 

Ge:.orge:. 1< I n CI l 

The Telecommunications SIG met on August 25 in the 
USUHS cafeteria, after the main WAP meeting. A 
request was made for nominations and/or volunteers for 
chairman, recordist and librarian, but no one at the 
meeting volunteered any names. Therefore, Dave 
Harvey and George Kinal will continue to serve as 
recordist and chairman, respectively. For the time 
being, the librarian'S position is 'being f111ed by
Bill English, as a de facto result of his very
graciously volunteering to collect and document 
various versions of the CP/M GMODEM" program. 

Much of the meeting was devoted to discussing CP/M
communciations once again, and the various versions of 
MODEM as configured for the Apple l[. The difficulty
arises from the fact that there are so many different 
internal modems. and serial interface boards for the 
Appl~. The MODEM code must be properly ·patched" for 
each. The matter has become much worse recently. with 
the arrival on the market of Z-80 boards different 
from the original Microsoft Softcard. Once again,
patches are required. Our various members have a 
number of different versions of MODEM already config
ured. The intention in developing the SIG's library
is to collect on one or two disks as many different 
patched versions of MODEM.COM code "ready to runG 
under different combinations of serial card (or 

internal modem) and Z-80 cards as can be found. 

The SIG is particularly interested in the program con
figured for use with rare interface cards, or with 
some of the new extended memory Z-80 boards. We 101111 
also want owners/users other than those submitting the 
programs to test the code. It was suggested that the 
SIG use some of the funds allocated to it to obtain 
blank disks to support this testing program. One 
attendee who is also a partiCipant in the CP/M SIG 
agreed to convey a request for support of this project 
to the CP/M SIG. When a reasonably comprehensive set 
of v.ersions has been developed, copies will be sub
mi t ted to the WAP li brary for wider ava 11 ability.
(Note that the WAP disks 403 and 409 contain versions 
of MODEM, but in source code format. Frequently, the 
beginning CP/M user does not know how to modify and 
assemble this code to make it usuable. The SIG's col
lected programs will be "ready to run" • COM files.) 

The SIG would like to develop a meeting program for r-, 
the coming year. Suggestions as to meeting topics are 
invited. In case you didn't know, any WAP member is 
automatically a potential Telecomm SIG member. You 
don't have to sign up in advance. So, if you have an 
interest in telecommunications, come by one of our 
meetings. ~ 
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~©~~lVJlf~~ WI~~~ lVJ~~~~~lf~@ Discount Apple Software 


ACCOUNTING Math Blaster $34 Planetfall $34 Graphics Magician $41 
The Accountant $67 Math &Social Studies 14 Prisoner II 23 GraForth 51 
The Accountant 5.0 88 Match Maker (specify) 28 Pursuit of Graf Spee 43 Graftrlx 44 
AR/AP/GL/PR (Cont.) ea. 165 
AR/AP (BPI) ea. 260 
Church Management (BPI) 325 
General Accounting (BPI) 260 
Home Accountant 51 
Inventory Control (BPI) 260 
Payroll (BPI or Broderbund) 260 
Tax Advantage 48 

COMMUNICATIONS 
ASCII Express Pro 86 
Data Capture 4.0 50 
P-Term Pro 88 
Vlsllink 175 
Vislterm 72 
Z-Term Pro 102 

DATA BASE 

Micro Habitats 
Micro Speed Read 
Moptown Hotel 
Mr. Cool 
Number Farm 
PSAT Word Attack Skills 
Rocky's Boots 
SAT Word Attack Skills 
Speed Reader II (Davidson) 
Spellicopter 
Sticky Bear ABC 
Sticky Bear Basket Bounce 
Sticky Bear Numbers 
Sticky Bear Opposites 
Sticky Bear Shapes 
Terrapin Logo 
Trickster Coyote 

25 
85 
28 
21 
21 
34 
34 
34 
48 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
28 
68 
25 

Queen 01 Phobos 
Questron 
Rails West 
Run for the Money 
Sargon III 
Seastalker 
Shattered Alliance 
Sherwood Forest 
Sneakers 
Sorceror 
Southern Command 
Starcross 
Suspended 
Tigers In the Snow 
Time Zone 
Transylvania 
Tubeway 
Ultima II 

24 
36 
29 
28 
34 
28 
43 
24 
21 
34 
43 
28 
34 
29 
68 
24 
24 
42 

Hi-Res Secrets 
Merlin 
Multi-Disk Catalog 
Munch-a-Bug 
Picture Bu ilder 
Prlntographer 
Pronto DOS 
Routine Machine 
SIlicon Salad 
Speedstar 
Super Disk Copy 
The Artist 
The Bug 
Utility City 
Zoom Graphics 

WORD PROCESSING 

88 
44 
17 
28 
28 
34 
20 
28 
17 
68 
21 
55 
34 
20 
34 

DB Master 
Datastar (req. CP/M) 
dBase II (req. CP/M) 
Incredible Jack 
PFS: File 
PFS: Graph 
PFS: Report 
Vlsidex 
Vlsiflle 

EDUCATION 
Algebra 1, 2, 3, 4 
Algebra 5& 6 
Alphabet Beast & Co. 
Alphabet Zoo 
Basic Skills 
Body Awareness 
Bouncing Kamungas 
Cause & Effect (red/blue) 
Cognito 

150 
195 
325 
93 
85 
85 
85 

175 
175 

ea. 28 
34 
24 
21 
14 
34 
21 
34 
28 

Typing Tutor 
Typing Tutor III 
U.S. Geography 
Wizard of Id's Way Type 
Word Attack 
World Builders 

LEISURE 
Adventure In Time 
A.E. 
Arcade Machine 
Beyond Castle Wollenstein 
Blade of Blackpoole 
Castle Wollenstein 
Checkers 
Chess 7.0 
Computer Ambush 
Computer Baseball 
Computer Gin Rummy 
Computer Quarterback 

20 
34 
28 
24 
34 
23 

21 
24 
41 
24 
28 
21 
34 
48 
43 
29 
21 
29 

Ultima III 
Ulysses 
War in Russia 
Warp Factor 
Witness 
Wizard and the Princess 
Wizardry 
Zork I, II, III 

SPREADSHEET 
Calcstar 
Flashcalc 
Magicalc 
Multiplan 
Practicalc II 
Supercalc 
Supercalc II 
Visicalc 
Visitrend/Visiplot 
Visischedule 

41 
23 
58 
29 
34 
23 
34 

ea. 28 

132 
71 

107 
153 

51 
132 
195 
175 

71 
107 

Addressbook/Mail List 
Bank Street Speller 
Bank Street Writer 
Correctstar 
Format II 
Homeword 
Letter Perfect 
MagiC Window II 
PIE Writer 
Print Shop 
Sensible Speller 
Screenwriter II 
Spellstar 
Super Text Professional 
Super Text Home/Office 
Word Handler 
Wordstar with slarcard 

MISCELLANEOUS 

Dollars and Sense 

34 
48 
48 

132 
102 
48 

102 
107 
102 
34 
85 
88 

102 
119 
85 
55 

325 

68 
Compumath/arithmatic 
Compumath/decimals 
Compumathlfractions 
Computer SAT 
Facemaker 
Fact or Opinion (red/blue) 
Foreign Languages 
Game of the States 
Grandma's House 
Gertrude's Puzzles 
Gertrude's Secrets 
Hands on BASIC Prog. 
KlnderComp 
Learning w/Fuzzywomp 
Lucky's Magic Hat 

34 
34 
34 
55 
24 
34 
14 
28 
24 
31 
31 
54 
21 
21 
28 

Cosmic Balance 
Cranston Manor 
Dark Crystal 
Dark Forest 
Deadline 
Decathlon 
Enchanter 
Epidemic 
Galactic Gladiator 
Hi-Res Golf II 
Infidel 
Jump Jet 
Knight of Diamonds 
Legacy of Llylgamyn 
Lode Runner 

29 
24 
24 
21 
34 
24 
34 
25 
29 
24 
34 
21 
24 
28 
24 

UTILITY/GRAPHICS 
Apple Mechanic 
Alpha Plot 
Applesoft Compiler 
Banner Magic 
Budge's 3-D Graphics 
Complete Graphics System 
Data·Plot 
Disk Organizer 
Disk Recovery 
DOS Boss 
Double Take 
Doubletlme Printer 
Editrlx 

20 
27 

137 
17 
27 
55 
41 
21 
21 
17 
24 
68 
51 

Micro Barmate 28 
Micro Cookbook 28 

Appetizers 9 
Soup & Salads 9 
Desserts 9 

DISKETTES 

51J4" SS/SD WABASH 17.50/10 
31/2" for the Maclntosh45.00/10 

(BASF or Maxell) 

Ordering Instructions 
Specify II + /lle/lic 
MaJ)IIand residents add 5% sales tax 
Shipping and handling $3 per order 

Mastering the College Bds. 119 Napoleon's Campaign 43 E.P.F. 55 No charges or COD's 
Mastering the SAT 102 Odin 34 Fontrix 51 Prices subject to change 
Mastertype 28 Old Ironsides 28 Frame Up 20 Call for Items not listed 

~©~~lVJiJ~~ W$~~~ lVJ~][L~~~iJ~@ P_O. Box 1247.Columbia, MD 21044.(301) 854·2346 
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'_E. TTE.R TO TI-lE. E.DITOR A G u I de. 

to Bu ~ i n9 a PC 
boY G e.o('" ge. w. Sal l 
Dear Editor. 

By way of introduction. I am a brand new owner of an 
Apple Ilc. a recent member of Apple Pi. and a fledg
ling in the world of personal computers. After 
devouring two issues of the Journal. attending two 
Apple Pi meetings and one WAP tutorial. I would like 
to contribute to the objectives of WAP in whatever way
I can. 

As someone who continues to have problems understand
ing the technical jargon and who worries about making 
a fool of myself by asking obvious questions. I have 
great sympathy with what I perceive to be a large body
of computer novices out there who are not sure what 
computers are all about but have a growing interest in 
getting involved. I. therefore. offer for your
consideration as a Journal article. the enclosed 
material. The letter was originally written to my
83-year-old father-in-law who asked me what I knew 
about computers because he thought he might get one. 
The spec sheet was prepared from my own purposes when 
my wife and I "got the bug". 

Dear Roy. 

If there is one piece of advice on selecting a 
personal computer that comes through loud and clear 
from the material I have read and the knowledgeable
people I have talked to. it is "pick your software 
first and then select the hardware with which it is 
compatible." In this context. software is defined as 
the program that does the thing you want it to do, 
i.e. keep a check balance. maintain a ledger. perform 
word processing. guide a rocket to the moon, etc. 
Hardware is the conglomeration of chips, circuits and 
other things you can physically feel. like nuts, 
bolts. wire and screws that go into the calculating
device itself - the computer system. In one sense,
the computer is a fast Monroe calculator' and the 
software. or program. tells the calculator what to do. 

In the early days of computers, individual users 
developed their own way of telling a computer what 
they wanted it to do. Thus developed such languages 
as Fortran (especially suited for solving engineer
ing problems). COBOL (a business language), BASIC (an 
attempt to crea.te a more 'user friendly' language), 
etc. Erik uses four different languages to write his 
programs. Now. however. a whole host of people have 
designed a myriad of programs to do special tasks,
thus relieving people like you and me of the job of 
telling the machine what to do. A complication, 
however. is that these programs are written for 
specific machines, or series of machines. and aren't 
always understood by other machines. That is why you
should know what programs you want to use before you
select the machine on which you want to use them. 

In the following analysis. I have assumed what you
would really like a computer to do is to assist you in 
maintaining a double entry bookkeeping system and in 

proper instructions (the program) the 

performing
writing). 

a 
To do 

word processing function 
that you would need: 

(letter 

• A computer to do the work. 
• A monitor to see the work. 
• A tape or disk drive with which to feed the 

to 
computer.

• A printer to print out the results. 

All of the above are called hardware. 

Plus you would need: 

• A bookkeeping program.
• A word processing program. 

These are called software. 

Now for a few words about each: 

Computers: 

All computers do essentially the same thing. That is. 
they take the raw information you feed them through a 
keyboard and massage the information in the way the 
program instructs it to do. It is important that the 
computer has enough 'memory· (capacity) to store all 
the information you give it and to run the programs 
you want. I am told that it requires about 64K of 
memory to properly handle either a bookkeeping or word 
processing program satisfactorily. 

Monitors: 

This is essentially a television screen (a cathode ray 
tube) that displays work in progress. In fact your
television set could serve the purpose. TV sets. 
however. have a big shortcoming. They will only
display 40 characters across, which is about half of 
what you would want for word processing. Monitors 
come as integral parts of some computer systems, and /~ 
as separate units that plug into the computer in other 
systems. 

A Drive: 

This is the device that feeds program directions into 
the computer. While tape drives will do the job. they 
are much more cumbersome and considerably slower to 
use than are disk drives. If you want only to play 
games, tape drives are adequate (as are TV sets used 
as monitors). Disk drives are a better choice if you 
want to use 'business' or word processing programs. 

Printers: 

These utilize either a dot matrix or 'daisy wheel' to 
print out the end product. Dot matrix printers are 
less expensive and will print faster. Daisy wheel 
printers produce 'letter quality' work, are slower. 
and more expensive. The legibility of dot matrix 
printer output depends on how many pins there are in 
the matrix - the more pins, the better the printing 
and the more expensive the printer. 

Programs: 

Programs to do specific assignments have been pre
pared for use on most, if not all, readily available 
computers. They. however. tend to be computer spe
cific and a given program is not compatible with all 
computers. 

Some programs are much less complicated than others to 
use. They are called 'user friendly'. Some pro- ~ 
grams are not 'user friendly' and are irritating to 
work with. For example, our office is equipped with 
IBM personal computers and a word processing program
that is not user friendly. As a r~sult we have had 
problems weaning some secretaries from typewriters to 

contd. 
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word processing. 

Consumers Report ran a two-part series on personal 
computers within the past eight months. You may want 
to go to the library to review it. I was going to 
copy it for you at our library, but decided that it 
was confusing - too much detail, and written in overly
technical language. I came away without a clear idea 
of what I would buy myself. 

After dOing the homework to write this letter, I have 
decided that were Delores and I to buy a computer, we 
should give serious consideration to: 

1. The Commodore system at about $1213, including
the better dot matrix printer; 

2. An Apple, which I assume would cost about $1800 
in 	a comparable configuration, or 

3. An IBM PC which would cost about $2500. 

Probably the best advice to give you is: 

1. 	Decide what you want your computer to do. 

2. 	Go to a dealer that will let you sit down and 
give his system a 'hands-on' tryout with the 
programs in which you are particularly inter
ested. His availability for later consultation 
is also important. 

Another thing you should consider is space. Each 
piece of hardware takes up some space - something that 
is more of a premium in your case than ours. Some 
systems take up more space than others. 

I hope the above fits the definition of the advice you
'-' were seek ing. I learned a lot. Now I know better 

what to ask for from Santa. 
Sincerely, 

George 

PC SELECTION GUIDE 

I. What we want a personal computer system to do. 

A. 	 Double entry bookkeeping to keep track of 
income from 40 investments. 

1. Post dividend checks as received. 
2. 	Post to individual ledgers.
3. 	Record costs as they arise. 
4. 	 Keep track of gains and losses. 
5. 	Summarize aggregated gains and losses to 

determine income, including short and long 
term capital gains. 

(Note: we assume that a good spreadsheet pro
gram will do all of this.) 

B. Word processing for a home environment 
personal 	 letters, memos, etc. (4 or 5 pages). 

C. 	 Calculate federal income taxes. 

1. 	Form 1040. 
2. 	 Schedule A. 
3. Schedule B. 
4. 	 Schedule D. 
5. 	Schedule E. 

D. 	 Miscellaneous. 

1. 	Address lists. 
2. 	Household accounts. 
3. 	Other unknown but similar tasks. 

I I. Assumed hardware needs: 

A. 	 Basic computer with minimum of 64K RAM. 

1. 	Would be convenient if keyboard has a 10-key
numerical pad. (A trade-off item.)

2. 	Should be as user-friendly as possible.
3. 	Compatible with software to satisfy needs 

listed above. 

B. 	 Disk drive rather than tape drive. 

C. 	 Monitor 

1. Don't 	see need for color. 
2. 	Eye ease important. 

D. 	 Printer 

1. 	Speed not important.
2. 	 Want acceptable readability, but not neces

sarily letter quality.
3. Single sheet 	feed with friction drive seems 

logical. 

III. How 	 much are we willing to spend? 

A. 	 Cost is not the driving force, although it is a 
concern. 

B. 	 We are not computer 'fanatics'. 

C. 	 We see the benefits of an adequate system, but 
don't want to spend money on capabilities that 
we don't require. 

IV. For Baseline Comparisons: 

We have made general inquiries by telephone and 
have concluded that something along the lines of 
the following would satisfy our needs. Please 
understand that we haven't seen or felt any of the 
hardware listed below and well understand that we 
may have really missed the boat. For what it is 
worth, though, we believe the following as start
ers: 

Machine 	 Cost 

Commodore -64" $ 274 
Disk Drive (Commodore 1541) 289 
Monitor 150 
Printer (Okidata Hodel ?) 500 

Computer System Cost 	 $1,213 

V. 	 Feedback: 

A. 	 Dealer: 
Salesperson: 

B. 	 Software recommendations: 

Program Compa tab 11 tty Cost 

1. -----
2. 	_____ 

3. 	-----
4. 	-----
5. 	_____ 

6. 	-----
7. 	_____ 

contd. on pg 28 
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AVAILABLE 
SOON! 
Heads and Facial 
Expressions, Hand Posi· 
tions, Individual En· 
larged Body sections, 
Veterinary, Architectural 
and MORE. Contact us 
with specifications for 
your particular Human 
Forms application. 

"Macintosh, MacPaint 
and MacWrite are 
registered trademarks of 

Apple Computer, Inc. 
tWord is a registered 
trademark of 
Microsoft Corp. 

HumanForms and 
Realware are registered 
trademarks of The 
Reference Corporation. 

$59.95 
The system allows you, using MacPaint*, to select and modify 
individual body parts and assemble them to create realistic 
body illustrations. Then insert your HumanForms into notes 
or documents using Wordt or MacWrite* word p!'ocessing 
software for accurate referral or professional presentation I 

Create a "library" of often used models. Body configurations 
are limited only by your imagination! 
Who will use HumanForms7 
Those involved in Medical Instruction & Research, Designers, 
Martial Arts, Art Directors, Artists, Choreography, Burn Units, 
Person Abuse Centers, Movement/Massage Therapy, Ergono
metrics, Education and anyone who needs to reference the 
human body in their work. 
Volume 1: Male and Female, three views: Front, Back and Side 
Volume 2: same as Vol 1 but with foreshortened views. 

I've enclosed a 0 personal check 
o money order/cashier's check in the amount 

of $ For Vol. 1 O. Vol 2 0, Both 0 
Please charge my credit account: 0 VISA 0 MasterCard 
o American Express. Account No. !all digits please) 

Interbank No. 
(MasterCard only) 

Nameofbank 

NY residents 
add B.25% sales tax. 

Expiration date ____issuingyour card ________ 
Home 
T~e~one#~__~~_______________________ 

Signature -::--:-:=-:--,...,,.-_::--__-=-________ 
(for VISAIMasterCard/Am. Ex. orders only) 

Name 
CompanyName ________________ 

Address 
City ______________State,_________"'Zip___ 

Send check or money order 
for $59.95 for each volume 
and manual, plus $3.50 for 
postage and handling to: 

The Reference Corporation 
212 Filth Avenue. Suite 1312. 

New York. NY. 10010. 
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• 5-1/4 DISKETTES & STORAGE MONITORS SLOT EXPANSION • 

• • SSlDD. BOX OF 10 ......... $15.00' • GORILLA 12·INCH GREEN .... $84.00' • 16 RAM CARD .............. $49.00 • 

• • SSlDD. 10 BOXES .......... $139.00 • • GORILLA 12·INCH AMBER .... $89.00' • 64K RAM &SO COLUMN CARD • 


• DOUBLE- NOTCHED DSiDD. • SYNCO 12·INCH AMBER ..... $74.00' FOR lie .................. 5115.00 •• 
• EACH .................... $1.65 • USI12·INCH GREEN ......... 599.00 • • MEMORY MASTER liE 64K + RAM 


• • ~U.~~~..~?:r~~~? ?~~?: .. $155.00 • USI12·INCH AMBER ........ $104.00 • &SO COLUMN CARD ........ 5145.00 • 


• • HARD PLASTIC STAND-UP • INTRA 14·INCH COLOR/SO • MEMORY MASTER liE 128K RAM • 

l()'DISKETIE LIBRARY $2.75 EACM COLUMN ................. $269.00 • &SO COLUMN CARD ........ 5195.00 • 


• 	 CASES .............. 4 FOR $10.00 • MICROTEK 11+ 128 K VISICALC 

(specify color choices: beige. black. blue. MODEMS AND MEMORY EXPANSION .. 5219.00 • 


• green. grey. red. yellOW) • ZOOM TELEPHONICS • CCS 7710 SERIAL 

• • SMOKED PLASTIC JUMBO·SIZE 300-BAUD ................ $109.00 INTERFACE CARD ......... 5117.00 • 

• FLlP·TOP 75 DISKETTE • CENTAURI 300 BAUD ....... $179.00 • MODEM CABLE FOR • 


FILE CASES ............... $18.00 • PRO-MODEM 1200 ......... $349.00' CCSCARD ................ 521.00'. 

• • 70 DISKETTE • SERI.ALL SERIAL


$1600 • SIGNALMAN MARK XII ...... $279.00FILE CASES 

• .140 DISKETIe·LOCK·II:.jG WOOD . INTERFACE CARD ......... 5149.00 • 

• FILE CABINET .............. $33.00 • GRAPHICS DEVICES • 8Q.COLUMN CARD (VIEWMASTER) • 


PRINTERS • POWER PAD & WITH SOFT·SWITCH ...... $139.00 


• • PANASONIC Pl090 STARTER KIT ............. $119.00 • CENTAURI APS Z-80 CARD ... 559.00 • 


• DOT MATRIX .............. $259.00' VIDEO & DISPLAY EOUIPMENT • Z-80 PFLOUS CARD 	 •
p• EPSON RX-80 FIT (C M R APPLE) .......... 5115.00 

• DOT MATRIX .............. $289.00' • DIGITIZER ................ $299.00 • FAST Z·SO CARD • 

• • PROWRITER DOT MATRIX 5349.00 • B &W CAMERA ............ 5195.00 APPLICARD .............. $195.00 •• 


• OKI·DATA MICROLINE 92A • COLOR PROCESSOR ........599.00' • TIMEMASTER II CLOCK/CALENDAR • 

• 	 DOT MATRIX .............. 5399.00 • COLOR PROCESSOR/ENHANCER CARD ................... 5109.00 


• SILVER REED 400 STABILIZER/SYNTHESIZER .. $279.00' • QUIK·LOADER PROM •
• LETIER QUALITY .......... $309.00 	 BOARD .................. 5149.00 • 

• • STARWRITER A·l0 18CPS GENERAL ITEMS • ANALOG/DIGITALBOARD 59900'. 


LETTER QUALITY .......... 5495.00 • 6 OUTLET POWER STRIP 51900' S PER 0 0 .. .. . 

• 
 • TOSHIBA 1340 DOT MATRIX· 	 . . . . .. • U II BARD .......... 549.00' • 


AND LETIER QUALITY • SURGE PROTECTOR ........ 511.00' • MULTIPLE·SLOT EXPANSION • 

• 
 COMBINED ............... $795.00 • RF MODULATOR ........... 549.00· CHASSIS ................. $149.00' 


• 	 PRINTER INTERFACES • COMPUTER STAND ......... 524.00 • • SINGLE·SLOT EXTENDER .... $29.00 •• 

AND ACCESSORIES 


• • STANDARD PARALLEL GAME UO DEVICES 	 SPECIAL PERIPHERALS • 
• INTERFACE CARD .......... 544.00' • 9-16-PIN ADAPTER FOR • COOLING FAN WITH • 


• GRAPHICS PARALLEL lie OR lie '" ............... 512.00 • SURGE PROTECTOR ........ 539.00 • 

• 
 INTERFACE CARD .......... $75.00 • TWIN PORT GAME 110 • DELUX KEYBOARD ......... 5249.00 • 

• • FINGERPRINT PUSH·BUTION EXTENDER ................ 525.00' • LIFETIME EXTERNAL POWER • 


GRAPHICS CARD FOR SINGLE PORT GAME 1/0 SUPPLY $17900 • 

• IMAGEWRITER ............ $114.00' • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • 


• MICROFAZER GENERAL PRINT EXTENDER ................ 518.00' • SHIFT KEY MOD KIT .......... 58.00 • 

• BUFFER ................. $149.00 • TG GAME PADDLES ......... 529.00' • SCREEN SWITCHER/ • 

• • PRINTER STAND ......... $14.00 • TG JOYSTICK .............. 531.00 • DRIVE STEPPER ............ 574.00' • 


• SWITCH BOX 	 • SAMPSON JOYSTICK ........ 525.00' APPLE SOFTWARE 

• 3 PARALLEL PORTS ........ 5129.00 • 	 •
• HAYES MACH II JOYSTICK .... 537.00 

• SWITCH BOX. • HAYES MACH II JOYSTICK .... 545.00 • WORD STAR .............. 5195.00' •
• 3 SERIAL PORTS ............ 579.00 • 	 • MAIL MERGEJSPELL STAR/ 


• 	 FLOPPY DISK DRIVES * DENOTES NEW PRICE OR ITEM STAR/INDEX .............. 5135.00' • 


• • FOURTH DIMENSION (FULL OR CALL FOR OUR • 

SLiMLINE ................ $179.00 • FREE CATALOG • 


• ·ADAMA TECH ............. $169.00 • 


• 	 : El~TtRRSl7~t7~l: : : : : : : : : : :~~~ : - - UPS shipping. •v; 	 n 
• 	 : DISK CONTROLLER ......... $59.00. (202) (J~(J_I(JI(J 54.00 per order • 

• DOUBLE·SIDED DRIVE ......$249.00. 	 vOv lv/v plus 56.00 • 

=~~i:';::H~~T~:~OO' 'ASSOCIATES :~n~:: = 

ANDSOFTWARE ......... 5749.00' 	 • 


• 	 • 10 MEGABYTE............ 51175.00' 6327 WESTERN AVE NWWASHINGTON. DC 20015 
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A "beep beep beep" pulls me out of auto drive just as 
I brake for the exit ramp. Late for work againl The 
Zodiac Car Computer, installed in a hair-brained 
attempt at automotive futurism, is now an embarrass
ment. As it lost its highly touted functions one by 
one, I've often wanted to mash my foot into it just
for the pleasure of seeing its peices crumble into the 
carpet. Now it is permanently set to beep at 9:30 
every morning, and that is the only thing it does very 
well. It is maddeningly on time, reminding me that I 
will be 5 minutes late for the third time this week. 
I pull into the parking lot next to the loading dock. 
Unpacking my Apple and Macintosh makes me speculate
about further miniaturization, ·Won't it be great when 
all this can be put in a box the size of a bar of 
soap?" As I lose myself to the excitement of digits
and silicon, a disturbing thought moves forward in my
brain, peeks out at the hairline and asks, "But why 
own a computer anyway?U 

It's a sticky question for one who has welcomed the 
new vision of the future with a bright smile and an 
open checkbook. I cringe when party conversation 
comes around to that point. The person you just met, 
who has no interest in bits or bytes, turns to you
with a smile, fully expecting to be enlightened once 
and for all, and asks, ·Well, what do you use your 
computer for? 

Even though I've hidden the fact that I own several of 
the beasts, I always hope that I can come up with the 
exciting reply that fulfills their expectations. But 
there they are, wait ing. The exc it ing ans.wer rarely 
comes. By now they've heard about checkbook bal
ancers, recipe holders, filing systems and mailing
list makers. Almost all of us agree that a pencil and 
paper is more practical for many of these home chores. 

Many people see the computer as a way to straighten 
out their messy lives. They will try to log and list 
everything they know so it will be neatly out of 
sight, but only split seconds away. I know - I did 
it. If fun for you is the facts and people of your
life whizzing about on the screen, rearranged by first 
name, gross weight, zipcode, purchase date, waist 
size, serial number and eye color, then here is one 
reason to own a computer. Everyone wants to feel as 
though he has some control over his life, and a data 
base program can give you that feeling. But not 
everything is reducible to a simple listing of vital 
statistics or nicely tailored headings. 

The romantic notion that the computer is the be-all
to-end-all machine is not yet a reality. I've dis 
appointed several people by telling them that th 
stern face on the screen speaking random sentences ha 
no idea what it is talking about, and yes, it must b 
loaded again from the disk every time the machine i 
turned off. Another disappointment was revealing tha 
the program which draws wonderful spiral galaxies wa 
not plotting star pOints from a radio telescope
might have on the roof, but merely from a mathematica 
formula. 

There are definite limits to the home machines. Thes 
are brought into acute perspective as people see micr 
computers do things in the movies that the mainframe 
would strain to do. Hollywood isn't going to make a 
audience wait for the slick new operating system t 
load, or allow a search through a billion files tak 
more than a split second. You just push a button, an 

the job is done. After all, it's a computer. 

By now, it's natural to expect magic from a black box 
with buttons, and I must confess, it's still magic to 
me. Every time I think I'm making headway in under
standing the mountain of technology packed into these 
little grey mystery chips, I'll read something about 
indirect indexed addressing and it keeps me humble. 
The results of genius programming will always make me 
marvel that zeros and ones could ever do so much. 

But before I get too far off the track, let me compile 
a list of reasonable ideas for and against computer
ownership: 

FOR COMPUTER OWNERSHIP AGAINST COMPUTER OWNERSHIP 

electronic communication alienate your friends 
keeping up with technology it's still cheaper not to 

own one 
word processing hand written letters get

answered 
status in ownership maintains the status quo 
computer games trivial pursuit
train the logical brain TV is more relaxing 
computer art pencil and paper are 

ava 11 ab le 
feel the future bask in the past 

I guess there's not an overwhelming case for the 
machines. It's funny that I can't think of many-logi
cal, financially sound reasons for owning a machine ~ 
that 1s the embodiment of logic itself. But there is 
something about the present time that just seems right
for owning one. Think of the cheap software that 
would develop as the hamburger market went electronic. 

Yes, I'm encouraging computer ownership. Waiting for 
next year's model will just get you the latest box for 
a week or two. Computers wi 11 al ways be fas ter, 
cheaper and more powerful as time races by. For the 
people out there wrestling with the decision of if 
they should? •• I say yesl And as for the question of 
when shoul d they?... I say nowl \t 

TYSONS CORNER CENTER'S 

Home/nform 
Information on Store Names, 
Sales, Events, Restaurants, 
Theatres, Gifts, Metrobus 
Schedules and Much More 
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MOONLIGHTING WITH YOUR PERSONAL COMPUTER - An 
Insider's Advice on How You Can Earn Thousands of 
Extra Dollars. by Robert J. Waxman. World Almanac 
Publications. New York. Copyright 1984 by Quarto 
Marketing Ltd.. 159 pages. no graphics. paperback.
list price $7.95. 

Mr. Waxman is a graduate of the University of Penn
sylvania. He has been a computer consultant to many
major corporations and project manager for many 
computer systems. Currently he teaches at Baruch 
College (CUNY) and is an internal consultant to Stand
ard and Poors. 

Chapter One covers the requirements necessary to 
"moonlight". including knowledge. attitude. available 
time and hardware. The book includes a chapter on 
each of the areas of "moonlighting": 

1. Freelance Writing; 
2. Service Bureau. in which assistance is given in the 

installation and operation of packaged (or modi
fied) software; 

3. Packaged Programs;
4. Contract Programming;
5. Consulting;
6. System Houses. where custom software is created. 

As each of those chapters were written to provide all 
information on the subject of the chapter heading.
there is a great deal of duplicate information 
throughout the book. There are also chapters on the 
"Tools of the Trade". "Business Considerations". and a 
summary "Last Words". 

Possible "pitfalls" and potential problem areas and 
how to avoid them are well covered. Examples of 

should limit the warranty the work. However. 

ranges of charges for the services are given.
very useful sample documents are included: 

Three 

1. A Personal Resume; 
2. A Query Letter to a Prospect; 
3. A Consultant Proposal Letter. 

The six appendices and glossary provide some 
supplemental information. including an appendix 

useful 
on how 

one on 
Appendix D. a listing of Personal Computer Clubs and 
Users Groups. is incomplete. as the WAP is not listed. 

I think that the information on copyrighting documen
tation and programs is incomplete. Also. information 
should have been provided on the use of literary 
agents to market some of the work. Et 

~CM M~IL ORDER PRICES 
fo'l£'}C I N 7 C,SH ~PPLE IZc APPLE Z 2' 

SOFTWARE MONITORS DISK DRIVES 
Home Accountant •••••• $ 49 Amdek Amdek,Amdisk I 3".2861::.$241 
Hultiplan ••••••••••••• 169 Green 12" •••••••••••• $129 Micro-Sci A2 w/c ••••••• $289 
pis: Fit e, Graph....... $ 89 Amber 12" •••••••••••• $144 Tandon 40tk •••••••.••• $199 
VisiCalc "E" •••••••••• 179 Color I 13" •••••••••• $279 PRINTERS 
Bank Street Writer ••• 46 Nee Transtar 120 LO •••...•• $435 
Dollars & Sense ••••••• 68 Green 12" •••••••••••• '119 Dyna): DX15 LO •••.•....• $459 
Sensible Speller ••••• $ 83 Amber 12" •••••••••••• $149 Smith Cor TP-II+ LO ...••479 
Pie Writer •••••••••••• 99 Color RGB •••••••••••••395 Abati 20P LO •••••.....••389 
Handler Pack,W/L/S ••• $ 89 Sakata Color •••••••••• $239 Okidat~ 92 Near LO ..••••429 
Incredible Jack ••••••• 119 SMC Panasonic Pl090 •••.•••• $289 
Hiner 204ger •••••••••• 29 Color 13" •••••••••••• $229 Gemini 10X •••••••••.••••269 
Chess/Chkr/Odin •••••• $ 99 Green 1211 •••••••••••• S 69 DISPLAY/INTERFACE CARDS 
Flight Simulator II •• ' 38 Zenith Orange InterTace •..•.•• $ 62 

ACCESSORIES Green 12" •••••••••••• $ 89 Grappler +••••••••.•••• $115 
Dana Fan/surge pro ••• $ 43 Amber 12" , •••••••••••• 99 GraTstar •••••••••..•.•• S 65 
Surge Pre 6 outlets•• t 27 MODEMS Tackler Par/Gr •.•...••• $ 99 
Wabash,Dis~ SSDD •••••• 19 Hayes Hicromodem Ile.'239 Videeterm 80 col •..•... $197 
Yerbatim,Disk SSDD ••• $ 24 Novation Cat 1••••••••539 ultraterm ••••••••...••. f259 
Paper,2.7K White •••••• 30 Novation Cat 11 •••••• $239 1-51 Group/Volume ••••••• Call 
Covers,Surge Hac Pac.' 53 Prometheus 1200•••••••369 

Md Residents add 51. sales taN. Shipping ~ Handling Add f2.00 per soTtware. 
Call to order (301) 972 5675. Minimum charge $2.00. Allow 2 weeks Tor delivery. 
Write/Enclose HO, Cert or personal check payable tOI 

JCM Co.puter Products P.O. 80K 537 Germantown Md 20874 
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(Ed. Note: The following is a reprint, by permission,
of an Editorial by stan Viet which appeared in the 
September 1984 issue of Computer Shopper.) 

b~ 5 	 \/Iet 

People often ask me this question because I am Editor 
of Computer Shopper and I should know about such 
things. The other thing they ask me is: "When I check 
prices in all the computer magazines, the ones adver
tised in Computer Shopper are the lowest. Tell me, 
what's the catch?" They often do not believe me when 
I tell them, "No catch. They are real bargains." Of 
course the next question is "How Come?" "Is it safe 
to buy bargains?" 

The answer to these questions is yes and no. It 
depends who you are and what you are buying. The 
companies who advertise the low, low prices in 
Computer Shopper are independent, mail order opera
tions who have very low overhead and are in a very
competitive business. This benefits the buyers who 
are looking for the lowest prices. But they must 
understand what they are buying and what they are not 
buying. They are buying the merchandise offered with 
the manufacturer's limited warranty. Some dealers 
extend this to include the right of return if they are 
not satisfied, some do not. If there is a problem
with the equipment the purchaser must deal with the 
manufacturer, not the seller. It should be pointed 
out that many stores work the same way. You buy a 
sealed carton and if there is a problem after you buy
it, you deal with the manufacturer. Your discount 
price from the mail order vendor seldom includes the 
kind of hand holding that is offered by some stores. 

Another factor is timely delivery. In a store you see 
someth i ng, buy it and take it home. I n some cases, 
there might be a short delay for a special order, or 
for a new item not yet delivered. Again, you are 
paying for this availability. It is part of the 
store's overhead. When you are buying mail order, the 
Hem may, or may not be in stock. If it is, most 
dealers ship promptly. If not you may be in for a 
wait. 

In order to sell at low prices, dealers must buy in 
fairly large quantities to get the manufacturers' 
quantity discounts. If an item is out of stock, the 
dealer may wait until orders pile up to a pOint where 
they meet the quantity discount level. Also, the 
manufacturer may be out of stock. In some cases the 
dealer buys from an importer, or is an importer. If a 
shipment is coming by a slow boat from Japan or Hong
Kong, there is nothing to do but wait. The U.S. 
Government has strict laws about this situation. If 
the vendor can not ship within 30 days, he must write 
you and tell you when you will get your merchandise. 
In addition, he must offer you your money back if you
decide not to wait. This magazine also has a Customer 
Service Representative who may be able to help you
with vendors who advertis~ with us. How&¥er, it is up 
to you to be an intelligent buyer. Call the vendor to 
find out when they can ship your merchandise before 
you buy. If one vendor can't supply it on time, 
another might have it in stock. This might take more 
than one phone call, but it is worth it when you need 
something. Recently, I had a disk drive go out of 
al ignment and I decided to buy a ·spare. I made a few 
calls and had my new drive within a week. I did not 
get it from the advertiser with the lowest price. He 
had sold out and was waiting for a new lot of drives. 
I paid a little more but still saved a great deal of 

I~ BARG A I rl 

money. In this case, I also saved a lot of time 
because the local dealer had his service department
jammed up. 

Last month, I talked about the problem of buying soft
ware from stores where they don't know anything about 
the packages they are selling. Since this is a wide
spread condition, why not buy mail order and save 
money? 

The most important thing about buying by mail is to 
know what it is that you are buying. Reading the ads 
of the manufacturer is not enough. Find someone who 
has used the software or equipment and ask them about 
it. That is the best reason for gOing to computer
clubs. Reviews in magazines or books are a big help, 
but there is no substitute for "ask the man who owns 
one." 

Don't rush to be the first to buy a new product even 
if it seems to be just what you were waiting for--and 
a great bargain. It costs so much to develop equip
ment or software that the pressures to release it to 
the market are great. This is often done before all 
the tests are completed. Bugs really don't show up in 
tests! They hide, waiting for the customer. It takes 
several revisions for everything to be right. Don't 
pay to do someone's testing. 

When it comes to repair work on hardware, many manu
facturers now have contracts with third party service 
organizat ions to perform this work on a nat ional .~ 
basis. It is therefore not a local store who fixes 
your computer, but a service organization. They don't 
care where you bought the equipment. They will fix it 
within warranty, and charge you for service after the 
warranty period is up. Find out how much they charge 
before you use them. 

To sum it up, there are real bargains in Computer 
Shopper but to take advantage of them you must become 
an informed consumer. Know what you are buying, find 
out when you will get it and who will take care of any
problems you have. We will help, but it is largely up 
to you. 

Guide to Buying a PC contd. from pg 23 

C. 	 Hardware: 

Mak e and Mode 1 Cost 

1. 	Computer 

2. 	 Mon itor 

3. 	Drive 

4. 	Printer 

D. 	 Comments (including reaction to thoughts

spelled out in I, II and III above. 


E. 	 Other considerations: 

1. Training programs. 
2. 	Post purchase service. 
3. Trouble shooting counsel. 
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Some of you w1th extended ram cards may be cons1der1ng
the purchase of EMBER. Here 1s a br1ef summary of 
what to expect based on my exper1ence w1th the pro
gram. 

EMBER (Extended Memory Bas1c Interpreter) 1s a soft
ware preload that automat1ca11y stores var1ab1es 1n 
the extended memory and frees up the standard Apple 
memory for program storage. This 1s very useful 1f 
you have a large program that handles a large array or 
large number of var1ab1es. Based on exper1ence, here 
are a few words of caut10n. 

F1rst, you must have a memory board of at least 16K 1n 
slot (0) to hold several of the overhead rout1nes. 
Second, 1t takes about 2 to 3 t1mes as long to load 
the var1ab1es us1ng Ember. Also 1f you are one of 
those people who 11ke to use fre(O) 1n your programs, 
you w111 probably want to take 1t out. It can take up 
to twenty m1nutes to return from fre(O) and allow you
to cont1nue. As usual with most preboot rout1nes, you
have to be careful m1x1ng programs that change HIMEM. 

The master d1sk should not be used for the preboot;
1nstead you should use the "Turnkey maker· program to 
make an everyday preboot disk or add to a disk as t~e 
HELLO program. Overall the routine works very well lf 
you need the features; however I would not use 1t in 
conjunct10n w1th programs not requ1r1ng the extr~ 
memory. 

.-
Over 1500 Titles • Programming 

In Stock • Telecommunications 
New Shipments Daily • Office Automation 
Books on: • Database 
• lotus 1-2-3 Management 
• Graphics 

-
Free Computer Books & Software Catalogue 

Sidney Kramer Books 
The Professional Information Store 

1122 H 5t NW I 298-8010 or I 9-6 rnon-trl I rn.1jor oedlt (,Hds 
W,lshlngton DC BOO-423-800K 10-4 s,lt p'lonp F. m.1i1 orders 

·with this ad or user group card 
........ 


COMPUTER DEN Ltd. 

Call us for prices. We meet or beat 
most advertised prices. 

The latest Educational material. 
Muppet Learning Keyg ••••••••• 60.00 
Kids on Keys ••••••••••••••••• 30.00 

Gemini lOX ••••••••••••••••••• 275.00 
Call for prices on all STAR printers
C. Itoh ProWriter II •••••••• 530.00 

Color! 180 CPS •••••• 550.00 
Okidata Micro ine 92 •••••••• 410.00 
Epson RX-80 ••••••••••••••••• 269.00 

RX-80 FIT ••••••••••••• 325.00 
FX-80 FIT ••••••••••••• 455.00 
FX-I00 •••••••••••••••• 690.00 
LQ-1500 (Parallel) ••• 1225.00 

Paper 201, 2300 sheets •••••• 28.00 
Grappler + •••••••••••••••••• 120.00 
PKASO/U•••••••••••••••••••••• 120.00 
Print it! Interface ••••••••• 175.00 
Thunder Clock ••••••••••••••• 120.00 
ShuffleBuffer (64K) ••••••••• 275.00 
ShuffleBuffer (128K) •••••••• 350.00 
Printer Stand: short--20. long--25.
Disk holder for 3-1/2" ••••••• 11.00 
Disk holder for 5-1/4" ••••••• 12.00 
Hayes Smartmodem 1200 w/Terminal

Program ~ CCS SERIAL card •• 630.00 
Prometheus Promodem 1200 w/Terminal

Program ~ CCS SERIAL card •• 520.00 
CP/M CARD CPIM 3.0, Guides. 270.00 
SuperSprite Graphics Pkg •••• 320.00 
Wico Joysticks (3-way Deluxe). 30.00 
Koala Pad Touch Tablet ••••••• 80.00 
Micro-Sci Disk Drive, A2 •••• 225.00 
Quentin Disk Drive •••••••••• 215.00 
FingerPrint (MX, RX Series) •• 45.00 

(FX Series) •••••• 52.50 
Verbatim diskettes 

SS/DD --21.00/10 --190.00/100
DS/DD --30.00110 --290.00/100

Head Cleaning Kits •••••••••••• 1.75 
In stock word processing, utilities,
and game specials:
Record Master (Complete Data Base 

System) •••••••••••••••• 45.00 
Infocom s SEASTALKER ••••••••• 37.50 
lnfocon's Enchanter •••••••••• 37.50 
Wildcard 2 •••••••••••••••••• 104.23 

Call for Macintosh and A~Qle IIc 
software,-ariKi;-ind perfpherifi• 

This ad is written a month in 
advance. Since prices are subject 
to change, please call for current 
pricing. We attempt to meet all 
advertised prices. 

COMPUTER DEN Ltd. 
11716 KEMP MILL ROAD 

SILVER.SPRING, MARYLAND 20902 
301-049-6868 

Call to order 
Sunday - Thursday, 10 A.M. - 9 P.M. 

Free delivery to Crystal City
UPS shipping $4.00 extra 

Quantity Discounts Available 
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Upon liberation from duties as interim Journal Editor. 
I return with renewed vigor to WAP's halycon disk 
library stacks. Only a continuous stream of new 
library donations will keep our staff of stack elves 
busy in anticipation of a pre-Christmas expansion of 
our library collection. Please donate I Remember. you
will receive a free 5-1/4· library disk for everyone 
you donate. or a free SigMac library disk for every 
3-1/2· donation. 

At this point in my column. I traditionally promise to 
stand ready at the "disketeria· sales table before the 
monthly meetings to meet you in person and discuss 
your contributions. However. by the time that you
read this I will have moved to Amarillo. Texas. I 
can't express how much I have enjoyed working with all 
of you on improving the WAP library. It is something 
we can all take pride in. I will be handing over our 
many submissions and disks-in-progress to Dana 
Schwartz who will become our fourth New Disk Librar
ian. I trust that you will continue to give him the 
support that makes the WAP Library so special. 

Three new disks premiered in September: SigMac 5: Desk 
Accessories; the long-promised Disk 93: VisiTrend 
VisiPlot; and Disk 158: Apple Logo programs. 

DISK 158: APPLE LOGO PROGRAMS 

This disk requires Apple Logo to run the routines. A 
review will appear in a future Journal issue. 

Disk 93: Vtsitrend Visiplot 

Lee Raesley has reviewed this Comm Center disk and 
offers the following discription. 

This disk is a tutorial by Brett E. Parks of Columbia. 
MD. on trend analysis using VISIPLOT/VISITREND. It 
is applicable to any of the trend analysis programs. 

The tutorial presents an introduction to trend 
analysis. provides a specific command-by-command
description on using VP/VT to create and print your
work. It also includes the graphic plots that VP/VT
normally creates (hi-res screen presentations) as a 
part of the program. The tutorial will take you
through the concept of trend analysis. and the 
·smoothing· function in trend analysis. in a straight
forward. easy to understand manner. 

The disk also includes a neat little ·HI-RES DUMP" for 
the Epson MX80 and MX100 printers that will probably
also work with all other Epsons. and any Epson compat
ible printer. although I have only tested it on the 
Epson MX80 & 100. In addition. there are the neces
sary printer drivers for the Epson ("EPSON BIG&DARK" 
for the 100. and "EPSON SMALL&DARK" - for the 80); and 
an inverting program which inverts the hi-res screen. 

This graph printing program can be used to print any
hi-res picture that has been saved to disk. If you
have an Epson printer. this utility alone is worth 
many times the cost of the disk. Brett 1s to be 
thanked for the quality work he has done. as well as 
thanked for plac1ng it 1n the public doma1n. I hope
that I see more programs from him. 

Disk SigMac 5: Desk Accessories 

Tony Anderson prepared the following description of 
his latest addition to the SigMac library series: 

This disk serves up five tasty treats sure to whet 
your appet 1 te for more Mac Software. The dhk 
introduces two new fonts. two new games. two new 
applications. nine new desk accessories and a database 
generator. Now that is a mouthfull. S1gMac 5 has 
five folders: 

In the bits & pieces folder are two applications: JOBS 
and a MiniFinder. 

In the Desk Accessory folder: 

Desk Accessory Mover (by Donald Brown) - corresponds 
to the Font Mover but works on desk accessories. Now 
a11 of you who ha ve been dy ing to recover the di sk 
space taken up by that silly puzzle can· reclaim an 
extra 2K on your disk. This application allows you to 
remove a desk accessory or add new ones to a disk. 
This program is distributed under the MacHonor System.
The author expects you to send him $15 if you like the 
program and are gOing to continue using it. 
Instructions for the Desk Accessories Mover are in 
file D.A.H. Instructions. 

The Accessory
accessories: 

Folder contains the following desk 

Corvus Calendar Old Calculator 
Exec. Decision Maker 
FRP Die Roller 

Original Clock 
RPN Calculator 

Hex Calculator 
Magnifying Glass 

System Bugs 

In the MS-Basic folder: 

Creator (by Bruce W. Tonkin. TNT Software. Inc.)
is another example of "user supported software.· 
may have a copy of this program for free but you
requested to pay for it if you decide to keep it 
long-term use. Creator is a MS-Basic data 

This 
You 
are 
for 

base 
management package. It claims to be able handleto up 
to 45 fields per record. A record can be as long as 
32.767 bytes. 

In the Games folder: 

Daleks (by Johan Strandberg) was written during the 
middle stages of the Macintosh development effort. 
while Johan was at Apple. The name Daleks comes from 
the British Broadcasting System's television program
"Dr. Who" which has also been shawn on PBS in the 
states. [Old time WAP members should note that this 
Dr. Who is no relation to Howard Lefkowitz or HLA.l 
Daleks is based upon an old game similar to "Escape.·
For an interesting demonstration of the 3-D QuickDraw
routines. select ·Abou Daleks· from the Apple menu. 
The compiler of this disk has seen a score as high as 
7350. Most good players will routinely socre in the 
1.000+ range. often reaching into the 2.000's. 

Daleks.Doc (by David S. Rose) is a MacWrite set of 
game ru 1es. ,,-.., 

Reversi (by Robert J. Woodhead) is a simple game
played with two colored disks. It's simple. but 
difficult to master. A board version of the game is 

contd. 
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marketed under the trade name ·Othello.· Bob Woodhead 
is a fellow alumnus of the Cornell University PLATO 
project. He is best known for h1s co-authorship with 
Andy Greenberg of the ·Wizardry· Apple ][ game series. 
The rules of the game are in the MacWrite file called 
Reversi.Doc 

In the Fonts folder: -....,,;. 

Broadway - a font in 12 and 24 points that will bring
back that feeling of the smell of greasepaint and the 
roar of the crowd. 

Silicon Valley - a 12 p01nt font des1gned to look like 
computer type. Of course, no computer really types
11ke th1s font except in B grade si-f1 films. It 
looks most like the OCR numbers on the bottom of a 
check. ~ 

R~P~AT~RRRR An 
1--10nE..5 T PRODUC T 
b8 Robe.rt m. 

1< e. t c h e. l l 

The advertisement said Auto - Repeat: RepeatsR ••• 

any keypress including control characters for scroll
ing, rubout etc •.•• Easy Installation ••• " 

The REPEATERRRR consists of a 2 112" by 1 1/4" printed
circuit board, an installation tool and well-written 
ins truct ;ons. To use the REPEATERRRR. you mus t have an 
Apple ][+ w1th a Rev. 7 or later motherboard, and a 
keyboard that has an encoder board. The REPEATERRRR 
board f1ts over the encoder board on the twenty-f1ve
pin connector that couples 1t to the keyboard. For 
one that gets sweaty palms plugging a card into an 
Apple slot, I was very concerned when I read that it 
was necessary to unplug the encoder board from the 
keyboard. Not to worry. The instructions were clear,
the sketches 1nvaluab1e, and the charge to not use 
force but to apply slow and even pressure is the name 
of the game. After removal of the encoder board using
the insta11at10n tool, (a plast1c piece used to 
compress the keeper of the plast1c retaining clip) 
slip the REPEATERRRR on the connector and connect a 
wire from the REPEATERRRR to the encoder board. No 
soldering, as the connection is made w1th a force fit. 
Reassembly of the encoder board to the keyboard
requ1res care but the instruct10ns have the key words 
·SLOWLY and EVENLY·. Two added features of the 
REPEATERRRR are a connection for the shfft key modifi
cation, and an adjustable delay control that controls 
the delay time to start the repeat function. With the 
insta11atfon complete, a test program fs provfded to 
determ1ne the delay tfme. The REPEATERRRR can also be 
used with the REPT key to double the speed of move
ment. It's now called the ·ZIPP KEY". 

Is the REPEATERRRR necessary? Probably not, but 1t fs 
a handy add1tfon to the Apple ][+ and 1t closes one 
more gap on the Apple lie. The manufacturer is High
Order Micro Electronics Corp., and has a list price of 
$27.95. I purchased mine on a recent trip to Calif
orn1a for under $20.~0. Does it work? Just watchl 
REPEATERRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR. Et 

I--1ARDLUARE. 1--1E.LPE.R.5 

If you are having hardware problems with your Apple
andlor peripheral equipment, the following persons
have agreed to help. It will be at the discretion of 
the Hardware Helper just how 1nvolved he becomes. He 
may only suggest things for you to do, or he may
actively assist fn cleaning, remov1ng or replac1ng 
parts. 

Tilghman Broaddus Gene Cartier 
Rt I, Box 246 6026 Haverhill Court 
Mechan1csv111e, VA 23001 Springf1eld, VA 22152 
(804) 779-2553 (tfll 10) (703) 569-8450 (t111 10) 

J.T. (Tom) DeMay Jr. Bruce F1eld 
4524 Tuckerman Street 1402 Grandin Avenue 
Riverdale, MD 20737 Rockville, MD 20851 
(301) 779-4632 (tfl1 11) (301) 340-7038 (till 10) 

Lyman Hewins Pete Jones 
Route 2, Box 26 1121 N. Arlington Blvd. 
Leonardtown, MD 20650 N. Ar11ngton, VA 22209 
(301) 475-9563 (t111 11) (703) 430-1606 (7-10) 

Bob Kosciesza Mark Pankin 

2301 Douglas Court 1018 North Cleveland st. 

S11ver Spr1ng, MD 20902 Arlington, VA 22201 
(301) 933-1896 (till 10) (703) 524-0937 (t1ll 10) 

Richard Rowell Jim Taylor
1906 Valley Stream Drive 16821 Briarda1e Road 
Rockville, MD· 20851 Derwood, MD 20855 
(301) 770-5260 (7-11) (301) 926-7869 (till 10)
(202) 651-5816 (9-4) 

Ron Waynant Dave Weikert 
13101 Claxton Drive 17700 Mill Creek Drive 
Laurel, MD 20708 Derwood, MD 20855 
(301) 	 776-7760 (7-10:30) (301) 926-4461 (7-10 ex

cept Thurs. and weekends)it 

MINUTE MANUALS 

Minute Manual For PFS: FILE/REPORT/GRAPH/ 
WRITE· Each program explained, for those who have one 
or more and those who want to find out _",out them. Also 
contains Quick Guide to over 50 procedures. Tutorial. Prln· 
ter codes for Epson, Gemini, Apple, Prowrlter, NEC, & 
Okldata. $12.95. 

Minute Manual For Apple Writer lie . A lot of sup· 
port for $7.95. Beginners guide to word processing, step by 
step Instructions for the basic and advanced procedures. 
Over 60 pages of problem solving procedures on formatting 
and printing. SpecifiC procedures for Epson, Gemini, Apple, 
Prowrlter, NEC, Okldata. 

Glossary Disk For Apple Writer lie and ][ + . Easy 
to use· Automatically load glossary from menu. Select Ap. 
pie Writer lie or)[ +. Select Epson FXlMXlRX, Gemlnl10f10X, 
Prowrlter, Apple DMPflmagewrlter, NEC 8023A, or Okidata 
92f83A. Then turn on or off any print style with a single 
keystroke. $14.95. 

Minute Manual For Apple Writer][ + $7.95 
Minute Manual For DB Master $12.95 

Available at COMM CENTER, B. Dalton, Sidney Kramers (H 
St.), VF Assoc., Logical Choice, Towson Computer, Com· 
puters Unlimited, Westminster Computers & more, or send 
check + $1 SfH to Minuteware, P.O. Box 2392, Columbia, 
MD 21045 (301) 995·1166. 
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CODE.mAP: A GUIDE. TO PA5CAL COD~ 
F I LE.,S 

Brother Tom esc 
An Overview: In my previous article. gave an Declarations: The CONSTant "b10cksize" is used 
introduction to code files and a skeleton of the throughout. It is the number of bytes in a Pascal 
program which appears now in all its whatever. This block. Maxproc A 149 gives the maximum number of 
program performs the first two functions of my "dream procedures a segment can contain. although the most 
machine." the Decompiler. I've seen so far is seventy-five. Cutting the number 

back to 100 or 90 would save a lot of memory but right
Procedure B10ckzero produces the segment directory now it isn't necessary to do so. 
(Figure II). Procedure Analyze produces the procedure 
map of each segment (Figure 12). The main program is "Filename" is my own invention. I wanted to attach 
simplicity itself. Call B10ckzero and then Analyze. the file name to the Header record so that it would be 
Both procedures are independent SEGMENTS. They do easier to pass around. The same is done with other 
what they have to do and get out of the way. The parameters later on. 
variable parameters carry the data from one segment to 
the next. The program has ample room for further "Header". with one addition - "finame." is taken from 
procedures that will decode the codefi1e and the Pascal OPSYS manual. Thanks to Apple for publish
eventually save the results to the disk. 	 ing it. 

Parameters: Three arrays (TYPE 10carray). a RECORD The variables ·star10c". "end10c", and "offset" are 
variable "head" and a BOOLEAN "print" carry data from the workhorses of the program. They contain the 
segment to segment. They do this because they are starting, ending, and offset block (row 1) and byte
VARiable, i.e. whatever happens to them inside a seg (row 2) of each procedure in a segment. Once the 
ment. happens to their ·parent" in the main program. decoder is added to this program some alterations will 
They are essentially global variables but passing them have to be made in the program flow since these arrays 
as variable parameters shows more clearly their place can only accomodate the data from one segment at a 
in the program. A glance at the program listing shows time. 
that I prefer passing to global although at times it 
is more convenient to do the oppOSite. In such cases. The untyped file "H" is required for the BLOCKREAD 
the domain of the variable is (* documented *). There function. 'Print" tells the procedures whether to 
is a further special case of passing parameters which send output to the screen or printer. The output file 
I will comment on shortly. is called Epson because that's my printer. 

FIGURE 11: Se;oent DIrectory 

SEGHENT DIRECTORY OF ••••Cedemap.Code 

Nallle 	 Start End length seg' type versn kInd hhddr 
block' block byte In bytes 

CODEHAP 12 12 102 102 I 2 2 0 0 
BLOCKZER I 4 58 1594 7 2 2 0 0 
ANALYZE 5 II 426 3498 8 2 2 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

the rest of the DIrectory II empty) 

FIGURE 12: Procedure Hap 

CODEHAP Seo' 
Start block 

I 
12 

, ef Procedures 
Last block/byte 

I 
12 102 tota I bytes 102 

prec' offset 
blks bytes 

proc start 
block byte 

prec end 
block byte 

length 
bytes 

prog. 
level 

code 
type 

I ... -0 12 12 98 98 0 P 

BLOCKZER Seg'
Start block 

7 
I 

, of Procedures 
Last block/byte 

6 
4 58 tetol bytes 1594 

prod offset 
bits bytes 

proc stort 
block byte 

proc end 
block byte 

length 
bytes 

prog. 
level 

cede 
type 

I ... -0 12 3 471 4 44 86 I P 
2... -3 6 I I I 43 48 2 P 
3 ... -2 380 I 49 I 184 136 2 P 
4... -2 258 I 185 I 304 120 2 P 
5••• -2 24 1 305 2 24 232 2 P 
6... -0 88 2 25 3 470 958 2 P 

ANALYZE 
stort 

Seo' 
block 

8 
5 

, of Procedures 
Last block/byte 

7 
II 426 teta I bytes 3498 

prod offset 
blks bytes 

proc stort 
block byte 

proc end 
block byte 

length 
bytes 

prog. 
level 

code 
type 

1... -0 14 II 311 II 410 100 1 P 
2... -5 508 5 1 5 426 426 2 P 
3... -5 430 5 427 5 502 76 2 P 
4... -4 422 5 503 6 508 518 2 P 
5... -3 28 6 509 8 388 904 2 P 
6 ... -1 316 8 389 10 98 734 2 P 
7... -0 102 10 99 11 310 724 2 P contd. 
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About Memory: Throughout this piece I will refer to 
saving memory space. It can be saved by making the 
program code shorter or "tighter" or it can be saved 
by choosing methods which reduce the space that vari
ables and file buffers must occupy. Tighter code does 
not automatically produce smaller variable space. I 
will refer to either code memory space or variable 
memory space depending on which is the case. It's a 
useful distinction to keep in mind. 

SEGMENT PROCEDURE Blockzero: This segment gets the 
file name from the user (bad name Q fatal error). 
opens the file and reads block zero as a f11e of 
record type Header. File "headfil" is declared 
locally. This non-standard practice will cause no 
problem with variable memory space since this is the 
only segment in memory and there is plenty of room for 
the file buffer. It has the advantage of freeing
buffer space once the segment is ended. 

After the file is read and closed. the three locarrays 
are initialized for use in the next segment (takes a 
second or two). Then the user may choose screen or 
printer output for the codefile's segment directory.
The presence of a printer interface is checked and the 
Boolean apr" ("print" in the main program) is assigned
a value. The record HR is taken apart and the results 
are output. Before leaving the segment the user is 
asked the printer question once again. this time for 
the segment to follow. As it is now. this is an "all 
or nothing" proposition. One can not choose to print
the procedure map of one segment on the screen and 
another on the printer. 

Blockzero will output the entire directory no matter 
how many segments are actually present. You can alter 
that if you wish. However. be sure to run through all 
16 segment locations rather than stop when a zero is 
encountered. Some directories have a zero in the 
first position (for data) and others have a series of 
empty cells and then a segment (System.Pascal. for 
example). 

Some discoveries I made: Literals take a lot of 
memory (code) but this was reduced by adding the 
procedure Center. It takes less code to center 
('whatever') than it does to WRITELN ('whatever').
You get the added benefit of a line centered on the 
screen. I used Center seven times in the segment and 
the space saved was more than the space required for 
the procedure itself. In general. you can save code 
by defining often-used literals as a variable or you 
can write a procedure that gives a message you will 
want to use often during a program. (e.g.'Press
<RETURN> to continue".) 

It takes more code to use a global variable in a 
procedure than it does to declare one locally and use 
it. Using globa1s also decreases the amount of 
variable space available for every procedure within 
that level since space is kept for them even if they
aren't being used. Thus. using local variables is not 
only good programming practice but it can be more 
efficient. 

For a choice of only two things (e.g. TRUE or FALSE)
it takes less code to use IF THEN ELSE than it does to 
use CASE. That is why the procedure Ptoutdir has no 
CASE statements for TRUE and FALSE. It did. but that 
took more code. 

The first statement in Putoutdir contains the table 
headings just as they will appear, spaces and all. It 
is harder to read but I experimented with using field 
widths ('Name' :10, etc.) and that took more code. 

SEGMENT PROCEDURE Analyze: This segment picks up the 
initialized arrays. the Header (along with its im
bedded file name) and the print/screen control vari

able "print" and breaks each segment down into its 
procedures. This is done in steps and may be diffi
cult to follow unless you have experienced the "joy"
of counting bytes in an ASCII dump of a codefi1e. I 
wrote this program so no one else would have to do 
such a mindless thing. The arrays are passed as 
variables so that they can be used later on in other 
segments. It is not necessary to have "head" and 
"print" declared as variable parameters since the 
segment does not change either of them. My reason for 
using the VAR declaration is gOing to get me in 
trouble with some Pascal programmers. Nevertheless. 
here's why I did it. 

Time out: VARiable parameters are my favorite things.
They give better control of a program's actions on the 
data. they inform others that a given procedure is 
having an effect outside itself. and they save lots of 
variable memory space. Briefly, when a parameter is 
declared as VARiable it is like giving another name to 
the same memory location. Whatever happens to name 12 
also happens to the first name because both are 
referring to the same object. Actually, there aren't 
two names at all. The compiler simply replaces the 
name we use in the procedure with the original name 
that is passed. The name in the procedure is for us 
humans. The compiler does not put it in the code 
file. 

Since a VARiable parameter uses no extra memory. it 
really saves space if you pass arrays in as variable. 
even if the procedure is not going to change them. 
This is heresy. It makes a program listing less 
understandable when you use such pseudo variables. I 
compensate for this by making sure that I document 
what I'm doing in the program. Further. I do not use 
this trick every time I pass parameters. I use this 
device in procedures that require data which is not 
changed but would require a lot of variable space to 
duplicate locally (a 2 x 150 array of INTEGERS is 
nothing to sneeze at). I am not championing this 
bending of the rules and recommend that if it is done. 
it should be documented and worth it in terms of 
saving variable memory space. There will be no side 
effects as long as the variables passed are not 
changed by the procedure using them. Naturally, you
can't do this "no-no" if you are gOing to operate on 
the parameters locally but don't want a global effect. 
Enough said. End of time out. 

Analyze continued: The first step in Analyze is to 
get the procedure offsets from the code file. Getoffs 
gets the codeaddr and code1eng from the record, HR. 
calculates the location of the last segment byte and 
then does a correction for the "pathological case" 
where the last byte is zero (first byte in a block).
Next. four important values are stored in the zeroth 
column of the start and end arrays. This makes it 
possible to pass the starting block. total number of 
bytes. ending block and ending byte simply by passing
the arrays. It has the disadvantage of being less 
obvious to the reader. even though it is documented. 
Documentation is my next favorite thing, by the way.
Two more important values. the number of procedures
and the segment number are stored in the offset array
for .1ater use. Getoffs then outputs the segment's 
name. BLOCKREADS the end of the code file. and stores 
the procedure ending location in the end10c array.
When Getoffs is finished, Analyze checks to see if 
there is a segment to process (ending block> zero)
and if so. sends it on to Fixnout. 

About bytes and INTEGERS: Integers occupy one word 
(two bytes) of code. After Procedure Getoffs the 
array "end10c" contains the bytes that were read 
(backwards) from the codeffle. They are not integer 
values. These must be calculated (in procedure Fix). 
Sample segment ending: Last twelve ASCII numbers in a 
segment's code. 

contd. 
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90 0 1 0 128 2 195 3 6 0 1 3 

Reading back from the end we get the following infor
matfon: There are 3 procedures fn thfs segment which 
fs segment II. Then come the offset pafrs: 

Procedure I 

1 (Mafn) 
2 
3 

Offset 

*halfblocks 
o 
3 
2 

bytes 
6 

195 
128 

*halfblock " 256 bytes 

Finally we reach the last four bytes of procedure II 
(Level O. Procedure II) whfch begins 0 halfblocks and 
90 bytes back. counting from the 90. If the code were 
machfne language the bytes would be 90 0 0 O. i.e. 
level O. procedure 0 and then offset. 

The Fix procedures change bytes into Integers. For 
example. the bytes 195 3 are converted thusly:
Integer := 3 * 256 + 195. There is an upper limit 
(127) for the second or high byte after which it 
becomes negative. 127 * 256 + 255 .. 32767 or HAXINT. 
128 * 256 + 0 .. (-)32768 or -MAXINT. What a differ
ence a bit makes. 

On to Fixnout: This procedure drfves the rest of the 
segment (two ffxes and two outputs). The values for 
starting block. total bytes and number of procedures 
are extracted from the arrays and sent off to 
Putoutpa. which prints the heading for the procedure
list. VAR was used to save memory. Nothing is 
changed in Putoutpa. Next. each procedure offset is 
Fixed usfng the method described above. The LONG 
INTEGER section is used if the byte totals are going 
to exceed MAXINT. The CONSTant. -fudge.- is just what 
it says. When the backward offset goes beyond the 
beginnfng of the segment's code it is changed to 
forward by addfng the number 21396 to the offset. The 
result is the location of the last byte in the forward 
referenced procedure. Fudge is empirical at present.
I'll be able to explain ft someday. I hope. Fix 
returns the converted values in endloc and offset. 
The other parameters are left unchanged. Fixnout then 
adjusts any endings which contain a byte address equal 
to zero by making them equal to 512 of the 'previous
block. 

The -Off by One- bug: The OBYB is a familiar insect. 
It is hatched as a result of a peculiarity in the way 
we learn to count. Remember the time you had to count 
from one to ten for Aunt Mildred? We learned about 
counting and fingers and so assumed that if you go
from here to there you have counted -there minus here
th 1ngs. Try count ing from ten to twenty.
Supr1sel There are eleven objects - ten fingers and 
the -off by one- bug. From here to there includes 
-there - here + 1- objects. The bug also appears when 
bytes and such are numbered from zero. Byte zero is 
the first. byte one is the second. and we're off (by
one). This program requires a lot of counting (back
wards) so to ease the bug problem I declared the block 
1 •• 512 rather than 0 •• 511. If you wish to use the 
latter then you will have to make many other changes
in Analyze. Good luck. 

Return to Fixnout: The end of a procedure is lo
cated so we do another BLOCKREAD to get its last four 
bytes. These tell the type and level as well as the 
offset to the beginning of the procedure. This offset 
is in the same form as the previous one so it is 
stored in starloc and then sent to Starfix first. to 
convert it to blocks and bytes and second. to 
calculate the actual location with reference to block 
zero. Starloc returns carrying that information. The 
last step is to output the start. end and length and 
then return for another round. The three arrays store 

the data on all the procedures in the segment. When 
the decoder is added. these arrays will have to be 
sent off and decoded before the next segment is ana
lyzed. An alternative is to write the data to a file 
and call it back later. 

Fixnout outputs the data as soon as it is determined. ~ 
This saves a lot of time. Between BLOCKREAD and 
printout the system will be busy. Blockreading takes 
time but the program will execute without any delays.
The output keeps coming even as the disk drive is 
turning to access the next block. The output rate is 
115 lines/min on the screen and 70 lines/min on the 
FX-80 (160 cps). The output rate to a disk (see
below) is 65 In/min to Corvus and 57 ln/min to Disk 
II. 

Odds and ends: Local variables were used where 
feasible. The names of variables and passed parame
ters are similar and passed in the same order to each 
procedure. The return value for BLOCKREAD is ignored
because all values will be in range (he said confi
dently). A bad block will abort the program. The 
arrays are not reinitialized to zero after each seg
ment because the variable -count- controls which 
values are looked at for each case. The original
zeroing was -pro forma.- Further. each variable is 
assigned before it is used and no assumptions are made 
about any variable's value. This is standard program
ming practice. There are comments galore which were 
inserted as the code was written. This is also stand
ard practice. In Procedure Fix only the sign of the 
block offset is negative. The byte value comes from 
the MOD function which returns positive values. I 
left it that way and made the last line of the proced
ure change long integer results to conform to this. 

The output can be sent to the disk by making a few 
alterations. Declare Epson as TEXT. change Checkprint 
to REWRITE (Epson. (*whatever*». delete last three r"\, 
statements in Blockzero. and change last statement in 
Analyze to IF pr THEN CLOSE(Epson.LOCK). The LOCK 
saves the ffle. 

The program will run on one disk drive as long as 
source and object codefiles are on it. If you include 
a text file. you may run out of room. I admire anyone
who has the patience to do Pascal with one drive. 

A final note: This program should be helpful to those 
who want to experiment with Pascal. It lets you write 
alternative control structures and then compare their 
length. The same can be done with local vs global
declarations. etc. Combine this with words of storage 
available and you can discover how to make your 
programs more efficient. The frequently mysterious
[1259 words] message that the compiler produces tells 
the number of words (one word" two bytes) of variable 
storage space available in the procedure being
compiled. After two years of watching this message go
by. its meaning is finally clear to me. I don't mind 
learning slowly - as long as I keep learning. 

contd. 

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR PANEL DISCUSSION ~, 

We need persons to participate in a panel discussion 
on graphfcs packages at a WAP general meeting. If you 
can help. please contact the offfce. 654-8060. 
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APPLE MACINTOSWM 

$2,450 
10 DAY BACKLOG ON MAC 

COMPUTER HARDWARE 
• MODEMS • PRINTERS • PRINTERS 

H. Mlcromodem lie, II + $269 Panasonic 1091 call Gemini 15X - 120 ffes call 
Anchor - MK XII $399 Epson FX 80 (160 CPS) call Grappler + (No Bu er) $130 
Hayes S/M - 300 $225 Epson RX80 call Par. Interface $79 
Apple cat II $269 Gemini 15 call Grappler + 16K Buffer $199 
smart Model 1200 - Hayes $525 Okldata 92P 5429 Okldata 93P $729 

Epson FX100 (160 Cps) call • PRINTERS (Ltr. Qual.)
• SOFTWARE Gemini Protype callzaxon $32 • ACCESSORIES Sliver Reed - Exp 550 $599Master Type $32 System saver $69 F-10 (35 cps) $1,195Multiplan $189 Appllcard + Wordstar $599 

One-on-Dne $34 16K RAM card (M/soft> $78 • MONITORS 
Sensible Speller $99 Computer Desk $125 Monitor - Grn 12" $99 
AscII Pro $109 80 col. crd. Nidex> $250 Monitor - Amber 12" $125 
Koala Pad $99 Micro-Buffer II - 16 f( $179 AMDEK 300G - Grn $159 
Flight Sim II 543 Compo paper (9% A 11) $19 AMDEK 300A - Amber $165 
Flip n' File - 5%" $19 Kraft Joystick $49 Color 1 13" (AMDEK> $299 

~ 

$ THE MICRO CONNECTION MONEY SAVINO COUPON $ 

$ 5.00 OFF ANY PURCHASE OVER $ SO.OO 

$10.00 OFF ANY PURCHASE OVER $100.00 


• Limit one coupon per person • Limit one coupon per sale 
• Coupon valid thru 10-31-84 

$ THE MICRO CONNECTION MONEY SAVINC COUPON $ 

- CALL FOR OTHER SPECIALS 
4 X'FRlENDLY LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU 

Store Hours: 10 AM to 6 PM Monday thru saturday 

DON'T OVERPAY - CALL THE DISCOUNTERS AT: 


THE MICRO CONNEC liON, INC. 
'-' 32(}A MAPlE AVENUE, EAST 6192 FRANCONIA RD. 8228 FENTON STREET 11523 SUNRISE VALLEY DR. 

VIENNA, VA 22180 ALEXANDRIA, VA 22310 SILVER SPRING, MD 20910 RESTON, VA 22091 

281-1866 971-5800 495-5960 860-1702 
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PROGRAM CODEKAP; 
(* An anatoay of a Paacal Code file *) 
(* Produces the aegment directory of any code file .) 
(* Then giveo offaet. location and length of each procedure in each segment*) 

(* bta 4/20/84 rey 7/17/84 *) 
CONST 


blockeillo - 512; (* nunber of by tee in a Paecal block *) 

aaxproc - 149; (* maximun U of procodures per segment *) 


TYPE 
filenaae - STRING(24); 
Header - RECORD (* from Apple Paecal OPSYS Manual p 266 ff *) 

diekinfo:ARRAY[O •• 15) OF 
RECORD 

codeleng.codeaddr:INTEGER 
END; 

aegname :ARRAY(O •• 15) OF PACKED ARRAY [0 •• 7) OF CHAR; 
aegkind :ARRAY 0 •• 15) OF (linked.hoatseg.segproc.uniteeg. 

oeprtoeg.unlinked intrine. 
linked intrine.dataaeg); 


textaddr:ARRAY[O •• 15) OF INTEGER;
aeginfo :PACKED ARRAY [0 •• 15) OF 


PACKED RECORD 
aegnun : 0 •• 255; 
mtype 0 •• 15; 
unuaed : 0 •• 1; 
veraion: 0 •• 7 

END; 

intrinaeg: SET OF O•• }I; 

fineme : filename (* my own creation *) 


o END (* the reot of the record ia undefined *)
n.. locarray - PACKED ARRAY[I •• 2.0 •• aaxproc) OF INTEGER; 
o 
f7 
I'D VAR.,- print I BOOLEAN; 


head , Hooder;

<D 
CD atarloc.ondloc.offaot 
~ H : FILE; 


Epaon : INTERACTIVE; 


SEGMENT PROCEDURE BlockEero(VAR atloc.enloc.ofat:locarray; 
VAR HRlheader; .AR pr,BOOLEAN); 

(* Initialize and get block zero of thu codefile *) 
(* Send augment directory to acraen (pr - FALSE) or printer (TRUE) *) 

VAR 
headfil : FILE OF header; (* not GLOBAL bocaueo uaed only in thia Seg.*) 

PROCEDURE Centor(at:STRING); (* center the otring on the acreon *) 

VAR len I INTEGER; 

BEGIN 


len:- LERGTH(et) DIV 2 + 40; (*width of field*) 

VRITELN(ot:lon) 


END; (*Center·) 


PROCEDURE Chockprint(VAR pr:BOOLEAN); 
(* S8e 1f printer 1e on l1no. Sot print to TRUE or FALSE *) 
(* Printer muat be CLOSED by calling proceduro. *) 

VAR ana : CHAR; 
BEGI" 


READ(ano); PAGE(OUTPUT); 

IF ana IN [. Y· •• y.) THEN 

BEG III 


(*SI- *) (*orror chock otf·) 

RESET(Epoon.·PRINTER:·); 

IF IORESULT (> ° THEN 

BEGIN 


VRITE(CHR(7»; (*boop*) 

Contor('You don"t hovo a printer!'); 

pr I- FALSE 


END 

) ) 

ELSE 

pr :- TRUE 


(*al+ *) 

END (*it ono*) 

ELSE pr :- FALSE 


END; (* Chockprint *) 

PROCEDURE Initloc; (. Initializo arraya for following aagmonta .) 
VAR 

j.k : INTEGER; 
BEG III 

FOR j : - .1 TO 2 DO 

FOR k :- 0 TO caxproc DO 

BEGIN 


stloc[j .k] :- 0; 

enloc[J,k) ,- 0; 

ofat[j .k) :- ° 


EIID 
END; (*initloc*) 

PROCEDURE Initeog; (. Soy "hello", get finamo, load block lIoro into HR .) 
VAR 

nome : filename; 
BEGIN 

PAGE(OUTPUT); 
Center(·b.t. enterprioeo preoonta ... ·); 
Conter('Codefile heeder onalyeio'); 
Conter('Producee aegment directory and procedur~ offaete'), 
Center('Type in the complete file nono.·), 
READLR(nomo); 
RESET(headfil.namo); (*no error check 00 ••• bad nomo - fatal errore) 
HR :" heodfll·; 
CLOSE(headfil.LOCK); 
HR.finane :- nane; (* not part of Apple'o header *) 

EIID; (* Initaeg *) 

PROCEDURE Putoutdir; (* output the segment director7 .) 
VAR 

etbl.enbl,enby.tbyte.j.k : IIITEGER; 
BEGIN 

IF pr - FALSE THEN (* Headings to acreen *) 
BEGIII 


VRITELN('SEGKERT DIRECTORY OF •••• ·.HR.fineae); 

VRITELR; 

WRITE(' lIane Start End length' ) ; 

VRITELN(' aeg# type yeren kind txteddr'); 

VRITELN( • blocki block b7te in by tea'), 

VRITELH 


END 

ELSE (* Headinga to printer *) 


BEGIH .)

VRITELN(Epaon.·SEGMENT DIRECTORY OF ••••• HR.finame ; 

WRITELII( Epeon); 

VRITE( Epeon. • Naae 
 Start End length'), 
VRITELN(Epoon.· aegN typo veran kind txtaddr'); 

blockl block byte in b7teo');VRITELH(Epoon.· 

VRITELH(Epeon) 


EHD; 

VITH HR DO 


FOR j :- 0 TO 15 DO (* output date tor all eegmente .) 

BEGIN 


VITH diakinto[j] DO 

BEGIN 


atbl :- codeaddr; 

tbyte :- codeleng; 

enbl :" otbl + (tb7to DIV blockai8e); 

enby ,- tbyte KOD blockaiEe 


END; 
 contd. 

) 



( 

FOR k I- 0 TO 7 DO 


IF pr - FALSE THER 

VRITE(segname[j,k) 


ELSE 

VRITE(Epson,eegnamo[j,k); 


IF pr - FALSE THEN 

VRITE(otbl:8,enblI9,onby:7,tbyto:10) 


ELSE 

VRITE(Epaon,otblIS,onblI9,snbYI7,tbyto:IO); 


VITH uoginfo[j) DO 

IF pr - FALSE THER 


VRITE(oegnum:S,mtyps:6,vsraion:6) 

ELSE 


VRITE(Epoon,oognum:8,mtype:6,voreion:6); 

IF pr - FALSE THEN 


VRITELN(ORD(osgkind[j):6,toxtaddr[j):6) 

ELSE 


VRITELN(Epoon,ORD(uegkind[j):6,textaddr[j)16) 

ERD (afor ja) 


ERD; (aputoutdira ) 


BEGIR (a Blockzoro a) 
Initoeg; 
Initloc; 
Centor('Type <Y> to ssnd uegmont info to printer. '); 
Chuckprint(pr); 
Putoutdir; 
IF pr THEN CLOSE(Epaon); 
Contor('Type <Y> to oend procodure anulyoio to printor•• ); 
Chockprint(pr) 

END; (aBlockzeroa ) 

SE~RENT PROCEDURE Analyzu(VAR atarloc,endloc,offaet:locorray; 
VAR HR:header;pr:BOOLEAN); 


(a Calculato ond output tho otfeat. location, and a) 

(a length of oach procedure in sacb oogment a) 

(a HR and pr uosd globally a) 


CONST 
holfblock - 256; 

VAR 
j : INTEGER; 

PROCEDURE Putoutpb(VAR sbl;aby,ebl,eby,obl,oby, k:INTEGER; 
Ivl,kind:CHAR); 

(a output valuea to screen or printer a) 
(a VAR paraceters ROT changsd by Putoutpb a) 

VAR 
prolen : INTEGER; 

BEGIN 
prolen :- (ebl - obI) a blockoizo + (sby - oby) + I; (anum 
If pr - fALSE THEN (aocreena) 
BEGIN 
IF obI <> 0 THEN 

VRITE(k'6.· ••• • ,obl:5.obYI6) 
ELSE 

VRITE(k:6,·... -',obl,obYI6); (aforcatting gimmicka) 
VRITE(obl:9,eby:6); 
VRITE(ebl,9,eby:6}; 
VRITELN(prolen,9,lvI 19,kind:7) 
END 
ELSE (aprintera ) 
BEGIN 

IF obI <> 0 THEN 
VRITE(Epaon,k:6,· ••• ·,obl'5,oby:6) 

ELSE 
VRITE(Epeon,k:6,·... -' ,obl,oby:6); 


VRITE(Epoon,obl:9,oby:6); 

VRITE(E~00n,ebl:9,uby:6); 
VRITELR(EpBon.prolBn'9,lvl,9,kind:7) 


END 

END; (8putoutpba ) 


( (
PROCEDURE Starfix(VAR sbl.sby,ebl,aby:INTEGER); 

(8 ASCII valueu ubI ,sby are returned ae INTEGERS a) 
(a ebl 4 eby recain unchunged a) 

VAR 

total : INTEGER; 


BEGIN 
total :- eblahalfblock + sby + 3; (a +3 is correction for offset a) 
sbl :- ebl - (totsl DIV blocksize); 
oby :- total ROD blockeizo; 
IF oby <- eby THEN (a proc. begina in oace block a) 

oby :- oby - eby 
ELSE (a it begino in proviouo block a) 
BEGIN 

oby :- blocksize - (oby - oby); 

ubI :- obI - I 


END 

END; (a Starfix 8) 


PROCEDURE Fix (VAR ebl,eby,ofbl,ofby,k,otbl,tbyte:INTEGER); 
(8 ASCII values ebl, eby roturned 8S INTEGERS 8) 
(a also returns offset ofbl,ofby •• ) 
(a k, otbl, tbyte re~ain unchanged a) 

CONST 
fudge - 21396; (a fudge term for forward offset procedures a) 

VAR 

total,temp : INTEGER; 

ltotal,ltemp,lsbl : INTEGER[S); 


BEGIN 
If (ebl < 128) AND (endloc[I,O) < 64) THEN 
BEGIN 

totsl :- -(obI 8 balfblock + uby); 
tecp :- tbyto + total - 28k; 
IF tecp >- 0 THEN 

temp I- tomp + atblablocksize 
ELSE (* forvard offsot 8) 
BEGIN (a got fudga by counting by teo - cen't explain it a) 

total I- fudge + totsl; 
te~p :- tecp + fudge + Dtblablockuice 

ERD; 
ebl :- tecp DIY blockui&o; 
eby :- temp ROD blockoize; 
ofbl :- total DIV blockeizel 
ofby :- total ROD blockoice 

END 

ELSE (a ebl,oby 4 atbl muet be promotod to LORGINT a) 

BEGIN 

ltotal :- obI; ltemp :- oby; lab 1 :- otbl; 
ltotal :- -(ltotal * helfblock + Ite~p); 
ltecp :- tbyte + ltotol - 2 a k;

diff + la) 
If lte~p >- ° THEN 

ltemp ,- ltemp + loblablocksize 
ELSE (a forvard offset a) 
BEGIN 

ltotal :- fudge + ltotal; 
Itecp :- Itump + fudgo + lsbl a blockelze 

END; 
ebl :- TRUNC(ltecp DIV blocksize); 
eby :- TRUNC(ltemp - blocksize a (ltemp DIV blockslze»; (aHODa) 
orbl :- TRUNC(ltotal DIV blocksi&o); 
orby :- TRUHC(ltotal - blocksiEe a (ltotol DIV blocksize»; 
IF otby < 0 THEN ofby :- - ofby 

END (a the - uoed to produce ROD roaultu 1.e •• a) 
END; (aFIx a ) 

PRO~EDURE Putoutpa(VAR obl.oby,ebl,eby,obl,oby:IHTEGER); 
( put procedure beuding on Bcreen or printera ) 
(a VAR paramoters NOT changod a) 

BEGIN 

IF pr - fALSE THEN 
 contd.BEGIN 



w VRITELN('Seg#' 110,obYI','U ot Procedureo':20,obll'); 	 PROCEDURE Getofts(VAR endloc,otfoetlloc8rrall JIIRTEGER);
CD 	

VRITE(' Stort block' ,obl:5,' Loot block/byte'); (- get/store eegmsnt poracetero in [1,0] L2,O], output nace, get ottatlta-) 
VRITELN(eblI4,ebYI4,' total bytes ',oby); 
VRITELI/; VAR 
VRITE( , procl ottoet proc stsrt '); tltbl,enbl,enby,tbyte : INTEGER; 

VRITELII(' proc end length prog. code'); k,count,duncy,bytealeft I INTEGER; 

VRITE( , 
 blks bytes block byte '); block: PACKED ARRAI[I •• 512] OF CHAR; 

VRITELII( , block by to by teo level type'); BEGIR 


END VITH HR.diakinfo[j] DO 

ELSE 
 BEG IIi 

BEGIR 
 otbl I- codesddr; 


VRITELN(Epson, 'Seg6' ,'0,oby:3, 'lot Proceduroo' ,20,obl:'); tbyte :- codolsng 

VRITE(Epoon,' Start block' ,obll5,' Lost block/byte'); END: 

VHITELN(Epson,ebl:4,oby:4,' total by tea ',aby); enbl :- otbl + (tbyte DIV blockoize); 

VRITELN(Epson); onby I- tbyte MOD blockoizo; 

VRITE( E~ .. on,' procl ottset proc atert '); IF enby - 0 THEN 

VHITELN(Epoon,' proc ond length prog. cod e' ) ; BEGIN (- pathological ceoe correction-) 
VRITE(Epoon,' blks bytos block byte '); onby I- blocksizel 
VRITELN(Epson,' block byte by teo level type'); enbl I- enbl - I 

EIID EIlD; 
END; (-Putoutps-) otBrloc[I,O] :- stbl; 

otsrloc[2,O] :- tbyte; (- HOTEl valueD Gtored in arrsyu -) 
PROCEDURE Flznout(VAR starloc,endloc,offeet:locarray); endloc[ 1,0] I- enbl; (- ore pussed to other procodureo -) 

(- Driver tor Fix, Startiz, Putoutpa, and Putoutpb -) endloc[2,O] I- enby; 
IF cobl > 0 THEN (- there ie 0 uegcent to procooo -) 

VAR otbl,enbl,enby,tbyte,k,count,duccy : INTEGER; BEGIN 
level,kind 1 CHAR; IF pr - FALSE THEil (- uend procedure noms to ocreen -) 
block: PACKED ARRAY[I •• 512] OF CHAR; BEGIII 

BEGIN VRITELIl; VRITELH; 

otbl :- otarlocf"O]; tbyte :- etarloc[2,O]; (-retrieve vslueu troc-) FOR k I- 0 TO 7 DO 

count :- ottsst 1,0]; (- arrays -) VRITE(HR.segnace[J,k])
o 

n Putoutpo(etbl,tbyte,endloc[I,O],endloc[2,O],count,offset[2,O]); 	 END,... 
FOR k I- I TO count DO 

0- BEGIN BEGIN 
o 	 ELSE (- Bend procsdure noce to printer -) 

R> 
~ 	 Fh( endloe[ I, k], endloc[ 2, k] ,ottoe t[ I, k] ,oftset[ 2 ,k], k, atbl, tbyte) ; VRITELN(Epoon); VRITELIl(Epeon);

IF endloc[2,k] - 0 THEN FOR k I- 0 TO 7 DO 
BEGIN (-correct tor the pathological coee-) VRITE(Epaon,HR,uegnace[j,k])

endloc[2,k] :- blockeize; EIlD; 
endloc[ I ,k] :- endlod I ,k] - I (- The BLOCKHEAD roturn value (duccy) ia ignorod. -) 

END; (- Pray tor all good blocks -) 
(- find otartin~ block/byte and put in oterloc -) 

enbl I- ondloc[I,k); enby:- endlocl2,k]; enbl :- ondloc[I,O]; onby ,- endloc[2,O); 
dummy :- BLOCKREAD(H,block,I,enbl)1 dUCQY I- BLOCKREAD(H,block,I,enbl); (- HOTEl valueD utored in ottuot-) 
dummy :- ORD(block[enby]); offuetf 1,0] I- ORD(blockfenbY))' (- I/of procedurou in oegcent-) 

IF dummy < 10 THEN lovsl I- CHR(dummy+48) (-number to digit-) offoet 2,0] I- ORD(block enbY-I~); (- aogcent nucber -) 

ELSE level :- '?'; bytes left I- enby - (2 - othet[ 1,0]) j 


ducmy I- ORD(block[enby-I]); (-Apple Pascsll procD or 0 is put here-) IF bytealeft < 0 THEil bytoslett I- 2; (- otfoets in previouo block-) 

IF duccy - 0 THEN Icind :- 'a' count :- 0i 

ELSE IF duccy - k THEN kind :- 'p' 

ELSE kind I- '?'; (-code type: 6502 (a), p-code (p)-) FOR k I- onby - 2 DOVNTO byteoleft DO (-got ofrouto in preasnt block-) 

IF enby >- 4 THEN (-offset to proc. atort is in present block-) BEGIIl 

BEGIN count :- count + 1 i 


otarloc[I,k] :- ORD(block[enby-2])1 	 endloe[ I ,count] I- ORD(block[k)' 
starloc[2,k] ,- ORD(block[enby-3]) endloc[2,count] ,- ORD(block[k-I~);

END k I· k - I 
ELSE (- last 2 bytse of prsvious block hsve dsts-) EIID; 
BEGIR IF count < ottoot(I,O] THEH (- read proviouo block tor offeetu-) 

du .... y I- BLOCKREAD(H,block,I,enbl-l}; BEG IIi 

atsrloc[I,k] ,- ORD(block[blockeize])' duclllY I- BLOCKREAD(H,block,1 enbl-I)I 

st8rloc[2,k] I- ORD(bloCk[blockaizs-l]) ducmy I- blocksize - (otfoet("O) - count)-2;


ERD; FOR k I- blockuize DOVIITO ducllly+2 DO (-get ottaoto rocaining -) 
StsrfiZ(ot8rloc[I,Ic)JotarlOC[2,k]\Onbl,enbY); BEGIN (-in previouo block -) 
PutoutPb(tltarlocf I ,k ,otorloc[2,kJ ,snbl,enby, count :- count. 1; 

offset I,k ,offost[2,k],k,lsvel,kind) andlocf"count] :- ORD(blOCkfk])'
END (- tor k -) andloc 2,count] I- ORD(block Ie-I]); 

END; (- Fiznout -) k I- k - I 
EIlD 

END (-it count-) 
END (- if enbl>O -) contd. on pg 41 

EIlD; (-Getoffu-) 

) 	 ) ) 
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STOCKSIG OCTOBER MEETING 

THURSDAY, OCTOBER II, 1984 8:00 P.H. 


SPEAKER: Thomas A. Rorro,

author of the new book, 


"Assessing Risk on Wall Street" 


****************************************************** 

The August 14 meeting of the STOCKSIG consisted of a 
discussion of the Elliott Wave Principle by Harvin 
Hass, along with mention of books relating to comput
erized investing. The following books may be of 
interest to those concerned with this approach. 

1. 	"Automating Your Investment Portfolio· by D. R. 
Woodwell. 254pp. Dow Jones-Irwin, 1983. $19.95. 
This book reviews some of the elementary concepts
of the use of microcomputers in investing and money 
management. It provides a useful compilation of 
the most popular types of investment software along 
with sample printouts. It does not go into details 
of fundamental or technical analysis. 

2. 	 "Your Personal Computer Can Make You Rich in Stocks 
and Commodities· by C.M. Arnold. 310 pp. Weiss 
Research, Inc. 2000 Palm Beach Lakes Blvd., Suite 
200, West Palm Beach, Florida 33409, 1984. $34.95. 
This book has received some laudatory comments from 
various experts. Although the title can turn 
people off, this is a serious volume containing a 
very good description of technical analysis and 
technical indicators. Program listings in 
Applesoft are given and are also available (for
$49.95) on disk. 

3. "Assessing Risk on Wall Street" by T. A. Rorro. 202 
pp. $Obaro Publishing Company, 7855 Colonial 

Village Row, Annandale, VA 22003, 1984. $17.95. 
The author of this book will discuss the concepts 
at the October STOCKSIG meeting. It attempts to 
deal with the risk/reward relationships of various 
investment vehicles such as stocks, convertible 
bonds, and options. The author has implemented
this approach using a microcomputer, although this 
is 	not treated in the book. 

4. 	 "Elliott Wave Principle" by A. J. Frost and R. R. 
Prechter, Jr. 189 pp. New Classics Library, P. O. 
Box 1618, Gainesville, GA 30505, 1981. $21.00. The 
July 16, 1984 issue of BARRON'S indicated that 
certain aspects of the Elliott wave principle
either fascinate or repel investors. However,
there is no question that the stock market, gold,
and interest rate predictions of Robert Prechter, 
editor of the Elliott Wave Theorist newsletter have 
been remarkably accurate during the past few years.
The Elliott Wave Principle is based upon the 
empirical observation that bull markets involve a 
five wave movement with three up and two corrective 
down trends, with a small number of cataloged
variations. Bear markets involve the inverse with 
three down waves and two corective up waves. The 
time and amplitude variations along with some other 
characteristics can sometimes be predicted with the 
aid of Fibonacci numbers, although this might seem 
to be numerical mysticism. Host followers of this 
approach tend to rely upon Robert Prechter's 
insights, which also incorporate cyclical and other 
factors into the analysis. 

The September 13 meeting of STOCKSIG will feature WAP 
member Dr. Ronald M. Brown who will demonstrate his 
own programs (including color graphics) on stock 
selection using fundamental analysis. A brief discus
sion will appear in a future issue. (t 
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ADVAnCE.D PA5CAL: 

R~ v I ~w 

Robe.rt P l a t tc" 

(Advanced Pascal: ~rogramming Techniques by Paul A. 
Sand. Osborne/McGraw Hill, 370 pp. $19.95) 

With the book market crowded by so many introductory
programming texts, it's refreshing to see a book for 
an "advanced" reader: someone who knows the funda
mentals, but is still struggling to put the pieces 
together. 

Paul A. Sand addresses this audience deftly. This is 
not surprising, for Paul knows both Pascal and this 
audience well. Until Paul's departure from the DC 
area, he was an act he member of the WAP and its 
Pascal Interest Group, and many of his sample programs 
grew out of his interactions with the PIG. (You can 
still find some of them on our PIG disks-.) 

Paul's examples are Apple-Pascal based (although he 
includes instructions on converting them into "stand
ard Pascal.") He covers the trickier aspects of 
input/output under the Apple Pascal operating system 
and includes examples that use Turtlegraphics. Even 
without the sample programs, the "software tools· and 
minor routines make the book worthwhile. 

But the sample programs! Paul offers a tour de force 
through a maze game, Orthello, a desk calculator, a 
text file formatted print program, a graphic simula
tion of the effects of gravity on planetary orbits, 
and even a Pascal-based spreadsheet program! In the 
process, the book covers all major programming tech
niques including disk files, data conversion, dynamic 
memory allocation, link lists and high-precision 
arthmetic with user defined data formats. 

Paul Sand writes well. His style is easy to follow 
and this presentation is paced so as to avoid boring 
even the most experienced reader. I highly recommend 
his book as the second book to read about Pascal. ~ 

C'P-00UrCe. A Book 

R,2:. V I ~W 

Robe.rt c 
("p-Source: a Guide to the Apple Pascd1 System" by 
Randa 11 Hyde, Reston Publishing Company 462 pp. 
$24.95) 

Did you ever wonder about how the inner workings of an 
operat ing system or compiler funct ioned? Well, 
p-Source by Randy Hyde unveils some of the mystery
surrounding the operation of the Apple Pascal p
System. Not only does it describe the system, but the 
book offers useful hints on writing more efficient 
code. The book also includes suggested patches to 
improve the operation of the p-System. 

The p-System originated at the University of Californ
ia San Diego. Kenneth Bowles, a professor there, 
determined that if a user-friendly operating system 
was developed for a hypothetical computer, it could be 
transported to a number of different models of micro
computers. The hypothetical computer was called a 

.5 1 G nE.LU.s 
b~ Rc"Ymond 1--10 b b 5 ~ '
The new meeting time for PI SIG is the second Monday
evening of every month at 8:00 PM. We will be meeting 
at the WAP office on Woodmont Avenue. 

Current topiCS under discussion at PI SIG are: 

Computer-generated music; 

Macintosh internals; 

IBM-PC interfacing. 


We welcome additions to this topic list! 

At the conclusion of our topical discussion each 
month, we have an open Q&A forum. If you have a 
nagging question, why not bring it to PI SIG? 

For those of you who are new, or have taken the summer 
off in Rio or somewhere else, you may not have heard 
of the new PI SIG. The name stands for "Program
Interface" SIG, and our emphasis is on problem
resource matching. We use all languages, most micro
computers, and a lot of areas of interest. While most 
of us are Assembly Language programmers, we have quite 
a few members who primarily use PASCAL, BASIC, FORTH, 
C and even a few antiquarians who use COBOL and 
FORTRAN! 

A new project which PI SIG is undertaking is to 
compare diskettes. This project will involve actually 
taking diskettes apart to examine the surfaces. In 
order to complete this project, we would like to have 
some samples of every brand of diskette used by WAP 
members. If you would like to participate, or have an 
old (perhaps crashed) diskette which you would like to 
donate for a worthy cause, please call Mike Yore at 
992-4953, evenings. 

For more information about PI SIG, call Raymond Hobbs 
at 490-7484, evenings. ~ 

p-machine, and machine language programs for the 
p-machine are written in "p-code." Bowles wrote 
"interpreter" programs to make a variety of machines, 
including the Apple, execute p-code programs. In this 
way, only one program had to be written on each make 
of microcomputer, because once the microcomputer could 
execute p-code programs, it could run the p-system and 
all of its compilers that are written in p-code. 

Hyde explains each p-code, and shows what p-codes are 
generated from each type of Pascal source statement. 
Hyde then demonstrates why some programs will run more 
effiCiently than others based upon an analysis of the 
p-codes generated by the compiler. Hyde includes a 40 
page analysis of the different machine language rou
tines that he disassembled from version 1.1 of the 
Apple Pascal p-system. (Note that this analysis does 
not apply to the recently released vers ion 1.2.) 
Hyde'~ final chapter suggests patches to improve the 
interpreter. 

The appendix to the book is the documentation for the 
ATTACH utility found on WAP disk PIGO:. (The documen
tation is also included verbatim on PIGO:) The ATTACH 
routine will allow non-standard input/output devices 
to work under Apple Pascal. 

p-Source is an excellent book. Hyde writes well. 
Although p-Source is not for the novice, I recommend 
it for anyone intending to do extensive Pascal pro
gramming on the Apple )[. ~ 
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There are many programs for which it would be conven
ient to boot the disk, press RETURN, and be in opera
tion. For example, a word-processing program which 
would immediately be ready to accept text. In some 
languages, this type of autos tart is straightforward;
in FORTH, the procedure is not obvious. 

In FORTH, the final operation after booting is to set 
up an infinite loop which looks for keyboard commands 
(and executes them). The normal situation is to boot 
and then enter START, or whatever the name of the 
starting command happens to be. The object of this 
inves t igat ion is to use a RETURN press to act i va te 
START. 

My first attempt (with a word-processor program) was 
to insert a detour at the end of the initial screen 
legend display, by inserting a call to START. This 
worked fine as long as only pre-determined commands 
were required, i.e., while entering text. When the 
first keyboard command was needed, e.g., to change
justification mode or line spacing, the program would 
not respond exactly as expected - it hadn't been 
"to1d D how to handle keyboard input. 

After many false starts, I finally found a procedure
that works properly. The inner interpreter loop is 
established by QUIT, normally the last word in both 
co1d- and warm-starts. The interpreter loop is 
roughly" BEGIN QUERY INTERPRET AGAIN D. The trick is 
to effectively insert a flag test and response between 
QUERY and INTERPRET, so that when QUERY obtains a com
mand from the keyboard, the test and response are 
made. 

For the time being, assume that on a cold start the 
initi1ization flag contains a "trueD (1) and on a warm 
start, a "false" (0). We plan to replace QUERY with 
NEWQUERY. QUERY is given by 

QUERY TIB @80 EXPECT 0 IN ! ; 

and its replacement will be 

o INITFL CI ;S 

The easiest way of finding the end of HEADER is to 
find the beginning of the next word in VLIST, namely,
DOCALL. All that is needed is to move the call to ;S 
up to the address where the 0 is called. The call to 
;S is readily identified by looking at I ;S CFA. With 
these patches we now have a system that needs only
booting plus <RETURN> as the first command to be up
and running, yet performs a normal warm-start. 

When these changes are made by an added screen at the 
end of a program, and ADDNEW used to permanently
include them, there are no unexpected problems. But 
doing all this from the keyboard leaves the added 
words unprotected, even if you move FENCE, because a 
cold start sets FENCE and LATEST from boot-up values 
in the $800 page. This wipes out NEWQUERY and makes 
the program crash. The way around this is 
ADDNEW to store the values of HERE and LATEST 

to 
in 

use 
the 

proper places in $800 page. 

DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM 

Boot a system disk. 
Enter 

START .D DEMO· CR 
NEWQUERY TIB @ 80 EXPECT 0 IN 1 INITFL C@ IF 0 
INTFL C! START ENDIF ;
AODNEW LATEST 12 +ORIGIN ! HERE 28 +ORIGIN 1 HERE 
30 +ORIGIN 1 VOC-LINK @ 32 +ORIGIN 1 HERE FENCE I; 

, NEWQUERY CFA ' QUIT 12 + 1 

SROM 
1CDB:95 OB (This address depends upon the system) 

RESET 

From now on, COLD<CR> followed by <CR> after the 
header is displayed will print "DEMO", whereas a warm 
start, as by RESET, will give the usual short disp1ay.~ 

NEWQUERY TIB @ 80. EXPECT 0 IN 1 INITFL C@ IF 0 
INITFL CI START ENDIF ; 

(Note that this is DECIMAL 80 - HEX will cause 
troub 1e!) 

The location at which QUIT issues the call to QUERY is 
found by first learning how to recognize it: 

HEX ' QUERY CFA • 

gives the address which is called. Then' QUIT • 
gives us an address where we start our (visual) search 
of the machine code. (Enter the monitor by -151 CALL 
or other appropriate command.) Listing machine code 
starting at the QUIT address quickly reveals the call 
to QUERY. For example, if we denote the code field 
address (CFA) of QUERY by N1, and find N1 in the list
ing of QUIT at N2, then we make the substitution by 

, NEWQUERY CFA N2 ! 

The remaining change is to modify HEADER, which prints
the opening legend to prevent it from resetting INITFL 
as it normally does. Decompi1ing HEADER shows that it 
ends with 

Codemap ~ontd. from pg 38 

BEGIN (*ana1yze*) 
kESET(H,HR.finame); 
FOR j :- 0 TO 15 00 
BEGIIj 

Getoffs(enu10c,offset,j); 
IF end10c(1,0] > a THEN 

(*there's a segment to process*) 
Fixnout(starloc,end10c,offset) 


E 140; 

CLOSE(H); 

IF pr THEN CLOSE(Epson) 


EIID; (*analyze*) 

BEGIN (* MAIN PROGRAM *) 
Blockzero(star10c,endloc,offset,heao,pr1nt); 
Ana1yze(starloc,endloc,offset,head,pr1nt) 

END. 
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I. t r:::. I. Cl n s 

Ra~mond I~ ob b s 
Views and Reviews is going to be a regular (semi
regular?) feature of the WAP Journal. Software for 
both the Apple and the Macintosh will be given the 
once-over here. My thanks to all of the 28 people who 
volunteered to assist in reviewing products. I will 
try to distribute items for review such that everyone 
has an ample opportunity to get involved. 

Our first sampler is concerned with Multiplan, a 
spreadsheet program by Microsoft. We are fortunate in 
that we had copies for native Apple, Apple CP/M and 
Macintosh to review simultaneously. Mike Vore and 
Grant Ellsworth assisted in the preparation of these 
reviews. 

HULTIPLAH. 

Microsoft's Multiplan is a spreadsheet program,
similar to VisiCa1c. I won't bother to go into the 
functions of spreadsheet programs, since we all should 
be (more or less) familiar with them. If you are not 
sure of what spreadsheet packages do, ask virtually
anybody at your next WAP or SIG meeting, and the odds 
are pretty good that they'll tell you in a few thous
and words or more. 

Multiplan works pretty much the same, whether you are 
using native Apple, Apple CP/M or Macintosh, so I'm 
going to lump the bulk of the review into talking
about how Multiplan works in general. Later on, I'll 
score the differences between versions. Also, I'm 
going to use two benchmarks for the review, VisiCa1c 
(originally by Software Arts, distributed by Personal 
Software and now by VisiCorp) and Lotus 1-2-3, by
Lotus Development. Throughout the review, I'll refer 
to Multiplan, Visica1c and Lotus 1-2-3 as "Mp1an",
"Vca1c" and "1-2-3" to save both WAP Journal space and 
my fingers. 

There are few products that have affected an industry 
as much as Vca1c. It was the first commercially
available micro-spreadsheet, and it changed the way a 
lot of business was done. The standard microcomputer 
setup runs a word processor, a database of some sort, 
and a spreadsheet. Therefore, it is fitting that the 
original spreadsheet (Vca1c) be used as one of our 
benchmarks. The other benchmark I have selected is 
1-2-3, since it represents the Cadillac of spreadsheet 
programs. Since 1-2-3 requires a raft10ad of memory 
to work properly, we Apple owners can't put it on our 
machines at present. The product will be available 
for the 512K Macintosh in the future, however. 

Here are the basic statistics: 

1) Computer used for testing:
Vca1c --- Apple ][+, 64K, 80-co1. 
Apple Mp1an --- Apple ][+, 64K, 80-co1. 
CP/M Mp1an --- Apple )[+, 56K CP/M
Macintosh Mp1an --- Macintosh, 128K, 2 disks 
1-2-3 --- IBH-PC, 640K 

2) Usable memory for spreadsheet:
Vca1c --- 32K 
Apple Mp1an --- 21K 
CP/M Mp1an --- 9K 
Macintosh Mplan ??? 
1-2-3 ---500K 

Thre.e. 


3) Cells available for spreadsheet:
Vcalc --- 256 x 58 a 14,848 
Mp1an --- 256 x 63 = 16,128 
1-2-3 ---2048 x 230 = 471,040 

4) File transfer from other. spreadsheet? 

Vca1c no 

Mp1an --- from Vca1c 

1-2-3 --- no 


5) Cell range name? 

Vcalc no 

Mp1an --- yes

1-2-3 --- yes 


6) Copy-protected?

Vcalc yes

Mplan --- yes, except for CP/M

1-2-3 --- yes 


7) ProgralTlllable? 
Vca1c --- no 
Mplan --- no 
1-2-3 --- yes 

8) Graphing capabilities? 

Vcalc --- no 

Mp1an --- no 

1-2-3 --- yes 


STARTUP (Native Apple and CP/M versions only) 
r"\

After loading the boot disk (the native Apple version 
is protected, but with the ability to clone itself 
ONCE; the CP/M version is unprotected), you are taken 
through a setup program to configure your disk to your 
system. The CP/M version tends to run you through the 
same process as the Microsoft CP/M Operating System
itself does - apparently Microsoft still believes that 
everyone has either a Hazeltine or Televideo terminal 
- and it may be a struggle to get the screen to react 
the way you want it to. After this is done, the user 
may go on to the system disk to get the program up and 
running. Both CP/M and native Apple system disks are 
unprotected. 

The on screen command menu is across the bottom with no 
overhead space used at the top. Even with Mp1an's 
menu on the screen, it displays one more row than 
Vca1c, and is the same as 1-2-3. The menu is in plain
English, with no abbreviations to remember. After 
each selection the option menu appears, also in 
English. 1-2-3 does this a little better, with the 
options appearing before you select, rather than 
after. Mp1an tries to guess your choice and suggests
the proper entry for menu options - it is usually very 
close to right - but you can override its suggestion
easiJy, by simply typing in your choice. When the 
help file is brought up with a"?", the proper help 
screen is displayed - a nice feature, and one of the 
selling features of 1-2-3. 

The cursor and editing movement is done with control 
characters on the )[+ and open/closed apples and 
arrows on the lie. 1-2-3 uses the 4 arrow keys for 
this. Vcalc uses the arrows in combination with the ~ 
space bar, which takes a bit more getting used to (but
keep in mind that I'm using Vca1c distributed through
p,ersona1 Software, so it's an old onel). 

contd. 
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CELL REFERENCES 

Now on to the spreadsheet itself. Cells can be 
referenced absolutely, e.g., R3CI0, meaning row 3, 
column 10. Vca1c's letter/number arrangement mirrors 
the 1-2-3 grid in this respect and is, for me, a lot 
easier to use. Cells can also take on a relative 
reference, such as R[-2]C[+5], meaning up 2 rows and 
to the right 5 columns. 1-2-3 defaults to relative 
which I find easier, since I use this mode more: 
Vca1c gives you a menu choice for absolute or rela
tive. Like 1-2-3, Mp1an allows you to mix relative 
and absolute references within a cell reference. 
Mp1an also allows you to name a cell or a range of 
cells, like 1-2-3. This has a decided advantage in 
that long calculations can be formulated in a more 
readable fashion. For example, after naming cell R3C4 
as "sa1es Aand R4C4 as ·cost", you would define R5C4 
as "sales-cost" and name it ·profit". Mp1an will find 
the reference to the proper cell locations. 

ONSCREEN FORMATTING: 

·Windowing· has become a computer buzzword lately and 
Microsoft seems to be leading the pack in implementing
that facility into all of its packages. However, the 
split-screen windowing was present in early Vca1c 
days: with Vca1c you can split the spreadsheet window 
either vertically or horizontally. This capability is 
quite extended in Mp1an, which allows you to have up 
to 8 spreadsheet windows open simultaneously. Never
theless, more than 3 or 4 windows on an 80-co1umn 
screen is rather impractical from the standpoint of 
information displayed. 

Column width can also be altered in all of the spread
sheet packages. This is quite handy when adding
labels to the spreadsheet, but Vca1c sets the column 
width globally, while Mp1an and 1-2-3 allow it to be 
done to individual columns. 

-.......,. DOCUMENTATION: 


The Mp1an documentation is first-rate. In my opinion,
it is even better than 1-2-3's, which is saying a lot. 
The 420-page looseleaf manual includes a sample app'~
cation, which is used throughout the book. The only
shortcoming is the rather brief explanations given to 
the functions. The newcomer to spreadsheets might
become a bit befuddled in this area. Also, the 
AaftermarketA books are not as plentiful for Mplan as 
they are for Vcalc or 1-2-3. 

MACINTOSH DIFFERENCES: 

The major differences in the Macintosh version of 
Mp1an and the native Apple and CP/M versions is in the 
user interface. Microsoft has used the Macintosh 
mouse interface quite well, with mouse pointing for 
cell and cell range identification and insertion of 
values or text. The full range of menus is available 
from the Mac Multiplan, including an onscreen Format 
menu, which contains the functions for setting align
ment and type of display (dollars, percents, general) 
for values. Although the mouse interface always has 
the potential for getting in the way of using the 
program, Microsoft's package carries it off unobtru
sively, and if that isn't enough, most mouse commands 
have keyboard counterparts which employ the command 
and shift keys (along with a number or letter key, of 
course). One notable omission to the Mac Mplan is the 
ability to delete files from within the application 
if you have an old worksheet hanging around and you 
want to get rid of it, you must trash it from the 
Finder menu. This could cause you grief if you get
stuck with a large application worksheet and not 
enough room on the disk to store it. However, keep in 
mind that half of that problem lies with the Mac 
itself, rather than with Mp1an. Another minor irrita

tion is that the Mac Mp1an window only displays 14 
rows and 6 columns in default mode. This allows 84 
cells to be visible on the screen. The other versions 
of Mp1an display 20 rows and 7 columns (140 cells), as 
does 1-2-3. Also, the Mac Mp1an split screen, which 
can be effected vertically and horizontally once, can
not be scrolled independently for all four screen 
areas. That is, both upper quadrants will display the 
same rows, as will both lower quadrants, and both left 
quadrants will display the same columns, as will both 
right quadrants. This means that only the diagonally 
opposite quadrants can display totally different 
spreadsheet areas. 

SPEED: 

I did not conduct recalculation speed tests on the 
various spreadsheets, since too much depends upon
application of the worksheet. However, to give you an 
idea of the range of difference available, and in a 
totally unfair test, I re-ran my income tax return 
calculations, after setting up the three Mp1ans and 
Vca1c (I calculate income tax on 1-2-3 normally).
After setting up, running and printing the spread
sheets, I came to the following conclusions: 

1) Mp1an and Vca1c in native Apple mode run very much 
the same; 

2) Mp1an CP/M and Mplan on the Mac are memory-poor,
but files can be linked together to form very large
spreadsheets (if you spend the time to do it; 

3) 1-2-3 is in a different league, both with respect 
to speed and to size. 

PERSONAL: 

I experienced problems with Mplan in two areas. The 
first was when I discovered that the 2-disk package
contained two copies of the system disk instead of a 
system and an installation disk. When I called 
Microsoft about it, they promised speedy action on 
replacing the errant installation disk, but in the end 
it took two phone calls and a letter to get the action 
··arted. In defense of Microsoft, I must say that 
they are currently reorganizing consumer support ser
vices, and as we all know, during reorganizations some 
foul-ups do occur. Also, when the support finally 
came around, it came quickly and in quant fty - I 
received no less than four phone calls from Microsoft 
to check into my problem and to effect its resolution, 
and the replacement disks arrived within 48 hours of 
the first call. The second problem was probably
mainly with me. I never saved a printout of my
original CP/M install parameter list, and so I had 
some amount of trouble getting a good installation on 
Mplan. As I say, a lot of that problem is with me,
but I still think that Microsoft should have a preset 
installation for a Videx Videoterm, since it is rather 
common on Apple ]['s. 

OVERALL RATING: 

Package: Documentation: Ease of Use: Other: 

Apple Mplan A B C
CP/M Mp1an A B C
Mac Mplan B A- C+ 
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QU ICI< RE.COVE.RY fRom WORD .sTAR 


BD05 	 E.RROR 
b~ L. Be:nne:r 
Does your heart sink when you see that "BOOS ERROR ON 
B:" message after you have been typing away on a Word 
Star file? Relax - here's a Quick recovery that works 
with the Microsoft CP/M card and DDT utility installed 
in an Apple )(+ with two drives. Elapsed time: about 
two minutes. 

Step 1. When the BOOS ERROR 1/2 prompt appears,
replace the WS disk in drive A: with a CP/M system 
disk that has DDT on it. 

Step 2. Enter A:OOT. See - prompt. 

Step 3. Find the beginning and end of your WS file in 
memory by entering 0 return, and keep entering 0 
return to scroll the screen until you see the begin
ning of your WS file on the right end of a row. 

Step 4. When you see it, write down the 4 digit hex 
number you see in the left end of the line in which 
you see the beginning of your file on the right end of 
the line. 

Example: 

84AO 00 OA 00 00 00 00 00 C1 05 C7 AD AE B1 B9 •••• 
aug,.8 .. 19 (Write down 84AO) 

Step 5. Enter Oxxxx where xxxx is the beginning line 
number you wrote down in Step 4. You should see the 
first line with WS text at the beginning of the 12-row 
blocks on your screen. 

Step 6. Keep scrolling with the 0 return entries, and 
count the number of 12-row blocks holding your WS file 
as they flop by on the screen. This is a critical 
count so make sure it is right. If in doubt, add 1 to 

your count. 

(Note: If you happen to know the approximate number 
of bytes in your WS file, and you know how to convert 
the difference between the beginning hex number of 
your WS file and the ending hex number of the last 
line containing that file into 256 byte blocks, enter 
the estimated ending hex line number after the 0 and 
that will take you directly to that place in your 
memory. Keep entering Oxxxx until you spot the last 
row with WS text in your memory.) 

Step 7. Write down the line number of the line below 
the last line (1111) that holds any of your WS file. 
Multiply the number of blocks you counted (include the 
first and last blacks) by 1.33 and write down that 
number (nb) for use in Step 10. 

Step 8. At the - prompt, enter M(xxxx),(1111),100.
This will move your WS file to the beginning of your 
memory for saving in Step 10. 

Step 9. At the - prompt, enter Ctrl-C to go back to 
the> CP/M prompt. 

Step 10. Enter B:SAVE (Ispace) (nb) (lspace) WOW.ONE 
or whatever file name you want to use to save the 
memory block to your disk. Example command: 

B:SAVE 60 WOW. ONE 	 to save a file that had 45 screen 
blocks. 

As soon as the disk stops writing you are ready to run 
WS again and load your saved file for editing out any 
extraneous characters that might have been left on the 
lines you saved. Now, smile again. It 

Wap T-shirts for Sale 

.......... 
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$7.00 
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APPLE. TE.CI~ nOTE..3 
Richa,d Langston 

'-; 
This month. Apple][ and Apple III software will be 
the topic for Notes. 

APPLE WRITER II - SENDING AN ESCAPE CHARACTER TO A 
PRINTER 

Apple Writer II will allow embedding of control char
aracters in the text of a document with the Ctrl-V 
option. However. it is not obvious how to insert the 
escape character into the text. The first time escape
is pressed after a Ctrl-V. the cursor will change to 
the 0·0 character. indicating that the next character 
will be capitalized. Pressing the escape key again
will cause an inverse oJ" character to be displayed
and the cursor will move to the right. The aJA is the 
escape character. (NOTE: this is only true if shift 
key mod is not being used.) 

APPLE WRITER II - PRINTING WITH PARALLEL PRINTERS 

Apple Writer version 2.0 may not work properly with 
some parallel interface cards. Often the interface 
requires a Ctrl-I sequence if it is to print wider 
than 40 columns. Thfs is easy fn Apple Writer II. 
All, that fs needed is Ctrl-V. Ctrl-I. Ctrl-V 80N at 
the start of each file. "80N" will result in 80 
column output. 

APPLE WRITER 111- FOOTNOTES 

Footnotes longer than 132 characters will stop Apple
Writer III and prfnt WL °FOOTNOTE OVERFLOW· error. 
There is no fix available at this time. (NOTE: this 

'"-" tech notefs dated 7 Jul 821) 

When a footnote is inserted in the text. the character 
immediately following the note is omitted. For 
example: ••• Apple User's Groups «See answer book»are 

good ••• WILL PRINT: ••• Apple User's Groups re ••• This 
problem can be worked around by adding a space after 
the footnote. Also. footnotes do not obey the right
margin. (NOTE: these two problems seem to be shared 
by Apple Writer II.) 

QUICK FILE 111- STRING OVERFLOW ERROR 

When a file is saved. Quick File III asks for a date 
for the file catalog. If eight or more characters are 
entered. and Quick File III can't convert them to a 
valid date. the program wfll stop with a STRING 
OVERFLOW ERROR and all the data just entered will be 
lost. 

This is easy to avoid by checking the date that is 
entered before pressing return. There are examples of 
what Quick File III consfders to be valid dates on 
page 41 of the manual. [NOTE: this note is dated 4 
Aug 82. If you have an old version with this problem.
your dealer should be able to update it for you.] 

QUICK FILE 111- LONG LISTS OF NUMBERS 

When a Quick File file contains only one field. the 
Arrange command may not work properly. Quick File may 
stop with a Pascal runtime error or just not sort the 
data. 

DOS TOOLKIT- GENERATING OUTPUT FILES WITH EDASH 

ED ASH will assemble a program and send its assembly
listing to the screen or printer. However. EDASH 
will not generate an OBJect file unt 11 it encounters 
an ORiGin command. This is true for relocatable files 
too. (NOTE: this note also applies to the ProDOS 
as semb ler.) 

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR PANEL DISCUSSION 

We need persons to participate in a panel discussion 
on graphics packages at a WAP general meeting. If you 
can help, please contact the off1ce, 654-8060. 
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CROSSWAP PUZZLE 

BY BOB COSGROVE 
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ACROSS CLUES DOWN CLUES 

5. ANTI-APPLE AUTHOR OF "THE 1. APPLE'S PRINTER FOR THE IIc
PERSONAL COMPUTER BOOK" 2. WAP HONTHLY MEETINGS ARE HELD

6. DISPLAY DEVICES HERE
7. BINARY DIGIT 3. HE STARTED IT ALL

10. READ-ONLY MEMORY 4. McLEAN, VIRGINIA INFORMATION
12. WAP PRESIDENT SERVICE
15. WAP PUBLIC RELATIONS CHAIRMAN 8. EDITOR, WAP JOURNAL
16. HE LETS YOU DESIGN YOUR OWN 9. HE GETS STUFF CHEAPLY FOR WAP

PINBALL GAME MEMBERS
18. TO REQUEST THE EXECUTION OF A 11. BEST-SELLING TYPING PROGRAM

SUBROUTINE OR FUNCTION 13. ·INSANELY GREAT!· 
22. PRESIDENT OF APPLE COMPUTER, INC. 14. THE 6502 IS ONE
23. ASSISTS "MR Q .. A" AT WAP 17. DISK OPERATING SYSTEM

MEETINGS 19. TO TRANSFER INFORMATION FROM A
24. ONE OF THRITY-FIVE ON A 3.3 DISK PERIPHERAL STORAGE MEDIUM INTO
25. INFORMATION TRANSFERRED FROM A MAIN MEMORY

COMPUTER TO AN EXTERNAL 20. INFORMATION PRESENTED IN THE FORMDESTINATION OF CHARACTERS READABLE BY' HUMANS26. IT WILL GET 'FAT' SOON 21. SIG COORDINATOR
30. THIS PROGRAM LEGITIMIZED THE 27. GREEN'S APPLE MAGAZINE

APPLE FOR BUSINESS PURPOSES 28. DISABLED SIG COLUMNIST
31. A.P.P.L.E. DOCTOR WE CAN CALL OUR 29. OFFERED FREE TO NEW APPLE IIOWN OWNERS FOR SIX MONTHS33. -CONDUCTOR 30. COHPANY THAT HAKES "ULTRATERM"34. A~AaRY IN WHICH THE CONTENTS OF CARD

INDIVIDUAL LOCATIONS CAN BE 32. ONE OF THE CHARACTERS 0 TO 9,
REFERRED TO IN A RANDOM ORDER USED TO EXPRESS NUMBERS IN35. "THE REFERENCE FOR APPLE DECIMAL FORM
COMPUTING·, THIS MAGAZINE HAS 36. INTEGRATED CIRCUITMANY PROGRAMS TO KEY IN 

37. MODULATOR USED TO CONNECT THE 
APPLE TO A TELEVISION 

38. COMHAND TO EXECUTE A PROGRAM 
39. ELECTRONIC DEVICE THAT PRODUCES 

lHAGES ON A SCREEN 
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WASHINGTON APPLE PI DISKETERIA MAIL ORDER FORH 

Software for Creative Living 


Disks from Washington Apple Pi's Disketer1a are available for purchase. This form is only for ordering disks
that you want mailed to you. 

'--' 	5 1/4" DISKETTES: - Hembers $ 5.00 ea.; Non-members $ 8.00 ea. ) Plus $1.00 ea. postage
3 1/2"" - Hembers $ 7.00 ea.; Non-members $ 10.00 ea. ) up to a maximum of $5.00. 

DOS 3.2 OOS 3.3 contd. Eamon contd.

( ) VolLme 1 ut 11 it ies I ( ) Volune 106 Science Engineering ( )*Vollllle 189 Furioso

( ) VollJIIe 2 Utl1ities II ( ) Volume 107 Games 8 ( )*Vol ume 190 The Magic Kfngdom

( ) Volune 3 Games I ( ) VolLme lOB lAC 10 (Graphics) ( )*Vollllle 191 The TOIItl of Hol1nar
( ) Volune 4 GW!s II ( ) VolLme 109 lAC 11 (Applesoft Tutorial) ( )*Vollllle 192 Lost 151. of Apple
( ) Volune 5 Games III ( ) Volume 110 Personal/Education ( )*Vollllle 193 Abductor's Quarters
( ) Volume 6 Gemes IV ( ) Volume III Games C 	 ( )*Volume 194 Quest for Trezore
( ) Volune 7 Games V 	 ( ) Volume 112 Ut1lities C ( )*Vollllle 195 Underground C1ty
( ) Volume 8 Utilities III ( ) Volume 113 Business B ( )*Volume 196 Herlin's Castle 
( ) VolLme 9 Educational I ( ) Vollllle 115 lAC 12/13 H1sc. ( )*Vollllle 197 Horgrath Castle 
( ) Volune 10 Hath/Science ( ) Vollllle 116 lAC 14 Hicromodemll ( )*Volume 198 Deathtrap
( ) VollJlle 11 Graphics I ( ) Volume 117 P1cture Packer ( )*Volume 199 The Black Death 
( ) VolLme 12 Games VI 	 ( ) Vollllle 118 Uti11ties D ( )*Volume ZOO The Temple of Ngurct
( ) Volune 13 Games 	 ( ) Volume 119 lAC 15 Hisc. ( )*Volume 201 Black Mounta1n 
( ) VollJIIe 14 lAC Utilities IV ( ) Vollllle 120 lAC 16 Hisc. ( )*Volume 202 Nuclear Nightmare
( ) Volume 15 Ganes VII ( ) Volume 121 WAPABBS 1.1 Doc. ** ( )*Vollllle 203 Feast of Carroll 
( ) Volune 16 ut 111t ies V ( ) Vollllle 122 lAC 17 Misc. ( )*Volume 204 The Haster's Dungeon
( ) Volume 17 Graph ics II ( ) Volume 123 French Vocabulary ( )*Volume 205 The Crystal Mountain 
( ) Vollllle 18 Educational II ( ) Volume 124 Utilities E ( )*Volume Z06 The Lost Adventure 
( ) Volume ZO Music 	 ( ) Volume 125 lAC 18 H1sc. ( )*Volume 207 The Hanxome Foe 
( ) Vollllle 21 Apple Orchard ( ) Vollllle 126 Sights and Sounds 
( ) Vollllle 22 Ut111ties VI ( ) Volume 127 Math/Science Pascal (See al so Volume 133)
( ) Vollllle 23 Games VIII ( ) Vol IIlIe 128 Games 0 	 ( ) Vollllle 300 PIGO: ATTACH 1.I/BIOS
( ) Volume 24 Games IX ( ) Volume 129 GLAQ 	 ( ) Vol ume 301 PIGl: 
( ) Vollllle 25 Utl1ities VII ( ) Vollllle 130 D1vers1-00S *~ ( ) Vol IIlIe 302 PIG2: 
( ) Volune 26 Stocks/Investments ( ) Volume 131 Personal/Educ. 2 ( ) Volume 303 PIG3: 
( ) Vollllle 27 Hath 	 ( ) Vollllle 132 lAC 19 - Utilities F ( ) Vol IIlIe 304 PIG4: 
( ) Volume 28 Planetfinder ( ) Volume 133 lAC ZO - Pascal &DDS 3.3 ( ) Volume 305 PIGS: 
( ) Volume 29 Utilities VIII ( ) Volume 134 New Members Disk ( ) Volume 306 PIG6: 
( ) Volune 30 Games X 	 ( ) Volume 135 WAPABBS 1.1 D1sk 1 ** ( ) Volume 307 PIG7: 
( ) Vollllle 31 Plot utl1ities ( ) Volume 136 WAPABBS 1.1 Disk 2 ** ( ) Vol ume 308 PIG8: 
( ) Vollllle 32 Games XI 	 ( ) Volume 137 lAC 21 Spreadsheet A ( ) Volume 309 PIG!!: 
( ) Vol IIlIe 33 Accounting ( ) Vollllle 138 lAC 23 Ut111t1es G ( ) Vol IIlIe 310 PIGI0: 
( ) Volume 34 Solar Tutor ( ) Volume 139 lAC 24 Education 3 ( ) Vol ume 311 PIGll: 
( ) Vollllle 35 Garden Hanagement ( ) Volume 140 Educat10n 4 ( ) Vol IIlIe 312 PIGI2: 
( ) Volune 36 Ganes XII ( ) Volume 141 Spec1al Data Bases ( ) Volume 313 PIG13: Guer111a Gufde 
( ) Volune 37 Utl1ities IX ( ) Volume 142 lAC 28 Pinball Games ( ) Vol ume 314 PIG14: 
( ) Volune 38 Genes XI II ( ) Volume 1~3 Sports
( ) Vol IIlIe 39 lAC VII 	 ( ) Vol Lme 144 lAC 27 App lesoft Prog. CP/H
( ) Volume 40 lAC VIII 	 ( I Volume 145 Apple Logo Tool K1t ( ) Vol ume 401 

( Vollllle 146 Apple Logo Sample Prog. ( ) Volume 402 
OOS 3.3 	 ( ) Volume "147 Logo Documentatfon ( ) Vol IIlIe 403 
( ) Vollllle 41 lAC 25 Hach. Lang. Util. ( ) Vol une 150 EDSIG1 (Elem. Hath) ( ) Volume 404 
( ) Volume 42 One Key DOS *** ( ) Volume 151 1983 Tax Template ( ) Vol IIlIe 405 
( ) Vollllle 43 lAC 29 uti11ties H ( ) Vollllle 152 lAC 31 M1scellaneous ( ) Volume 406 ZCPRZ Install 
( ) Volume 44 Utilit1es I ( ) Volume 153 Investments A ( ) Vol ume 407 ZCPRZ Oocumentat ion 
( ) VolLme 45 Diversi-Copy *** ( ) Vollllle 154 Investments B ( ) Vollllle 408 ZCPRZ Utilit1es 
( ) Volume 70 Business/Hath/Statistics ( ) Volume 155 lAC 33 H1scellaneous ( ) Volume 409 Modem 730 
( ) Vollllle 71 Music 	 ( ) Vollllle 156 lAC 35 Applesoft-AW//e 
( ) Volume 72 Keyboard Games ( ) Volume 157 lAC 36 Arcade Genes Forth (See also Volume 105) 
( ) Vollllle 73 Text Adventure Games ( ) Volume 158 Apple Logo Programs ( ) Volume 700 Assembler/Dfsassembler 
( ) Volume 74 Paddle Ganes 	 ( ) Volume 701 Full Screen Edftor 
( ) Vol une 90 Spreadsheet C Genl. 8us. Eenon Serfes 	 ( ) Vollllle 702 Goforth 
( ) Volume 91 Spreadsheet 0 Investment ( ) Vol IIlIe 180 Dungeon Des 1goer 
( ) Vollllle 92 Spreadsheet E 8us. Recd. ( ) Volume 181 Beginners Cave Macintosh - @$7.00 (see above) 
( ) Volume 93 VisiPlot and VisiTrend ( )*Vol IIlIe 182 Lair of Hinotaur () SfgMac D1sk 1 MS-BASIC pgns 
( ) Vollllle 100 Utilities A ( )*Volume 183 Cave of the Mfnd () SfgHac Ofsk 2 Atkinson's Goodfes 
( ) Volume 101 Utilities B ( )*Vol ume 184 Zyphur R1verventure () SfgMac Dfsk 3 Fonts 
( ) Vollllle 102 Games A 	 ( )*Vollllle 185 Castle of Doom () SfgHaC Ofsk 4 HS-BASIC Pgms

() S1gMac Ofsk 5 Desk Accessorfes( ) Volume 103 Herry Christmas ( }*Vol ume 186 Death Star 
( ) Volume 104 Bus1ness A ( }*Volume 187 Devil's Tomb 
( ) Volume 105 FIG-FORTH/Utilities ( )*Vollllle 188 Caves of Treas.Isl. 

* Volume 181 requfred wfth these dfsks. ** Vols. 121, 135, 136 must be purchased together.
*** Use of th1s d1sk requfres sendfng money to the author ($30 for 01versf-dfsks and $9 for One Key Dos.) 

dhks.; postage $__; Total amount enclosed $(NOTE: ALLOW 3 TO 4 WEEKS FOR MAILING.) Total Order .. 

Hake check payable and send to:NAME 


Wash1ngton Apple Pf, Ltd.
........ 	 ADDRESS 

Attn. Dfsketerfa 

CITY, 	 STATE ZIP _______________ 8227 Woodmont Avenue, Sufte 201 
Bethesda, MD 20814 DATE ________ _____WAP MEHBERSHIP NO.____TELEPHONE 
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WAP TUTORIAL REGISTRATION 


The following four WAP tutorials are being offered on Tuesday evenings from 7:30 to 9:00 PM, at the office, 8227 
Woodmont Avenue, Room 202, Bethesda, HD. (The tutorials start promptly at 7:30; if you bring your computer please
arrive 15 minutes early to set up.) You may sign up for any or all of the series. They are designed for the 
-beginner a and will be repeated monthly. A detailed outline of the tutorials was given in the September 1984 WAP 
Journal. ~, 
( ) October 2 - INTRODUCTION TO APPLE COMPUTER HARDWARE () November 6 
( ) October 9 - HOW TO USE YOUR APPLE SOFTWARE () November 13 
( ) October 16 - BEGINNING APPLESOFT BASIC () November 20 
( ) October 23 - INTERMEOIATE APPLESOFT BASIC () November 27 

The fee for each tutorial is $10.00 with an Apple, monitor and disk drive, $15.00 without (monitors available for 
1st 5 registrants - call office). Please note that WAP does not have equipment for you to use; if you do not 
bring your own, you will have to look over someone's shoulder. 

Tutorials at $10.00 (with equipment) 
-- Tutorials at $15.00 (without equipment) 

Please check the desired tutorials and return this form with feels) made payable to Washington Apple Pi, Ltd. to: 

Washington Apple Pi, Ltd. 
Attn. Tutorials 
8227 Woodmont Avenue, Suite 201 
Bethesda, MD 20814 

Name ---------------------------------------------
Dayt ime Phone Even ing Phone ________________ Total Enclosed $ 
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8 DISK III DO 8 II ? 


$199 .1~
. .. "WOWI 

Clinton Computer had an opportunity to buy a limited 
number of brand new Apple Disk I I Is at a very special 
price from Apple. We made this purchase because we have 
manufactured an adapter to make these Apple Disk I I Is work 
on the Apple I I Plus or Apple I Ie, with either DOS 3.3 or 
ProDOS. The adapter requires no modification to the computer, 
disk drive or cable. These drives wiJl operate on an Apple I I 
or an Apple I I I . 

/
There are many third party drives for the Apple I I. Most 

of them have a low initial price, but are more expensive over 
the life of the drive because they are not widely serviced or 
supported. The Apple Disk III, on the other hand, was built as 
an improvement over the Disk I I . The Disk I I I works better 
and qUieter, it looks nicer and it can be serviced by any 
authorized Apple dealer. A disk controJler is also available 
for $69, if you need one. 

Apple Disk I I Is available only at our Clinton location. 
CaJl ahead for large quantities. 

linton pplC!
Authorized Dealer 

Branch Ave. (RI. 5) al 
6443 Old Alex. Fe rry Rd. tar Clinton, M D 20735 

(301) 856-2500 
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ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED 

A REFURBISHED DAISY WHEEL PRINTER 

FOR PERSONAL COMPUTER USERS AND SMALL BUSINESSES. 


Three-In-One Offer! Just $598 

(Includes On-Site Warranty) 


• A 30 cps letter-quality printer 
• A timesharing keyboard terminal (when modem equipped) 

• A Selectric*-s tyle keyboard typewriter 

AJ daisy w heel printe r te rminals are renowned for And you ca n choose from a lis t of options including 
excep tional perfo rmance, high reliability, a nd applica tions forms tractor, pin -feed pla ten, pa per trays, s ide shelves, 
versatility . Now you ca n ha ve all this for only $598 ** in our extra printwheels , APL keyboa rd and 2K buffer. 
special limited offe r. For information telephone 
• Optional 45 characters per second 	 Sean Belanger 
• Changeable type faces ,. .. .. ..... .. .... .. ............ .. , (301) 840-5700 

• Full ASCII keyboard with I ' 	 'I 
, n • • .. numeric pad 
• 	High resolution X-Y p lo tting 
• Comple te e lec tronic fo rms \....=~;;;;;;;;..-.----)
control 

" 5u~gl' ~kd ...d tmg pnn.'. l '\duJl' !'> option ... 
• 256-character buffer 	 and I ~ "ublt.'ct til dl.lI1gl' \\ Ithou t 1l11lkl' . 

Mlldl'j .. howl1 Indud l'!'> (l'rt.l l n op ll \ln~ . 
Offer ,1\'" ilabll' (l nly in tIll' (on tigullu :-, L.:.s. 

• Asynchronou s RS-232 inte rface 
• 	Printwh eel , ribbon ca rtridge, 

and cabl e included 
• 30-day partslla bor warranty ANDERSON 

JACOBSON 
8653 Grovemont Cir. 
Gaithersburg, MD 20877 1 -4191 

Walter Taylor



